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1. 1 N T ROD U C T ION 
The Modeling and Simulation Facility of the Laboratory for Atmos-
pheric Sciences (GLAS) is engaged in general circulation modeling studies 
related to global atmospheric and oceanographic research. Research activities 
at the Goddard Modeling and Simulation Facility (GMSF) are organized in 
three areas: GARP/Global Weather, Climate, and Ocean/Air Interactions. 
During the period of this review, GARP/Global Weather research was 
directed primarily toward the development of techniques for the utilization 
and analysis of the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) data sets. This 
involved acquisition and data file management efforts, development of improved 
techniques for the analysis of FGGE data, observing systems research, forecast 
model development, and diagnostic studies. Observing system studies were 
concerned ~Iith the development of a GLAS TIROS N sounding retrieval system 
and preparation for the joi nt NOM/NASA Advanced Moi sture and Temperature 
Sounder simulation study. 
Climate research focused on the continued development of the GLAS 
general circulation model for short-range climate predictions, studies of 
the sensitivity of climate to boundary conditions, and predictability studies 
to determine which features of the global climate system can be computed de-
terministically or sta'istically. Ocean/air interaction studies concentrated 
on the development of ,;jode 1 s for the predi ct i on of upper ocean currents, 
temperatures, sea state, mixed-layer depths, and upwelling lones, and on 
studies of the interactions of the atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems 
on time scales of a month or more. 
This research review presents a synopsis of extended abstracts in 
the GARP/Global Weather, Climate and Ocean/Air Interaction studies conducted 
at the Modeling and Simulation Facility during the calendar year 1979. 
A major event during the summer 1979 was the second annual visiting 
lecture series jOintly sponsored by the Modeling and Simulation Facility and 
University of Maryland. The program included many distinguished university 
scientists and was extremely popular here at GLAS, even drawing a considerable 
attendance from the greater Washington, DC metropolitan area. Abstracts of 
the summer lectures are presented in section V. 
A list of recent publications by the staff scientists and visiting 
scientists is presented in section VI. 
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TEMPERATURE SOUNDING FROM TIROS-N 
(J. Susskind) 
TIROS-N, the current operational meteorological satell ; te, conta; ns 
three pass; ve temperature soundi ng instruments. H IRS2, a 20-channe 1 infrared 
radiometer, MSU, a 4-channel microwave Yldiometer, and SSU, a 3-channel pres-
sure modulated infrared radiometer sounding the upper stratosphere. NOAA/NESS 
operationally produces global atmospheric temeprature soundings by analysis of 
observat'lons from these three instruments !Jsin9 statistical regression methods. 
GLAS has developed a fundamentally different approach to analysis of satellite 
temeprature soundi ng data. ,whi ch rel1 es more heavi lyon the abi H ty to account 
for the atlOOspheric physics givi ng ri se to the observations rather than the 
statistical relationships of atmospheric properties to satellite observations. 
The method is believed to be superior to that in use operationally under 
partially cloudy conditions, especially over oceans. 
The iterative scheme and cloud filter'fng methods used in the inver-
sion process are closely related to those of Chahine (1970, 1974). Intrinsic 
in the use of the Chahine iterative retrieval scheme is the ability to accurately 
solve the forward problem, that is, given a guess set of atmospheric and surface 
parameters, accurately compute the correspondi ng observations as seen by the 
satellite instruments. The method involves iterative modification of the atmos~ 
pheric parameters, starting from an init1al guess, until sufficient agreement 
between computed and observed radiances is reached~ 
The Radiative Transfer Equation 
Given atmospheric and surface conditions, the clear column radiances 
Ri observed by a sounding channel i can be expressed as 
R. = E:.B.LT] T.(P) + (1 - E: i ) R. -t T.(P) ~ ~ ~ s ~ s ~ ~ s 
-
f
ln P dT i 
+ p. H. 1'. (P ) + 1 P B. [T (P)] d 1n P d 1n P , ~ ~ ~s s n, ~ 
s 
(1) 
where Ei is the surface emissivity ave,'aged over sounding channel i, Bi[n 
is the !rean Planck black~body funct'ion, averaged over channel i, of the 
temperature T, Ti(P} is the mean atmospheric transmittance from pressure P 
to the top of the atmosphere and evaluated at a, the zenith angle of the 
observation, R; -t is an effective atmospheric emission downward flux, PiHi Tis 
is the reflected solar radiation in the direction of the satellite, dnd the 
subscri pt s refers to surface. The integral, taken from the surface to the 
satelHte pressure P, represents the upwelling atlOOspheric emitted radiation, 
Which is a mean value of the black-body function of atmospheric temperature 
weighted by the channel-weighting function d Ti/d 1n P. Table.1 shows the 
channels, centers, and peak of the weighting function. and other relevant 
information, for t,he channels on MSU and HIRS. The current analYSis does 
not employ the SSU observations. 
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Channel 
H1 
H2 
H3 
• 
~1 
H4 
H5 
H6 
H7 
H8 
H9 
H10 
H11 
H12 
H13 
H14 
H15 
H16 
H17 
H18 
H19 
M1 
M2 
M3 
M4 
Table 1. HIRS2 and MSU channels frequencies and peaks of the 
weighting functions or other relevant information. 
,,(cm-1) Peak of dT/d 1" r(fi~) Poak of B dT/dln P(mb) 
668.40 30 20 
679.20 60 50 
691.10 100 100 
703.60 280 360 
716.10 475 575 
732.40 725 875 
748.30 Surface Surface 
897.70 Window, sensithe to wat~r vapor 
1027.90 Window, sensitive to 03 
I 1217.10 ! Lower tropospheric water vapor 
1363.70 Middle tropospheric water vapor 
1484.40 Upper tropospheric water vapor 
2190.40 Surface Surface 
2212.60 650 Surface 
2240. 10 340 675 
2276.30 170 425 
2310.70 15 2 
2512.00 Window, sensitive to solar radiation 
2671.80 Window, sensitive to solar radiation 
v (GHz) 
50.30 Window, sensitive to surface emissivity 
53.74 500 
54.96 300 
57.95 70 
3 
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The transmittance functions of the HIRS channels are taken to be 
a product of dry transmittance functions, parameterized as a function of 
temperature profile and zenith angle (Mo and Susskind.(~9~8lrf and effective 
water vapor trtlnsm1H;tnces of the form T i (P, 8),. ~ -aiw lSI i , where W is 
is the column dens'\\-)' of water vapor and ai and ni are channel.dependent 
constants (Halem and Susskind, 19'77). The infrared emissivitye f is taken 
as .65 or .95 for land and water) res~ectively, at wavelengths greater than 
10~m, and .95 or .98 for wavelengths less than 5~m (channels between 5 and 
10~m were not used in the analysis). The effective downward flux, Ri ~is 
calculated according to Kornfield and Susskind (1977). The solar radiation 
term will be discussed later. 
The microwave transmittances are taken to be products of 02 trans-
mittances, calculated as a function of temperature profile and zenith angle 
according to Rosenkrantz (1975), and water vapor transmittance having the 
same form as the infrared effect ive water vapor transmi ttances. Water vapor 
retrievals using the humidity sounding channels on HIRS2 are not done at this 
time, and W, the water vapor column density is estimated at the 24-h lagged 
analysis value, as is the surface pressure PSt The microwave emissivity is 
calculated from the 50.3 GHz channels, as part of th9 iterative scheme, 
according to 
Ri - f TdT - R.~ T. (P ) 
e II: l. l. s 
[T - R. ~] T, (P) 
s l. - l. S 
, (2) 
where R; is the 50.3 GHz observed brightness temperature, Ts is the iterative 
surface temperature, and T{P} is the iterative atmospheriC temperature profile 
used in the calculation of the upward and downward microwave fluxes emitted 
by the atmosphere. The transmittance fUnctions are, of course, corrected for 
temperature, water vapor, and zenith angle as described earlier, but possible 
effects of liquid water attenuation on the 50.3 GHz channel are not accounted 
for. The emissivity determined from the 50.3 GHz channel observation is used, 
together with the iterative temperature profile, to calculate brightness 
temperatures for the other MSU channels. 
Accounting for Effects of Clouds on the Infrared Observations 
The '\ nfrared radi ance observed in an otherwi se homogeneous fi e 1 d of 
view, containing partial homogeneous cloud cover a, is given, by a reasonable 
approximation, as 
(3 ) 
Where R; CLO and Ri CLR are the radiances which would have been observed if 
the field of view were completed cloudy or clear, respectively. Computation 
of clear column radiances Ri ,CLR can be done routinely as in Eq. (1), but 
I' computation of Ri CLO requi res accurate knowledge of the optical as well as 
meteorological properties of the cloud. It is more advantageous to be able 
4 I 
J 
J 
I ; 
-to account for the. effects of clouds indirectly ';han to have to 100 de 1 their 
radiative transfer properties. A method for doing this is employed, as pro-
posed by Chahine (1974). using observi.ttions in adjacent fields of view using 
the assumption that both fields of view are 1aent1cal (up to an accountable 
effect of zenfth angle). An estimate of the clear column radiance, Ri ,CLR, 
can be reconstructed from the observations according to 
(4) 
whereRi j is the observation for channel i in field of view j and n 1s giVen 
by cxi/(CX2 - ett), with (X2> cq. Since cds dependent only on fractional cloud cover, 
n is independent of channel and spectral region. Given n, clea.r column radi-
ances can be reconstructed from the observations using Eq. (4) and the effects 
of clouds are, in principle, accounted for. 
These reconstructed clear column radiances are then used in the 
iterative temperature scheme. It is seen from Eq. (4) that large values of n 
will tend to amplify noise in the observations and are therefore undesirable. 
As shown by Qlahine (1974) and Haleru et al. (1978), t) can be determined as pai't 
of an iterative scheme according to 
, (5) 
where R7{N) 'h's the computed clear column radiance for the 15~n surface chanrlel, 
using the Nt iterative temperature profile. The scheme will· converge provided 
only 4.3l-W ; nfrared channels are used for temperature sound; n9 in the lower 
troposphere. The rate of convergence increases with the difference between the 
surface temperature and the cloud top temperature. Under some high noise, low 
contrast condt~10nsJ divergent solutions can occur in the sense that an over-
estimate of t)\ ) wi 11 cause an overestimate of the reconstructed 4.3 \.Ill clear 
column radiances which, in turn, will yield ~~ i"ffeased lower tropospheric t~mperature, producing an increased value of R7 l + ,leading to an increased 
n \ N + 1), et c. 
This situation is greatly alleviated by incorporation of a lower 
t~HPospheric mi crowave observation in the det~tmi nati on of n. The error in 
n\ J is a result qf either an error in R7 l I, due to a wrong temperature 
profile or computational uncertainties such as the effect of water vapor on 
the transmittance functions of channel 7, observational errors in R71, or 
errors in the assumption of only QRe degree of nonhomogeneity in the combined 
fields of view. The error in R7' J due to a wrong temperature profile can 
be well accounted for by adjusti ng the computed bri ghtness temperature for 
channel 7 by the difference in the observed and computed microwave brightness 
temperatures for channel M2 according to 
T7 - T7 (N) = TM2 - T~~) , (6) 
5 
l 
I 
I 
j 
, 
J 
, 
I 
j 
(N). 
where TM2 and(N{M2 are the observed and calculated nncr'owave brightness tem-
peratures, T7 is the calculated clear column brightness temperature for 
channel 7, and T7 is the corrected clear column brightness temperature for 
channe 1 7. The corrected c lear co 1 umn radi ance for channe 1 7, to be used in 
Eq. (5), is then given by 
}teN) = B f;,CN) + T _ T(Nn 
7 7L7 2,M 2,~ (7) 
Thi s procedure not only speeds up convergence under all conditi ons but also 
stabil izes the sol ut i on in the sense that an increase in the i terat ive tem-
perature profile in the lower troposphere will not. to a first approxin~tion, 
cause an increase inn. 
Determi nat i on of Surface Temperature 
Given n(N). the clear column radiances for the three window chan-
nels 8. 18, and 19 are reconstructed according to Eq. (4). All three channels 
are relative atmospheric windows and are sensitive primarily to be surface 
(ground) temperature. The two 3.7~ channels have the advantage of be)~g more 
sensitive to surface temperature and less sensitive tQ uncertainties in surface 
emissivity and atmospheric water vapor than thF.! ll}Jm window channel. They 
have the disadvantage of being affected by solar radiation during the day, 
which must be accounted for before accurate surface temperatures can be ca1cu-
1 ated. At ni ght, surface temperatures are taken to be the average of the 
surface temperature as determined fro/O channels 18 and 19. wh~re 
1 
R~N) ... T~N)(p) - f. B.(TN) d'f 
]. ]. 5 eN) ]. 
'2 (P ) 
'r (N~ = B:1 __ ,_____ ---:---.-_____ --=5=--____ 1 
5, ]. ]. e. T. (N) P 
]. 1. 5 
• 
(8) 
In general, Ts 18 and Ts 19 agree with each other to 1° but differ by a 
larger amount ~rom the surface temperature as determi ned from the 11 lJ m 
window channel 8, especially when the water vapor column density along the 
path of observation is greater than 3 gm/cm2. 
During the day. the effects of solar radiation on the 3.7lJm channels 
must be accounted for in obtai ni n9 accurate surface temperatureretri eva 1 s 
from thf~1 channels. This can be done directly by subtrac.ting PiH(t"is(Ps) 
from Ri and substituting the result into Eq. (8). Hi't'i CPs)' the mean solar 
radiatlon across the channel, transversing the path from ~he s~n to the earth 
and back to the satellite, can be well estimated as 2.16n x 10- Bi [5600K]cos 
8H't'i(Ps ~H + e) where 6H is the solar zenith angle and the transmittance is computed at an effective zer/Hh angle given by the sum of the solar and the 
satellite zenith angles. 
The danger in such a procedure is the uncertainty in Pi. If the 
surface is Lambertian and the emissivity is known, Pi, the directional reflec-
tance, is equal to (1 - €i)/,rr. Significant errors of up to a factor of 2 can be 
6 
j 
, 
i 
I 
j 
I 
made in the above estimation of Pi, which may produce errors of up to 10K in 
retrieved surface temperature. These errors arise from uncerta'"ties in £:1 and 
the non-Lamberti an character of the surface. However, the same uncertainties 
1n £:i do not appreciably effect the calculated thermal radiation. 
An error ; n Pi wi 11 produce di fferent errors in the .surface temper~­
ture as retrieved from the two 3.7llm channels because dT/dB 1n channel 19 1S 
twi ce as great as in channe 1 18. Consequent 1y. agreement to withi n (~) of 
T 18 and T 19' obtained by subtracting (1 - £:i)/'lTHi't';(Ps) from Ri in E~! ~8). isStaKen as E'vidence of an accurate estimate value of Pi. and the 
average of T5 .18 and .T5 ,19 is taken ,as the surface temperature. If th~s 
agreement is not obtalnei1, Ts 8. obta1ned from the llllm wlOdow channel. lS 
taken as the ground temperature, provid~d the water vapor column density along 
the observing path is less than 3 gm/c~. 
As a final alternative, an attempt to solve simultaneously for Ts 
and Pi is made by 1 i nea ri zing Eq. (1) about T s 8, whi ch is expected to be a 
reasonable approximation of Ts ' according to ' 
(
dB. ) 
R. = £:B.[T 8) 't'.(Ps) + e "d; (T - T ) 
1. 1. s, 1. T s s,8 
5,8 (9) 
+ PIL't:, (P) + (1 - e) R.+ 'r. (Ps ) + J Bi d1' 1. 1.,5 5 ~ 1. 
Eq. (9) gives two linear equations, one for channel 18 and one for channel 19, 
for the two unknowns, Ts and p, and can be solved in a straightforward mR ' 1er. 
Iterative Procedure 
Give~ an initial or Nth guess temperature profile TN(p), and surface 
temperature Ts ' clear column radiances can be calculated from Eqs. (1) and (2) 
and algorithms to calculate transmittance functions and downward fuxes'(N)Eqs. 
(4), (5), and (7) are then ~sfd to reconstruct clear column radiances ~~1 for 
the infrared channels. Ts + is obtained from Eqs. (8) or (9). T (P);s 
obtained in a rela}!ation manner analogous to that of Chahine. Chahine assigns 
a pressure Pi to each temperature soundi ng channel i, gi ven approxi mate 1y by 
the peak of the wei ght i ng funct i on for channel i, represent i ng that port ion 
of the atmosphere in which local changes of temperature will have the largest 
effect on the observed radiance for that channel. Chahine uses the iterative 
equation, 
(10) 
B. (TN+1 (P.)] ~. (N) 1. 1. __ 1. __ 
[ N ] - R. (N) B, T (P.) 
1. 1. 1. 
• 
to determi ne a newest i mate of temperature at each of the pressures Pi' 
Temperature at other pressures can be obtained by a va~i!1ty of interrf.~lation 
schemes or other constraints on the solution. Given T + (P) and Ts + , the 
entire iterative procedure can then be repeated. 
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A n~re convenient form of the iterative equation for temperature can 
be written in terms of clear column brightness temperatures T; for each 
channel, that is, the temperature of a bhck body with radiance Ri. The 
analogous equation to Eq. (10) becomes 
(11 ) 
Eq. (11) reflects the very good approximation that, given a temperature profile 
and bri ghtness temperature, if the enti re profile and surface temperatures 
were changed s 1 i ght 1y by AT, the bri ghtness temperature will a 1 so change by 
6T reg a rdl ess of the frequency reg; on or nature of the wei ght i ng funct ion. 
The iterative scheme based on either Eq. (10) or, equivalently, 
Eq. (11) sometimes produces divergent solutions if noise in adjacent channels 
is large and of opposite sign. It was found that stability was increased, 
with only slight loss in speed of convergence, if the temperature at pressure 
Pi was modified according to a weighted difference of observed and calculated 
brightness temperatures for all channels according to 
N+l N ~ (A (N) CN»)/\' w T (P.') = T (P.) + l.. W.. T J. - TJ. ~ ij , ~ ~ j ~J J (12 ) 
wher'e Wij is the relative change in brightness temperature for channel j 
produced by a change in temperature at pressure Pi. 
From Eq. (1), to a good approximation, 
dR. [dB.] [dT. J dT(~i) = -d- T(P.) d in P P. 
~ ~ 
(13) 
Wij, the relative cl.~ljge in brightness temperature for channel j produced 
by a change in temperature at Pi' is then given by 
dT. (dTJ dRi wij 
_ J __ 
- dT(Pi ) - dB T. dT (P. ) ~ 
J 
= [::L [::tP.J [ dT. J (14 ) d~p. 
J ~ ~ 
Using appropriate approximate forms for the black-body function at 
microwave and infrared wavelengths, one gets 
wij = G:~J2 exp~.439Vij[:j - T(~)J [dd:~ pJpi (15a) 
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for infrared channels and 
[
ciT. J 
". d 1: P P. (15b) w .. 1.) 
1. 
for microwave channels. 
Fig. 1 shows the weighting functions as defined in Eq. (15) for the 
six TIROS-N channels used in the ara'ys~s of the data, for U.S. standard atmos-
phere under nadir viewing. The olser'~tr~ions are most sensitive to atmospheric 
temperature changes below 500 mb and ;;,~tween 150 mb and 50 mb, with relative 
weakness in between. The six characteristic pressures used in the analysis 
are also shown in the figure. 
Gridding of Satellite Data 
In order to facilitate analysis of global data on a tWice-daily basis, 
the HIRS data are gridded (averaged) prior to analysis so that one sounding is 
performed every 250 x 250 km. The 250 x 250 km area is first divided into 
four equal quadrants. In each quadrant, the HIRS spots (20 km x 20km at nadir) 
are divided into equal groups, representing the two f.ields of view, according 
to the brightness temperature of channel 8, the 11111n window, with field of 
view 1 containing those spots with the largest radiances for this channel. 
The radiances for all spots in a field are averaged together for each channel 
to give the radiances for each field of view to be used in the analysis of the 
data. Each field of view is assigned a zenith angle weighted according to the 
cosine of the zenith angles of the individual spots. The microwave brightness 
temperatures and zenith angle of the MSU spot (llOkm x 110 km at nadir) most 
overlapping the quadrant, are assigned to each field of view. Using this 
gridding scheme, approximately 17000 retrievals are performed daily. The 
computing time for this is roughly 1 h CPU time on the Amdahl V/460. 
Results 
Global retrievals were run for the period 4 January-5 February 1979 
using a 24-h lagged analysis initiC)l .9~ess. A shape-preserving interpolation 
scheme (Chahine, 1970), in which nN+r}(p) - ~(P) was taken to be linear in 
log p, was used in ana lys i s of the data. I n all of the cases, a soundi ng was 
rejected if, after five iterations, the RMS difference of computed and recon-
structed brightness temperatures for the six temperature sounding channels was 
greater than 1° or the computed and observed brightness temperature for chan-
ne 1 M2 di ffered by more than 1.5°. Approxi mate 1y 30 percent of all soundi ngs 
were rejected by these criteria, and of these, half which were rejected were 
considered clear. This indicates that only in approximately 15 percent of the 
cases was it too cloudy to perform retrievals using the infrared tropospheric 
channels. In contrast, the operational retrievals produced by NESS perform 
infrared tropospheric retrievals only 50 percent of the time. In the remainder 
of the cases, retri eva 1 s are performed using the HIRS stratospheri c channels 
together with the MSU channels. These have been shown to be considerably less 
accurate compared with radiosondes. 
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Fi g. 1. Weighting functions for the six channels used to determine 
atmospheric temperature profile. • represents a pressure 
where iterative temperature adjustments are made. 
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Fi g. 2 shows the RMS errors of layer rooan temperatures from both 
the GLAS and operat i ona 1 retri eva 1 s, as compared to oceani c radi osondes 
colocated to within 110 Km in space and 6 h in time. In the first graph, 
errors of all retrievals from each set, colocated with radiosondes are compared 
with each other. In the second graph, comparison is made only between those 
retrievals performed by NOAA under partially clou~ conditions and successful 
GLAS retrievals colocated to the same radiosondes. The GLAS retrievals are 
clearly signif'jcant1y better in the troposphere under these conditions~ in 
which the combination of the cloud problem and poor statistical representation 
of oceanic radiosondes 1n the regression data base used by NESS significantly 
degrade the operational results. 
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the 1000-500 mb thicKness fields off 
western Europe at 0300 GMT 4 January 1979, derived on the McIDAS from the GLAS 
soundings and the NESS enhanced soundings (see Atlas et a1., 1980). The 
general agreement between the fields is good, especially in the region over 
western Europe validated by radiosonde reports. The differences and their 
sources are being evaluated, particularly in regions where the enhanced 
soundings were microwave only, such as ovel" England. 
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RMS errors of GLAS and NESS operational soundings over oceans 
as compared to radiosondes colocated to 110 km. a) shows all 
NESS soundings colocated to radiosondes and all GLAS soundings 
colocated to radiosondes; b) shows statistics for all NESS 
retrievals under partially cloudy conditions colocated to both 
radiosondes and GLAS retrievals as well as statistics for the 
colocated GLAS retrievals. 
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Fig. 3. 1000-500 mb thickness analyses based on enhanced TIROS-N re-
trievals (solid lines, see Atlas et al., 1980) and GlAS 
TIROS-N retrievals (dashed lines). The GLAS retrievals were 
unedited while the enhanced retrievals were subjectively edited 
by man-computer interaction. 
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ENHANCEMENT OF TIROS-N SOUNDING AND CLOUD MOTION 
WIND DATA FOR THE FGGE SPECIAL EFFORT 
(R. Atlas, G. Cole, R. Rosenberg, S. Palm, and A. Pursch) 
A "Special Effort" to produce high quality edited and enhanced 
global data sets is being conducted for the two special observing periods of 
the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE), Greaves et al. (1979). The Special 
Effort is a joint project between NASA, NOAA, and the University of Wisconsin. 
Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS) terminals. developed by 
the Space Science Engineering Center (S5EC) of the University of Wisconsin, 
are being utilized by experienced meteorologists at the National Meteoro-
logical Center (NMC) for data evaluation and quality assessment, and at the 
Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences (GLAS) for satellite data enhancew 
loont. Interactive procedures for sounding and cloud motion wind enhancement 
were originally developed by the National Environmental Satellite Service and 
55EC, and are described by Smith et al. (1978) and Menzel et a" (1978). More 
than 60 cases have been selected for enhancement, on the basi s of meteoro-
logical interest, by an ad hoc international committee of participating 
scientists. These cases include situations of blocking, cutoff low develop-
ment, cycl ogenesis , and tropical circulations. 
The sounding data enhancement is aimed at supplementing the opera-
tional satellite sounding data set with higher resolution soundings in 
meteorologically active regions, and with new soundings where data voids or 
soundings of questionable quality exist. The cloud motion wind enhancement 
is aimed at the rederivation of cloud heights in suspect areas using radiance 
information from polar orbiting satellites. After the enhancement process 
is completed, a final editing and quality assessment of the enhanced data is 
performed. The data will be archived as Level lIb and will be utilized in 
Level II lb analyses. 
The soundi ng enhancement process at GLAS is performed as fo1. ,.;ws: 
Once an area has been selected, the MclDA5 operator begins by displaying all 
available conventional and special FGGE data for that area, the Level III 
analysis, and Visible, infrared, and microwave images from Television Infrared 
Observational Satellite (TIROS)-N. At this stage, the operator notes where 
data deficiencies exist and, from the TIROS-N images, determines the extent 
of cloudi ness and where the most intense atmospheric thermal gradients are 
located. High resolution temperature retrievals are then generated for the 
area. This is followed by a comprehensive manual editing of the retrievals 
to remove small-scale discontinuities due to cloud-induced noise while 
retai n; ng significant meteorological structures. 
Sounding data e.nhancementoperations began on 3 December 1979. The 
first case se.lected for enhanceme.nt was a strong cyclone centered southeast 
of England at 0400 GMT 4 January 1979. The 1000 mb analysis for the enhanced 
region, from conventional data at 0000 GMT 4 January 1979, is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig.. resents the 1000-500 mb thickness analysis utilizing the 29 radiosonde 
report~ /at were available for this region (with no satellite soundings) as 
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solid lines and the 1000-500 mb thickness analysis utilizing 141 enhanced 
sate 11 i te soundi ngs (wi th no rad i osonde data) as dashed 1 i nes. Good agreelOO nt 
between the pure SAT and pure NOSAT thickness analyses can be seen over western 
Europe, while poorer agreement is evid~nt over England where only microwave 
retrievals could be g~nerated, and over oceanic areas where virtually no radio-
sonde data was available and the NOSAl analysis is questionable. 
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Fig. 1. 1000 mb analysis of conventional data for enhanced region. 
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Fig. 2. 1000-500 rnb thickness analyses based on radiosonde data 
(solid lines) and enhanced TIROS-N retrie~a1s (dashed lines). 
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THE COMBINED INFLUENCE OF SATELLITE TEMPERATURE SOUNDING DATA AND 
INCREASED HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION ON GLAS HODEL FORECASTS 
(R. Atlas, H. Halem, and M. Ghil) 
Since the introduction of satel lite-derived temperature soundings into 
the oper'ational data base in 1972, a nunmer of eXperiments have been conducted (Atki ns and Jones, 1975; Oesmarais et al., 1978; Druyan et al., 1978, Ghil 
et al., 1979a,b) to assess their influence on numerical weather forecasting. 
Object1 ve measures of forec~,st accuracy have served as the primary tool for 
evaluating the predictive imvact of the satellite temperature sounding data, 
along with s~ subjective evaluations by weather forecasters. The objective 
measures have generally shown either negligible or small beneficifll i~acts 
when averaged over many cases and conti nental regions. Even whea specific 
forecasts show substantial objective impacts, subsequent subjective ~valuations 
have shown the improvements to be of marginal value for forecaster's. A principal 
reason may have been the fact that these statistical improvements occw' in the 
48-to-72 h forecast range when the model forecast accuraci es have themst!lves 
deteriorated. 
Thus, the question arises whether satellite sounding data might have 
greater influence, beneficial or otherwise, if numerical weather prediction (NWP) model s had greater forecast skill. Recent studies by Rubert (1976), 
Williamson (1978), and Quirk and Atlas (1977) have shown that forecast accuracy 
is generally improved with increased model resolution. The study here will 
report on compari sons of temperature soundi ng data impacts for the GLAS model 
with two different grid resolutions: a coarse 4° lat. X 5° long. grid and a 
finer 2.5° lat. x 3° long. grid. 
The i nfl uence of satell i te temperature sound; ng data and increased 
horizontal resolution on GLAS model forecasts wa~ evaluated by means of objec-
t lve measures of forecast accuracy and subject lve compari sons of prognostic 
charts for eleven different forecasts from the February 1976 Data Systems Test 
(DST) period. Table 1 (adapted from Ghil et al., 1979b) summarizes the effects 
of satellite data and model resolution for the same quantities and regions of 
verification, previously presented by Ghil et ale (1979a). 
Table 1. Objective assessments of for~cast impact. 
Statisti~al significance 
EXP~I';i ment 
Impact (%) (average/standard error) 
-
Control 51 RMS Sl RMS 
' . .., 
SAT coarse NOSAT coarse 4.46 12.41 1.8S 2.59 
NOSAT fine NOSAT coarse 5.86 7.30 1.62 1.35 
SAT fi ne NOSAT fine 4.49 7.98 1.40 1.71 
SAT fine NOSAT coarse 10.01 14.47 2.67 2.47 
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In the table, the results of the SAT expuriment with the fine model were com-
pared with those of the coarse NOSAT ekperiment and with those of the fine 
NOSAT experiment. The fine NOSAT experiment appears as a control and in a 
compari son versus the coarse NOSAT. It can be seen that the effects of 
increased resolution and satellite data both act in the direction of improving 
the forecast accuracy. The two effects appear to be nearly additive. as 
indicated by a comparison of the results in the last three rows of the table. 
In addition, the SAT experiment, with the fine model. consistently gave impacts 
that are Significantly higher than those of the corresponding experiment with 
the coarse model. when measured agai nst the common standard of the coarse 
NOSAT experiment (viz' t the second and the last row of the table). 
Tables 2 and 3 present the consensus of three experienced forecasters 
in their subjective assessment of the prognostic charts. During the evaluation, 
the forecasters had no knowledge of which prognostic charts were made from SAT 
or NOSAT initial conditions. Following Atkins and Jones (1975), each forecast 
was classified according to the following scale: 
A .. SAT s1 gnf1cant 1y better than NOSAT, 
B .. SAT better than NOSAT, 
e " SAT and NOSAT of equal quality, 
o .. SAT worse than NOSAT, 
E .. SAT significantly worse than NOSAT. 
Each forecaster performed his evaluation independently. This was followed by 
a discussion of the prognostic differences, after which the ratings were 
aver~ged to arrive at the consensus. 
The results of the comparisons for the sea level pressure and 500 mb 
height fields generated from the GLAS 4° lat. x 5° long. model and verified 
over North America are presented in Table 1 (reproduced from Ghil et al., 
1979a). From this table it can be seen that at sea level none of the prog-
nostic charts have been classified as '\ or E and that an almost equal number 
of Band 0 marKs have been assigned. Although no significant impact has 
occurred at this atmospheric level t a tendency for more beneficial impacts 
at 48, 60, and 72 h ;s evident. At 500 mb, two 72-h prognostic charts have 
been classified as A and there were no E marks. In addition, more than three 
times as many B than 0 marks have been aSSigned. Impacts at this level are 
most consistpnt1y beneficial at 60 and 72 h. 
Table 2 presents the results of the synoptic evaluation of sounding 
data impact using the GLAS 2.5 0 x 3° model. This table shows that a more 
substant; al benefic; al ; mlJ.ar.t from satell i te soundi ng data has resulted from 
the use of the higher resolution model. No significant negative impacts have 
occurred while five sea level pressure and four 500 mb prognostic charts have 
been signif'icantly improved. Once again the effect of satellite data is 
largest during the latter half of the forecast period. 
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Table 2. Results of a subjective assessment of SAT and NOSAT forecasts 
using the GLAS 4° x 5° model. 
Category 12 h 24 h 36 h 48 h 60 h 72 h Total 
Sea level pressure 
-
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B a 1 1 4 3 4 13 
C 8 8 7 5 \5 5 39 
0 3 2 3 2 2 2 14 
E a a a a a a a 
500 mb geopotentia1 height 
A a a a a a 2 2 
B 2 2 2 3 4 4 17 
C 8 9 9 5 7 4 42 
0 1 a a 3 a 1 5 
E a a a a a a a 
.-
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Category 
A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
,.. 
Table 3. Results of a subjective assessment of SAT and NOSAT 
forecasts using the GLAS 2.So x 30 model. 
-
12 h 24 h 36 h 48 h 60 h 72h 
Sea level pressure 
0 0 0 1 2 2 
0 2 2 2 1 3 
11 8 7 7 5 5 
0 1 2 1 3 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
500 mb geopotential height 
0 0 0 1 1 2 
0 1 3 2 3 2 
11 9 7 7 6 7 
0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Two cases of significant forecast impact, the forecasts from 19 and 
11 February 1976, were selected for a more detailed subjective analysis. The 
72-h sea level pressure prognoses from these cases are presented here as illus-
trations of the combined influence of satellite data and increased resolution. 
72-h Forecast from 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 
This was a case in which a significant improvement to the predicted 
di spl acernent of an intense wi nter storm occurred in the 1 atter part of the 
forecast period. The initial conditions for this forecast showed a moderately 
intense low pressure system, associated with an upper level short wave trough, 
located off the northwest coast of the U.S. As the system moved inland, a new 
low developed along an already existing stationary front and became the dominant 
feature by 1200 GMT on 19 February. During the next 24 h, the low moved south-
eastward and intensified, after which time it recurved and then accelerated 
toward the northeast. This cyclone was accompanied by heavy snow, blizzard, or 
near-blizzard conditions in Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Michigan, and 
Wi scons in, and tornadoes or severe thunderstorms in Kansas, Okl ahoma, Texas, 
Arkansas, Missouri, l11ino;s, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Most of the severe 
weather occurred toward the end of the forecast peri ad after the recurvature of 
the cyclone to the northeast. 
Figs. 1a and lb depict the 72-h SAT and NOSAT sea level pressure 
prognoses for the 4° x 5° model! while the corresponding SAT and NOSAT prognoses 
for the 2.5 0 x 3° model are shown in Figs. lc and ld. The verifying analysis 
is shown in Fig. leo Comparison of these charts reveals little difference 
between the two 4° x 5° model forecasts, however, a very significant improvement 
in the predicted displacement of the surface low has reSUlted from the inclusion 
of satellite data in the 2.5° x 3° model. The high resolution SAT prediction 
indicated recurvature of the low to the northeast while the other predictions 
did not. As a result, there was a more than 1000 km reduction in the vector 
error of the predicted position. 
S; nce most of the severe weather occurred ; n conjunct i on wi th the 
recurvature of the low, it is tlear that significantly improved local weather 
forecasts could have resulted from the use of the high resolution SAT prognoses 
in this situation. To investigate this point further, the high resolution SAT 
and NOSAT predictions of local convective instability, and also the destabiliza-
tion by differential equivalent potential temperature advection, were compared. 
It was found that there was a 51 percent reductton in the RMS errors of con-
vective instability and a 22 percent reduction in RMS errors of differential 
advection, in the prediction which included satellite-sounding data. 
72-h Forecast from 0000 GMT 11 February 1976 
In this case, a weak cyclone formed along a stationary front in 
southwest Canada, moved southeastward while intensifying during the first 40 h 
of the peri od, and then recurved to the east northeast. 
Figs. 2a and 2b depict the 72-h SAT and NOSAT sea level pressure 
prognoses for the 40 x 5° model, while the corresponding SAT and NOSAT prognoses 
for the 2.5° x 3° model are presented in Figs. 2c and 2d. Fig. 2e shows the 
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Fig. 1. The sea level pressure fields on 0000 GMT 22 February 1976: 
a. the 72-h forecast from the 4° x 5° GLAS model with SAT 
initial conditions, 
b. the correspondi ng NOSAT forecast usi ng the. 4° x 5° model, 
c. the corresponding SAT forecast using the 2.5° x 3° GLAS 
model; 
d. the corresponding NOSAT forecast using the 2.5° x 3° GLAS 
model, 
e. the verifying NMC analysis. Dots represent past positions 
of the cyclone center at l2-h intervals beginning 0000 GMT 
19 February 1976. 
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Fig. 2. The sea level pressure fields on 0000 GMT 14 February 1976: 
a. the 72-h forecast from the 4° x 5° model with SAT initial 
conditions, 
b. the correspond; ng NOSAT forecast using the 4° x 1\0 GLAS 
'" 
I roodel; 
c. the correspondi ng SAT forecast usi ng the 2.5° x 3° GLAS 
roodel; 
d. the corresponding NOSAT forecast using the 2.5° x 3° GLAS 
roodel j 
e. the verifying NMC analysis. 
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verifying analysis. Comparison of these figures reveals that an improvement in 
the predicted displacen~nt of the surface low has resulted from the inclusion 
of satell ; te data ; n the 4° x 5° model, but a much 1 arger improvement has 
occurred in the 2.5° x 3° model. The high resolution SAT prognosis (Fig. 2c) 
is substantially better than the NOSAT (Fig. 2d) in its prediction of the 
cycl oni c c; rcul at i on over southeastern Canada and the northeastern U. S., as 
well as the anticyclone ne'ar the Great Lakes and the pressure trough which 
extends southeastward from southwest Canada. 
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A CASE STUDY OF THE GROWTH OF PROGNOSTIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
GLAS MODEL FORECASTS FROM SAT AND NOSAT INITIAL CONDITIONS 
(R. Atlas, R. Rosenberg, and S. Palm) 
The high ,resolution GLAS model forecasts from 0000 GMT 19 February 
1976, presented by Atlas et al. (1980), represent a case in which a signifi-
cant beneficial impact resulted from the assimilation of satellite sounding 
data. Comparison of the 72-h forecasts from SAT and NOSAT initial conditions 
(Figs. lc and ld of Atlas et al., 1980) revealed that the predicted displace-
ment of an intense surface low was similar for the first 36 to 48 h of the 
forecast, but then diverged rapidly. A study has been conducted to determine: 
(1) why the surface lows in the two forecasts suddenly di verge and move 
di fferently duri ng the 1 atter hal f of the forecast and (2) if differences in 
the upper level forcing for the cyclone at the time the two forecasts diverge 
can be traced to specific initial state differences between the SAT and NOSAT 
systems. 
The initial sea level pressure and 1000-500 mb thickness, and 
300 mb height and vorticity analyses, for the SAT and NOSAT forecasts from 
19 February are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. Comparison of these figures 
reveals no substantial difference in the initial representation of the surface 
low located at 46N, l32W, off the northwest coast of the U.S., although a 
modification of the 1000-500 mb thickness pattern has occurred. This result$ 
in an enhanced variation of thermal vorticity and thermal advection across the 
low center in the SAT case. At 300 mb, the assimilation of satellite sounding 
data has resulted in an intensification of the upper level vorticity maximum 
associated with the surface low and an elimination of the vorticity trough 
extend; ng southward from thi s maxi mum. The satell ite data has increased the 
northerly component of the wi nd and the cyclonic shear of the westerly com-
ponent of the wind from 40N to 47N to the il111lediate west of the upper level 
trough. It al so increased the ant icycl oni c shear of the westerly wi nd below 
40N (wind component charts not shown). This results in a northward shift of 
the upper level vorticity advection areas in this region, such that there is 
stronger positive vorticity advection and positive vorticity tendencies to 
the east of the 300 mb vorticity maximum, and stronger negative vorticity 
advection and negative vorticity tendencies to the west of the maximum in the 
SAT case. This modification of the vorticity advection by satellite sounding 
data was found to be in agreement with satellite cloud imagery (see Hales, 
1979, for discussion of technique). Additional modifications to the initial 
state by the assimilation of satellite data have been considered in this study 
but will not be described here. 
Figs. 3-10 display the evolution of the sea level pressure, 1000-
500 mb thi ckness, and 300 mb hei ght and vort i ci ty patterns at 12-h ; nterval s 
for the first 48 h of both the SAT and NOSAT predictions. During the first 
12 h of the forecast, both SAT and NC'SAT move the surface low inland to 46N, 
l23W (Fig. 3). The SAT surface low has intensified while the NOSAT low has 
filled slightly. However, the SAT thickness gradient has weakened relative 
to the NOSAT, and there is now a larger variation of thermal vorticity and 
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stronger thermal vort icity advection across the low; n the NOSAT case. At 
300 mb, a small difference in the movement of the height trough and vorticity 
maximum has occurred (Fig. 4). The NOSAT vorticity maximum is located at 
44N, 128W, whO e the SAT vorti city maxi mum has moved about 2.5° longitude 
further downstream. A comparison of the vorticity advection patterns and 
tendencies at 2-h intervals throughout this period indicated that the initial 
tendency for greater loovement in the SAT system has been maintained. 
Our; ng the next 24 h of the forecast, thi s trend conti nues and 
s1 i ghtly 1 arger di fferences between the SAT and NOSAT systems beg; n to develop. 
At 0000 GMT 20 February (Fi gs. 5 and 6), the NOSAT system has forecast the 
surface low to deepen slightly and move to 41.3N, lO8W, and the 300 mb vor-
ticity maximum to move to 42N, 123W. SAT forecasts a less organized surface 
low with three centers evident at this tin~ but has maintained a somewhat 
stronger pressure gradient than the NOSAT to the west and southwest of the 
southermoost low center. SAT forecasts the 300 mb vorticity maximum to move 
to 41N, 1l7W, 5° longitude further downstream than the NOSAT maximum. 
However, in both forecasts, the strongest positive vorticity advection is to 
the southwest of the surface low pos i t i on. By 1200 GMT 20 February, the 
NOSAT surface low is located at 41.2N, 105W, while SAT forecasts two low 
centers: one at 4l.2N, 102W; the other at 36.2N, 102W (Fig. 7). Substantial 
differences in the low level thermal advection patterns are also evident at 
this time. In the NOSAT case, weak cold advection exists directly behind the 
surface low, with t.he strongest col d advection located further southwest 
beneath and slightly to the west of the upper level trough. This contributes 
to the deepening and slow rate of movement of the upper level trough in the 
NOSAT prediction. SAT predicts substantially stronger cold advection directly 
behind the surface low. 
The relationship of loW level thermal advection to the movement of 
surface lows is well known (Sutcliffe, 1947; Petterssen, 1954). Warm advec-
tion contributes to falling pressure and the generation of cyclonic vorticity 
in advance of cyclones while cold advection contributes to rising pressure 
and the destruction of cyclonic vorticity to the rear of cyclones. Thus, 
the gradient of thickness advection across a cyclone center is an important 
indicator of the rate of movement of that cyclone. In this case, the dif-
ferences in the gradient of thickness advection that are established after 
36 h are primarily associated with the differing rates of movement of the 
upper level vorticity maximum. Because of the different movements of the 
vorticity maximum relative to the surface low, there was an intensification 
of the pressure gradient to the southwest of the low center in the SAT 
forecast, while a broad area of surface pressure falls associated with the 
positive vorticity advection aloft weakened the pressure gradient to the 
immediate southwest of the surface low in the NOSAT forecast. 
Thi s effect ampl i fi ed duri ng the next 12 h in such a way that by 
0000 GMT 21 February the gradient of thickness adVection across the low center 
;s nearly twice as strong in the SAT forecast as in the NOSAT. At this time, 
the surface low is located at 36.5N, 102W, in the NOSAT and 36N, 99W, in the 
SAT (Fig. 9). The 300 mb vorticity maximum is located at 36.2N, 111W, in the 
NOSAT and 3aN, 102W, in the SAT (Fig. 10). The differing phase relationships 
between the upper 1 evel vort; ci ty maxi mum and the surface low coupl ed with 
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Fig. 1. SAT (a) and NOSAT (b) sea level 
pressure (solid lines) and 1000-
500 mb thickness (dashed lines) 
for 0000 GMT 19 February 1976. 
Fig. 2. SAT (a) and NOSAT (b) 300 mb 
absolute vorticity (solid lines) 
aoo 300 mb geopotential height 
(dashed lines) for 0000 GMT 
19 February 1976. 
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 1 except for 1200 GMT 
19 February 1976. 28 
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 1 except for 0000 GMT 
20 February 1976. 
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 1 except for 1200 GMT 20 February 1976. 
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Fig. 6. As in fig. 2 except for 0000 GMT 
20 February 1976. 
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 2 except for 1200 GMT 
20 February 1976. 
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 1 except for 0000 GMT 
21 February 1976. 
Fig. 10. As in Fig. 2 except for 0000 GMT 
21 February 1976. 
the differing thicKness advection patterns result in the diverging paths of 
the surface low throughout the remainder of the forecast. In the SAT case, 
there ;s strong positive vorticity advection and warm advect'lon to the east 
and northeast of the surface low and weaker vorticity advection coupled with 
strong cold advection to the immediate west and southwest of the surface low. 
This results in a strong isal10baric gradient across the low center such that 
recurvature to the east northeast occurs. In the NOSAT case, weak positive 
vorticity advection is coupled with warm advection to the northeast of the 
surface low while strong positive vorticity advection is coupled with weaK 
cold advection to the immediate west and southwest of the surface low. As a 
result, the NOSAT surface low becomes 1I1 0cked in" and does not progress 
eastward after this time. 
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SYNOPTIC EVALUATION OF GLAS AND NMC HIGH RESOLUTION 
FORECASTS FROM 19 AND 11 FEBRUARY 1976 
(R. Atlas) 
The synoptic evaluation of the impact of satellite temperature 
sounding data on eleven high ("'280 km) resolution GlAS model forecasts 
(Atlas, et a1., 1980) revealed no examples of significant negative impacts 
and two cases in which major improvern<!nts to sea level pressure forecasts 
occurred: the 72 .. h forecasts from 0000 GMT 19 and 11 February 1976. In 
this paper, the GlAS SAT predictions for both of these cases are compared 
with the corresponding NOSAT forecasts from the National Meteorological 
Center (NMC) 7-1evel model. This model, which has a horizontal resolution 
of 190.5 km, has shown considerable improvement over the coarser mesh 6-level 
model and has been adopted by NMC as their operational forecasting model. 
Comparison of the GLAS SAT forecasts with the NMC high resolution NOSAT 
forecasts should provide additional evidence concerning the meteorological 
significance of the GlAS sounding data impact results. 
Forecasts from 0000 GMT 19 Februat·y 1976 
Figs. 1-6 depict the NMC 7-1eve1 NOSAT and GlAS SAT 72-h sea level 
pressure (solid lines) and 1000-500 mb thickness (dashed lines) forecasts 
and corr'esponding verification at l2 .. h intervals. Comparison of the two 
forecasts reveals that the GLAS SAT prediction of the cyclone's 72-h evolu-
tion is signficantly better than the NMC NOSAT predict'lon. At 12 h (Fig. 1), 
the error of the cyclone's position is reduced by 51 percent and the cyclone's 
central pressure error is reduced by 66 percent. At 24 h (Fig. 2), no cyclone 
is evident in the NMC prognosis. At 36 h (Fig. 3), the differences between 
the two seil level pressure forecasts are smaller. Hm-lever, a more intense 
cyclonic circulation is predicted by the GLAS SAT, a.nd the greater amplitude 
of the associ ated thickness pattern in the SAT for'ecast is al so in better 
agreement with the analysis. At 4B h (Fig. 4), just prior to the outbreak 
of severe thunderstorms and tornadoes, major di fferences between the GLAS 
SAT and NMC NOSAT prognosis are evident •. The structure, intensity, and 
position of the SAT cyclone is substantially better than in the NMC NOSAT. 
The position error has been reduced by 84 percent; the reduction of central 
pressure error is 45 percent. This trend continues to 60 h (Fig. 5), where 
the position error is reduced by 88 percent and the central pressure error 
by 46 percent. At 72 h (Fig. 6), there is a 34 percent reduction in position 
error and 75 percent reduction in central pressure error. 
To investigate the effect of these differences further, the Com-
puterized Severe Storm Model (CSSM) t developed by Atlas (1978), has been 
appHI~d to both the GlAS SAT and NMC NOSAT predictions. The CSSM consists 
of an objective procedure for computing and combining specific measures of 
instability and destabilization to yield a prediction of high-moderate, low, 
or neglible potential for sever'e local storm development. The SAT prediction 
of hi gh potent i a1 accounted for 70 percent of the severe thunderstorm and 
tornado occurrences while the NMC NOSAT CSSM did not predict any areas of 
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a. 12-h NHC 7L NOSAT forecast 
c. 
Fig. 1. Sea level pressure/1000-SOO mb thickness maps 
for 1200 GMT 19 February 1976. 
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hi gh potent i ale The di fferences between the two CSSM forecasts were due 
primarily to a substantially improved prediction of differentia1 equivalent 
potential temperature advection and convective instability in the SAT system. 
Finally, differences between the GlAS SAT and NMC NOSAT initial 
states have been exam; ned by means of hori zontal maps and vert ical cross 
sections of a variety of primary variables and derived quantities. Fig. 7 
presents cross sections of absolute vorticity in relation to the initial 
position of the su~'face low. In the NMC NOSAT initial state, the upper 
level vorticity maximum is located directly above the surface low, whereas 
in the GlAS SAT there is a substantial slope of the vorticity maximum with 
height. The surface low in the SAT analysis is baroclinically unstable 
and intensifies as it moves inland during the first 12 h of the forecast, 
whereas the same low fills in the NMC prediction for the same period. 
Forecasts. from 0000 GMT 11 February 1976 
Fi g. 8 dep; cts the NMC 7-1 eve1 NOSAT and GLAS SAT 72-h sea 1 eve1 
pressure (solid lines) and 1000-500 mb thickness (dashed lines) forecasts 
and corresponding verification. The 24- and 48-h predictions (not shown) 
are contained in Atlas (1979). 
At 24 h, there has been a 66 percent reduction of position error' 
and an 87 percent reduction of central pressure error of the cyclone located 
in southwest Canada. Si mil ar1y, at 48 h, there has been a 76 percent reduc-
tion of position error and a 25 percent reduction of central pressure error 
of this cyclone, now centered near the Great lakes. The position and orienta-
tion of the pressure trough extending southwestward from this cyclone, and 
the position of the anticyclone located off the east coast of the u.S. are 
better forecast by the GlAS SAT. In addition, a spurious cyclone, forecast 
by the NMC NOSAT to be over southwest Canada and the northwestern U.S., does 
not appear in the GlAS SAT. At 72 h, the GLAS SAT iss i gnifi cantly better 
than the NMC NOSAT in its prediction of the cyclonic circulation over south-
eastern Canada and the no";';'.neastern U.S., the anticyclone over the Midwest, 
the pressure trough extend111g southeastward from southwest Canada, and the 
shall ow pressure trough; ng off the west coast of the U. S. The NMC NOSAT is 
slightly better in its prediction of the cyclone located off the northwest 
coast of the u.S. and also has a 26 percent smaller position error of the 
cyclone now located in eastern Canada. However, the central pressure, error 
of this cyclone has been reduced by 53 percent in the GLAS SAT. ~ 
Two cases where NMC's operational model in 1976 had serious diffi-
culties in foreasting for the u.S. have been examined. The GLAS model, when 
utilizing initial conditions which included satellite sounding data, was able 
to significantly improve upon the current operational model IS predictions. 
Satellite temperature soundings appear to have potential to correct gross 
analysis errors which infrequent'(y occur in the operational NMC system in 
f data sparse regions. 
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Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 except for 0000 GMT 20 February 1976. 
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Fig. 3. 
a. 36-h NMC 7L NOSAT forecast 
b. 36-h GLAS SAT forecast 
c. Analysis 
As in Fig. 1 except for 1200 GM1 20 February 1976 
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a. 48-h HMe 7L HOSAT forecast 
48-h GLAS SAT forecast 
Fig. 4. As in Fig. 1 except for 0000 GMT 21 February 1976. 
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60-h NMC 7L NOSAT forecast 
60-h GlAS SAT forecast 
c. Analysis 
fig. 5. As in Fig. 1 except for 1200 GMT 21 February 1976. 
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 1 except for 0000 GMT 22 February 1976. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION 
OF THE AUTOMATED FORECASTING METHOD (AFH) 
(R. Atlas and R. Rosenberg) 
Prior to beginning assimilation experiments with data from the 
January-March 1976 Data Systems Test (Dsr .6), research was initiated to de-
velop improved mea.sures for assessing tHe impact of remote sounding data 
on weather forecast i ng. Prev; ously, numeri cal measures of forecast accuracy 
such as the RMS error or 51 score had been the mai n tool used for thi s 
purpose. However, impacts in RMS or Sl are often difficult to interpret 
interms of impact on local weather forecasting (Druyan etal., 1975; 
Houghton and Irvine, 1976; Sanders, 1973). This is due to the large-scale 
averaging inherent in this type of verification procedure as well as the 
methodology by which weather forecasts are actually produced. Local weather 
forecasting is not based solely on the one or two fields for which numerical 
scores are routinely computed, rather a variety of prognostic primary varia-
bles and derived quantities are considered in combination (George, 1960; 
Nava 1 Education and Trai ni ng Command, 1974). Quas i -geostroph; c theory forms 
the underlyi ng framework for much of subjective weather for'ecast i ng through 
the omega and geopotential tendency equations (Holtan, 1979). 
Recognizing the need for evaluating the impact of satellite data 
on local weather forecasting, a subjective forecast experiment was conducted 
and, utilizing the results of this experiment, the AFM was developed. In the 
subjective forecast experiment, a series of numerical forecasts from initial 
conditions, which included satellite temperature soundings (referred to as 
SAT) and initial conditions which excluded satellite soundings (referred 
to as NOSAT), were generated. For each forecast case, a set of SAT and 
NOSAT prognostic packages (consisting of IlIOst of the charts available at 
local weather stations) was delivered to two experienced forecasters. 
These forecasters would then compare prognostic charts, note changes in 
meteorological variables, and then issue a weather forecast at a few pre-
selected cities scattered throughout the United States. Each forecast was 
based completely on the subjective inter'pretation of the SAT or NOSAT 
prognostic charts. This experiment revealed that the impact of satellite 
sounding data was large enough to influence local weather forecasts (Atlas 
and Sakal, 1978) but was limited in utility because of the large amount 
of time requi red to produce weather forecasts at even a small number of 
cities and because of the subjectivity involved. 
The attempt was then made to simulate the forecaster's interpre-
tation of the complete prognostic package. Objective algorithms were 
developed which correlated well with the subjective judgment of the magni-
tude and importance of each of the prognostic quantities that were utilized. 
The objective quantities were then combined sequentially in approximately 
the same order as had been employed by the forecasters to form the AFM. 
Minor modifications to the AFM were then incorporated to minimize bias and 
to account for local topographical differences. The AFM is thus based 
primarily on subjective forecasting experience, which is to a large extent 
in agreement with quasi-geostrophic theory. 
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As ment i oned ill our paper, the AFM was veri fi ed in terms of its 
accuracy when appl ied to a perfect prognoses (i .e., an analysis) and its 
agreement with experienced forecasters, prior to being applied to model 
prognoses. It was found to be 93 percent accurate in determi ni ng whether 
or not precipitation would occur, and agreed with the subjectiVe judgments 
of three forecasters (two of which did not take place in the original experi-
ment on which the AFM was based) 94 percent of the time on the. average. The 
AFM was then utilized to evaluate the impact of satellite sounding data 
assimilation on local precipitation forecasts at 128 cities in the United 
States as reported by Ghil et al •. (1979). 
Recently, GLAS model forecasts of measurable preCipitation and AFM 
forecasts of preCipitation occurrence have been compared. Ten different 
72-h forecasts from February 1976 have been verified at l2 .. h intervals at 
128 cities, for a total of 7,680 preCipitation forecast comparisons. Of 
these, the AFM and model forecasts differed 29 percent of the time. Where 
they were different, the AFM was more accurate in its determination of pre-
cipitation occurrence 67 percent of the time. The greater accuracy of the 
AFM is related to the deficiencies of the model vertical motion predictions, 
as described by Ghil et al. (1979) and to the inclusion of routines to 
account for frontal preCipitation in the AFM. 
To determi ne the effect i veness of the AFM IS combi nat; on of param-
eters, we have compared its accuracy when applied to perfect prognoses with 
simple forecast schemes in which the prediction is based on a single parameter. 
Table 1 presents the results of this evaluation for the AFM versus selected 
cutoff values of 500 mb vorticity advection, 850 mb temperature advection, 
or 850 mb dewpoint depression. Comparisons with observed precipitation 
events were made every 12 h for the entire month of February 1976 for the 
same cities that were utilized in our original verification of the AFM. 
Statistics verified included percentual correctness, bias, prefigurance, 
post agreement, and threat score; for a definition of these statistics see, 
for instance, Ghil et al. (1979) and Tracton and Stackpole (in Murphy and 
Williamson, 1976, p. 736). 
The table shows the relationship of each of the single predictors 
to precipitation occurrence, and the relative utility of each prediction 
scheme. From the prefigurances, we see that 70 percent of all precipitation 
events occurred in conjunction with positive vorticity advection, as compared 
to 49 percent occurring with warm advection and 57 percent with dewpoint 
depressions less than 5°C. However, the forecasts based on weak vorticity 
or thermal advection have higher bias and corresponding lower values of 
percentua1 correctness, post agreement, and threat score than those based on 
dewpoint depressions less than 5°C. The AFM, with near-perfect bias, accounts 
for 76 percent of all precipitation events and verifies 76 percent of all 
positive precipitation forecasts. This results in a 10 percent increase in 
the total number of cor.'ect forecasts, and an increase in threat score of 
.23, relatiVe to the best single parameter prediction. We conclude that: 
a) vorticity advection is a useful predictor of precipitation occurrenCe, 
b) dewpoint depression is the most accurate. single predictor, and c) the 
combination of parameters in the AFM yields a substantial increase in 
accuracy over any single predictor. 
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i·.' , 1 I., Table 1. Verification of AFM and single parameter predictions of precipitation occurrence for February 1976. 
Forecast Percent Pre~ Post~ 
scheme correct ~ las figurance agreement 
-
Precipitation occurs 
when 500 mb vorticity 
advect ion: 
> 0 x 10-9sec-2 55 3.03 .70 .23 
> .5 x 10-9sec-2 79 .92 .35 .37 
> 1 x 10-9sec-2 83 .30 .17 .55 
Precipitation occurs 
when 850 mb temperature 
advection: 
> a x 10-9sec-2 49 2.91 .49 .17 
> .5 x 10-9sec-2 74 .99 .24 .24 
> 1 x 1O-9sec-2 79 .39 .10 .25 
Precipitation occurs 
when 850 mb dewpo;nt 
depression: 
< 5°C 83 1.12 .57 .51 
< 2.5°C 83 .16 .16 .63 
AFM 93 .99 .76 .76 
Threat 
score 
.21 
.22 
.15 
.14 
.14 
.08 
.37 
.10 
.60 
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In summary. the AFM was developed in response to the need for 
improved automated measures for assess i ng forecasting ; mpact. It s1 mul ates 
subjective interpretation of an ensemble of prognostic and diagnostic quanti-
ties. The AFM has been verified from the standpoint of its accuracy when 
applied to analyses and of its agreement with experienced forecasters. Its 
actual prognostic accuracy W/lS tested for a relatively large number of cases; 
these cases) however. were drawn from a limited nunbcr of model foreca.sts. 
The AFM appears to be comparable 'in performance to the average skilled weather 
forecaster's interpretations of 1 arge-scal e numeri cal gu; dance and is thus 
a useful tool for evaluating the accuracy and utility of large-scale numerical 
forecasts. 
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FORECAST SKILL AS A FUNCTION OF THE DATA ASSIMILATED 
AND METHOD OF OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS 
(W. Baker, D. Han, and G. Chatters) 
The current skill of numerical weather forecasts degrades rapidly 
in the first 48 to 72 h due to inaccurate initial conditions as well as model 
deficiencies. Recent estif'iates of the sources of forecast error (e.g., 
~liyakoda, 1975; Robert, 1976; Somerville, 1976) i,dicate that inaccurate 
initial data may contribute substantially to the rapid error growth. Errors 
in the specification of the initial conditions are due to both inadequacies 
in the observi ng systems and data ana1ys; s techniques. With the ai m of 
extending the limits of predictability, we are evaluating the usefulness of 
new observi ng systems and the accuracy of di fferent methods of data ana1ysi s. 
We have tested two different approaches to the objective analysis 
of the observational data as outlined below: 
Objective Analysis Scheme A 
• Tempet~ature analysis at the mandatory pressure levels 
• Cressman (1959) weighting with fixed scanning radii 
• No horizontal consistency checks 
• Hydrostatic consistency is not imposed 
• A 5-point smoother is applied to the surface pressure after each 
analysis 
• 12-h assimilation cycle with a ~3-hour window used on all 
conventional data. Time-continuous assimilation of satellite 
sounding data (Ghil et al., 1979). 
Objective Analysis Scheme B 
• Geopotential height analysis at the mandatory pressure levels 
• Cressman (1959) weighting modified such that the scanning radius 
isa function of the data density (Stephens and Stitt, 1970) 
• Hori zontal consistency checked after each scan for all data 
• Vertical consistency maintained 
• A smoother (Shuman, 1957) is applied to all fields after each 
analys is 
• 6-h assimilation cycle with a ~3-h window used on all data. 
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As may be seen, Scheme B analyzes the thickness of the vertical column, 
maintains horizontal and vertical consistency, determines the radius of 
influE:nce about each model grid point as a function of the data density, 
and utilizes a 6-h assimilation cycle. Scheme A, on the other hand, 
analyzes temperature at each level, does not check for data consistency, 
has a fixed radius of influence for all model grid points, and assimilates 
the conventional data every 12 h with a time-continuous assimilation of 
satellite sounding data (Ghil et a1., 1979). 
Assimilation/Forecast Experiments 
To examine the differences in the objective analysis methods and 
the usefulness .of various data for numerical weather prediction, a series 
of assimilation/forecast experiments has been run, using analysis Schemes 
A and B with different combinations of observational data as sumnarized in 
Table 1. The first four experin~nts (1405, 1444, 8449, 8939) utilize the 
2.50 x 3° version of the 2nd-order GlAS GCM (Somerville et a1., 1974) as 
the assimilation and forecast model. In Experiment 1425, the data are 
assimilated with the 2.5° x 3° GlAS model, and the forecast is generated 
on the 4° x 5° 4th-order GlAS model (Ka1 nay-Rivas et al., 1977). The 
2.50 X 30 GlAS model is utilized as the forecast model in Experiment 1298 
for the initial conditions prov'ided by the National Meteorological Center 
(NMC) at 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 from their operational cycle with the 
9-1evel assimilation model (Stackpole, 1976) using the Flattery (1971) 
ana 1 ys; s. 
Model 
expo 
1405 
1444 
8449 
8939 
1425 
1298 
Table 1. Description of assimilation/forecast experin~nts 
for the 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 case. 
-
Objective 
Assimilation analysi s Forecast Satell ite 
Description model schene model data 
NOSAT 2.5° x 3° B 2.5° x 30 No 
NOSAT 2.50 x 30 B 2.5 0 x 30 No 
NOSAT 2.5 0 x 30 A 2.5 0 x 30 No 
SAT 2.50 x 3° A 2.5 0 X 30 Yes 
SAT 2.5 0 x 3° A 4° x 5° Yes 
VTPR+BOGUS NMC Hough 2.5 0 x 30 Yes 
48 
Aircraft 
temp. 
data 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
1 
:I 
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i 
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In Experiment 8449, Scheme A objectively analyzed rawinsonde, surface, and air-
craft wind and temperature data every 12 h from 0000 GMT 29 January 1976 
through 0000 GMT 19 February 1976. For Experiment 1444, Scheme B analyzed 
pilot balloon wind datal in additi~n to those data analyzed in Experin~nt 8449. 
Experill~nt 1444 began from the initial conditions provided by Experi-
ment 8449 at 0000 GMT 17 February 1976 with the observational data analyzed 
every 6 h through 0000 GMT 19 February 1976. In Experiment 1405, Schell~ B 
analyzed the san~ observational data as in Experi,,~nt 1444 except that aircraft 
temperature data were excluded in Experiment 1405 with the initial conditions 
provided by the NMC operational analysis at 0000 GMT 17 February 1976. For 
Experiment 8939. Scheme A analyzed the same data as in Experi ment 8449. In 
addition, satellite sounding data obtained from the NOAA-4 Vertical Temperature 
Profile Radion~ter (VTPR) and from the High-Resolution Infrared Spectrometer 
(HIRS) and Scann; ng Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) on NIMBUS 6 were a1 so 
ass i mil ated • 
. Eva1 uati on of the Analysi s Methods and Observi ng Systems 
To illustrate the differences in the analysis schemes and the 
importance of various data assimilated, the 500 I1lb geopotential height and 
wind direction are shown in Figs. 1-3. The differences in the height analysis 
from the final analysis of the assimilation among the various expe'·in~nts 
should be noted in the enclosed region off the west coast of North America. 
In particular, the amplitude of the short-wave trough is greate,' in Experi .. 
ments 1444 (Fig. 1), 8449 (Fig. 2), and 8939 (Fig. 2) with aircraft temperature 
data than in Experiment 1405 (Fig. l) where it was excluded. The NMC analysis 
in Experin~nt 1298 (Fig. 3) also excluded aircraft temperature data, but com-
parison of Experil1~nt 1298 with the other experiments is difficult because 
the data were assimil ated with a different model. Bogus data were al so used 
in the NMC analysis in addition to other differences. 
The experiments which utilized Scheme B (1405 and 1444) are less 
noisy than thflse in which Schel1~ A was used (Exper;n~nts 8449 and 8939). This 
is due in fMrt to the application of a smoother (Shuman, 1957) on the height 
and wind fields in Scheme B, whereas those fields were not smoothed ;n Scheme A. 
The lack of vertical conSistency in Scheme A also contributes to the noise. 
The Sl scores for a seri es of 72-h forecasts generated from the 
initial conditions presented in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 2. The follow-
ing points are noted: 
1. Of the five forecasts from initial conditions generated on the 
2.50 x 3° GLAS model (Experiments 1405, 1444, 8449, 8939, and 1425), the 
two which included satellite sounding data and aircraft temperature data 
(Experiments 8939 and 1425) are the most skillful over North America. 
1 For the purposes of our discussions here, the effects of the pilot balloon 
data may be considered negligible. 
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Scheme B NOSAT w/o Aircraft Temperature. Exp. 1406 
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500 mb geopotential height and wind direction for 
19 February 1976 for Experi ments 1405 and 1444. 
height contours are at 100 dam intervals. 
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Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 except for Experiments 8449 and 8939. 
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A number of points may be made in regard to the diagrams in Figs. 4 
and 5. The long wave error fields shown on the left are quite similar in 
Experiments 1444 (Fig. 4), 8449 (Fig. 5), and 8939 (Fig. 5) during the first 
48 h over Europe (stippled region from lOW to 40E longitude). Aircraft 
temperature data are common to all three experiments. Exper;lOOnt 1405 (Fig. 4), 
whi ch had neither aircraft temperatures nor satell ite sound; ng data, has sub-
stantially less error over the same region during the first 48 h of the fore-
cast. Comparing Experiments 8449 and 8939 over North America (stippled region 
from 130W to 75W longitude), there is no apparent improvement ;n the forecast 
of the long waves with the addition of satellite sounding data (Experiment 8939). 
However, when Experiments 8449 and 8939 are compared over the same region for 
the baroclinic waves, shown on the right in Fig. 4 and 5, a significant 
improvement is noted, particularly ;n the last 12 h. This pattern also holds 
for the short waves (k = 8-12) not shown here. 
It is also worth noting that both Experiments 1405 and 8939 are 
genera lly free of the rap; d error growth in the baroc 1 i ni c waves, character-
; z; ng the other experiments in the 1 ast 12 h of the forecast. It seems 1i kely 
that, when aircraft temperatures and satellite sounding data are assimilated 
together (e.g., Experiment 8939), systematic errors are controlled in the 
baroclinic-wave range and smaller. The rapid error growth seen in Experi-
Illents 1444 aoo 8449 in waves 5-7 seems consistent with the findin9s of 
Baumhefner and Julian (1972). In a later study, Baumhefner and Julian (1975) 
found a rapid error growth from initial conditions obtained using simulated 
cloudy retrievals with systematic errors. 
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2. The same pair of experiments, however, are less skillful over Europe 
than Experiment 1405, in which satellite sounding data and aircraft temperature 
data are not assimilated. . 
3. Differences in the forecasts with the 4° x 5° 4th-order model and the 
2.5° x 3° 2nd-order model from the same initial conditions (Experiments 1425 
and 8939) are smaller than the differences in the forecasts from different 
initial conditions with the same model (e.g., Experiments 1405 and 8939). 
Table 2. Sensitivity of forecast skill to the data assimil ated and method 
of objective analysis for the 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 case. 
Sea level pressure (51) 500 mb I (51) T 
-
Model 48h 72h 48h 72h 48h 72h 48h 72h 
expo N.Am. N.Am. Eur Eur N.Am. N .Am. Eur Eur 
1405 76.8 73.1 48.8 67.9 41.0 38.3 't6.1 50.5 
1444 70.6 72.2 53. 1 70.9 42.5 45.0 52.7 51.3 
8449 69.5 77 .5 52.0 80.1 39.5 44.8 53.2 52.2 
-
8939 56.4 54.3 54.3 81.6 33.2 37.1 54.5 62.3 
--- -
1425 61.9 56.7 57.9 82.8 31.6 35.1 48.9 63.2 
1298 58.6 58.8 48.4 68.7 31.2 35.3 46.8 47.2 
Analysis of Forecast Error by Wavenumber Decomposition 
To further examine the effects of the objective analysis schemes 
and data assimilated on the forecast skill, Figs. 4 and 5 show the error 
in the long waves (wavenumbers 1-4) and baroclinic waves (wavenumbers 5-7) 
as a functi on of time at 40N for 500 mb. The forecast error fi el ds presented 
are relative to the NMC operational analysis and are, therefore, not a measure 
of the "true ll observational error. Nevertheless, they provide useful insight 
into the effects of the data and the analysi s schemes on the forecast. 
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Fig. 4. Longitude-time plot of forecast errors at 40N at 500 mb for 
the 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 case for Experiments 1405, 
1444, and 8449. Errors for waves 1-4 are shown on the left 
and those for waves 5-7 on the right. The contour interval 
is 20 m. 
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 except for Experiments 8939 and 1298. 
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-ASSIMILATION AND FORECAST EXPERIMENTS WITH THE GLAS 
4TH-ORDER GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC MODEL 
(E. Kalnay-Rivas, W. Baker, and D. Han) 
The new 4th-ordar GLAS 910bal atmospheric model (Kal nay .. Ri vas and 
Ho;tsma, 1979) is based on an energy-conserving scheme, with all horizontal 
differences computed with 4th-order accuracy. A 16th-order Shapiro filter is 
applied every 2 h to the fields of sea level pressure and potential tempera-
ture, which are rather insensitive to the presence of topography. In this 
scheme, waves with wavelengths longer than four grid lengths are resolved 
accurately without damping. Waves shorter than four grid lengths, which 
would otherwise be grossly misrepresented by the finite differences, are 
filtered out while they are still infinitesimal. These shortest waves, 
which in the new 4th-order model. are considered to be part of the subgrid 
scale, act as a "sponge layer lt in the spectral domain, allowing enel"gy to 
trickle down from longer waves and avoiding the accumulation of energy which 
wou1 d otherwi se occur at the short wave cutoff. Shallow water experiments 
; ndi cate that such a scheme in pract ice conserves potent i a1 enstrophy to a 
high degree of accuracy. 
The new model has similar computation time and memory requirements 
as the present 2nd-order GLAS model with the same 4° latitude, 5° longitude, 
and 9 vertical··1evel resolution (Somerville et a1., 1974). However, the 4th .. 
order forecasting skill ;s nearly as skillful as the 2.5 0 lat. by 3° long. 
2nd-order GLAS model. Figs. 1 through 4 show a comparison of the 3-day fore-
cast from 0000 GMT 19 February 1976 during the DST-6 period made witt: the low 
resolution 2nd- and 4th-order models, and with the high resolution 2nd-order 
model. A less skillful forecast from 0000 GMT 1 February 1976 ·is shown in 
Figs. 5 through 8. The relative differences between the models are typical 
of other i ntegrati ons. The 4th-order forecast for the 19 February 1976 case 
(Fig. 3) was continued for 2 days (Fig. 9), still showing considerable skill. 
Another advantage of this model is that vertical motion is clearly associated 
with only the large-scale field, even over regions with topography (Fig. 10). 
In the 2nd-order models, small-scale noise dominates the instantaneous field 
of vertical motion, especially over topography. 
The analysis and assimilation IIScheme Bll (Baker et al., 1980) has 
been adapted to the 4th-order mode 1. The scheme has been tested wi th Level II-a 
(operational) data corresponding to the period 6-9 January 1979 during the 
FGGE SOP-l. Fig. 11 shows the 300 mb initial analysis at 9 January 1979 
obtained using the 4th-order assimilation model and used as initial conditions 
for the 4-day prediction of Fig. 13. In the eastern hemisphere, the flow is 
rather zonal. After 4 days (13 January), a deep trough developed over Central 
Europe and an intense blocking high, with a low to the south located at about 
GOE (Fig. 12). The basic characteristics of this d~velopment are well pre-
dicted by the 4th-order model (Fig. 13). A similar forecast, made from the 
NMC analysis with the high resolution 2nd-order GLAS model, predicts a less 
intense development (Fig. 14). 
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Assimilation and forecast experiments with Level II .. b data using 
both the 2nd .. order high resolution and the 4th-order low resolution GLAS models 
are pre~~ently being conducted. 
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AN IMPLICIT SCHEME FOR METEOROLOGY 
(E. Isaacson and D. Marchesin) 
A compact implicit scheme with accuracy of 4th order in space and 
2nd order in time is developed. The size of the time step is determined by 
the speed of the significant waves in the flow, rather than by the sound 
speed. For a shallow water atmospheric model over a spherical earth, the 
implicit scheme is shown to be more efficient than an explicit schelOO, for 
fine grids. 
Meteorological data is becoming available more densely over the earth 
through satel1 ite and other sound; n9S' Numerical methods that can use this 
information to make accurate and longer range forecasts are being intensively 
developed (e.g., Kalnay .. Rivas and Hoitsma, 1919). Implicit schemes have the 
advantage that they do not require that the time step be decreased proportion-
ately when the spatial interval is reduced. That is, the time step of an 
implicit method is chosen to be small enough to resolve time change of the 
motion and not the "sound" speed of the system. An efficient implicit scheme 
for dealing with the horizontal (longitude, latitude) shallow water atmospheric 
model on a spherical earth, with orography, has been tested. For each time 
step! the implicit scheme required slightly more than four times the number of 
arithmetic operations that were needed fo)" each time step of a 4th-order explicit 
scheme developed by Williamson and Btowning (1913). With a spatial resolution 
of (360/128)°, the implicit scheme required a 15-minute time step for a rapidly 
changing flow pattern, whereas the explicit scheme required a 3-minute time 
step, because of the "sound" speed. That is, for this grid of slightly less 
than 3°, the implicit scheme used 0.8 as much computer time as did the explicit 
scheme for a forecast. If the grid size were to be halved, the implicit scheme 
would use 0.4 as much computer time. Thus, for practical application to the 
primit"ive forecast equations, it is expected that the implicit method will be 
more efficient than the explicit method. 
The shallow water equations can be written in divergence form by 
introducing the momentum variables U = hu and V = hv, where h is the depth 
of the atmospheric layer and u,v the relative tangential velocity components 
from west to east and from south to not'th, respectively. That is, the equa-
tions may be written as 
(1 ) 
whe.'e 
w = [~] , 
F, G, and E are vector functions of the components of W, and A and e are 
longitude and latitude, respectively (see Stoker and Isaacson, 1975, p. 40, 
wi th R = 0, for the momentum equat ; ons in di vergence form, without orography). 
~ 
I 
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\ 
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9 
By integrating Eq. (l) from n6t to (n+l)6t by the trapezoidal rule, 
one obtains implicit equations involving F, G, and E at wn+l and at Wn• The 
vector functions may be linearized about Wn, which leads to the implicit 
system 
(2) 
where ~Wn = Wn+l - Wn , 
A, B, D are the Jacobian matrices of F, G, E, respectively, relative 
to the components of W; Rn represents quantities known at time nAt; and the 
partial derivatives are to be applied through AWn. 
In any difference approximation of Eq. (2), a two-dimensional system 
of linear equations is found for AWn. But, it would be a formidable task to 
solve this system directly. Instead, by following the formulation of Beam and 
Warming (1916, 1977), the difference operator is factored into the product of 
one-dimensional operators. 
where 
Experiments were performed with various methods of factoring Eq. (2). 
The following observations were made: 
(a) In some of these methods, the block tri-diagonal, periodic ma-
trices that result by replaCing the derivatives by a 4th-order rational Pade 
approx; mat i on have a structure that permi ts the 3 by 3 blocks to be treated 
as 2 by 2 blocks along with a scalar system. 
(b) Furthermore, although the block systems are periodic, the detec-
tion of underflows in the bottom row and rightmost column of their LU decomposi-
tion makes it possible to perform the Gaussian elimination process in only 
about 10 percent more time than would be required for the Dirichlet da.ta block 
system. 
These two observations are primarily responsible fOf' the fact that 
the implicit scheme required only slightly more than four times the number 
of arithmetic operations as are required by the explidt scheme. A 4th-order 
Shapiro filter is applied after each elf the spatial'ly differenced factors is 
"inverted." ,Since this filter is applied to the l'change,1I rather than to the 
function Wn+I, no apparent dissipation of the solution is detected (see 
Kalnay-Rivas and Hoitsma, 1979, for discussion of such dissipative effects). 
A recent paper by Navon and Riphagen (1979) carries out a similar implicit 
procedure for the shallow water equations over a rotating rectangle, with 
periodic boundary conditions. 
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Test Calculat;on~ 
The implicit scheme was tested with three kinds of initial data: the 
steady zonal flow, the nearly geostrophically balanced initial data derived 
from prescribing three subtropical highs sYJlllletrically placed in northern and 
southern hemispheres, and a four-mode Haurwitz wave (see Phillips, 1959; 
Sadourny, 1975). 
The flow resulting from the initial hi9hs quickly developed lows 
(one for each high and bordering it on the east side) and the pattern moved to 
the west. This rapidly changing flow was a more severe test for the implicit 
scheme. The accuracy of the sol ut i on was estimated by compari son with the 
solution r>roduced by an explicit scheme. It was found that the solution of 
the implicit scheme at a time step of 15 minutes agreed quite well (by overlay-
ing contour maps) with the solution of the explicit scheme. Fig. 1 shows the 
contours of the initial height field with arrows indicating the initial velocity 
field, in a stereographic projection of the northern hemisphere. Fig. 2 shows 
the contours of the height field and the velocity arrows after 1 day as produced 
by the implicit scheme. In these calculations, no mountains were present. 
Summary 
An efficient two-dimensional implicit scheme has been developed for 
the shall ow water model over the earth. The scheme conserves total mass, 
energy, and potential enstrophy reasonably well and, when it is required to do 
so, a corrective modification step can be added to ensure proper conservation 
as indicated in Isaacson et al~ (1979). Application of the implicit technique 
to the primitive equation model is being developed. Here it is planned to use 
time-splitting to aid in separating the vertical dimension from the tangential 
dimensions. 
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A LANGEVIN EQUATION FOR LARGE-SCALE ATMOSPHERIC FLOW 
(M. Ghil and R. Balgovind) 
The purpose of this study is to derive on a theoretical basis optimal 
interpolation coefficients for the assimilation of the First GARP Global Experi-
ment (FGGE) data. I n the process, hopefully, a better understandi ng of the 
stochastic-dynamic behavior of large-scale motions of the atmosphere Will be 
obtained. Previous attempts at modeling the statistics of atmospheric fields 
in a systematic way by multi-dimensional autoregressive processes have been 
made by Thiebaux (1977, and references therein). A general theory of statis-
tical interpolation on the sphere with application to meteorological problems 
is in the process of being formulated by Wahba (1979, and references therein). 
The short-time dynamics of extratropical large-scale atmospheric 
flow are governed by the conservation equation of potential vorticity: 
(d/dt)(\12_A-2)</> ;: 0 • (1) 
In it, d/dt is the material derivative, "12 the horizontal Laplacian, " the 
Rossby radius of deformation, and cp the height of the 500 mb pressure surface. 
The radius A, A2 ;: cfi/f2, represents a characteristic length scale of quasi-
geostrophic flow, with ~ a characteristic magnitude of ~ and f ;: U2 sin</> the 
Coriolis parameter, n being the angular velocity of the earth and e latitude. 
A stochastic perturbation of this equation on the sphere, for an atmosphere 
near geostrophic equilibrium, is considered: 
(2) 
where W ;s uncorre1ated white noise representing smaller scale non~eostrophic 
phenomena; more precisely, E W(v,e) ;: 0, E W(v+v l , ~+ el)W(v,e) = (j Q(v l ,a'),. 
with E the expectation operator, v longitude, and (j a prescribed variance. 
Numerical solutions of Eq. (2) for different values of the parameter 
are obtained. A comparison is made of RN (v l ;8) ;: EN<I>(v+v I,e) </>(v,8) with 
the correspond; ng spatial corre1 ati ons of the atmospheri c temperature fi el d, 
obtained from satellite observations during the Data Systems Test, D5T-6 
(February 1976), for FGGE (Ghi1 et al., 1979). Here EN is the finite-sample 
correlation based on N realizations of the equation. 
The major feature of the data (Fig. 2 of Ghil et al., 1979), namely, 
a general RN(s;e) ,,<exp(-s/so( e» behavior, is reproduced by the solutions of 
Eq. (2), with so(S)'" f ... sine. For realistic values of <!l, the fit between 
solution correlations and data correlations is rather good (Fig. 1). This 
seems to indicate that a single vertical mode strongly dominates the error 
structure of the temperature field. 
The theoretical correlation function for Eq. (2) has also been 
obtained, i.e., R(s; e)=liIllN+«.RN(s; e}. This will be further compared with 
the error structure of other atmospheric fields, namely, geopotential heights 
80 j 
. 
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we ... 
at 500 mb and at 850 mb, and sea level pressures, using the 15-year NMC data 
set, as well as recent FGGE data. Furthermore, the full baroclinic version of 
Eqs. (1,2) will be considered, and the contribution of the different vertical modes to the error structure analyzed~ 
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APPLICATIONS OF ESTIMATION THEORY TO NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION 
(M. Ghil, J. Tavantzis, K. Bube, and E. Isaacson) 
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) is an initial-value problem for 
a system of nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) in which the 
initial value.s are known only incompletely and inaccurately. Data at initial 
time are supplemented, however, by observations of the system distributed 
over a time interval preceding it. Estimation theory has been successful in 
approaching such problems for models governed by systems of ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) and of linear PDEs. An attempt to apply it to NWP is 
be; ng made. 
A model exhibiting many features of large-scale atmospheric flow 
important in NWP is the one governed by the shallow-fluid equations. Cur-
rently, the estimation problem for a linearized version of these equations is 
being studied (Ghil and Tavantzis, 1978). A discrete Kalman-Bucy (K-B) filter 
is applied to a finite-difference version of the equations, which simulates 
the numeri cal model s used in NWP. The fil ter has been modi fi ed ; n order to 
eliminate fast inertia-gravity waves in the solution, as well as reduce the 
error in the estimate of the atmospheric state. The vector of observations 
corresponds to the different atmospheric quantities measured and space-time 
patterns associated with conventional and satellite-borne meteorological 
observing systems. -
The specific character of the equations' dynamics gives rise to the 
necessity of modifying the usual K-B filter. The modification consists in 
eliminating the high-frequency inertia-gravity waves which would otherwise 
be generated by the insertion of observatio~al data. The modified filtering 
procedure developed here combines in an optimal way dynamic initialization 
(i.e., elimination of fast waves [Baer and Tribbia, 1977; Ghil et al., 1977; 
Ghi1, 1980J) and four-dimensional (space-time) assimilation of observational 
data (Bengtsson, 1975; Ghil et a1., 1979; Bube, 1978), two procedures which 
traditionally have been carried out separately in NWP. 
Optimal error reduction in the initial-state estimate is studied 
for the different observation patterns. Comparisons between the modified 
filter and the standard K-B filter have been made. Al~o the filter discussed 
will be compared with operational methods of four-dimensional data assimilation 
currently used by meteorological services. 
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INTEGRATED AND SPECTRAL ENERGETICS OF THE GLt\S GCM 
(J. Tenenbaum) 
Analysis of the generation, transport, and dissipation of energy 
represents one of the primary methods of studying geophysical fluid flows. 
Lorenz proposed subdividing atmospheric energy into kinetic and available 
potential forms and in turn subdividing these into zonal kinetic (KO) and 
eddy kinetic (KE) categories. Further subdivision in the spectral domain was 
suggested by Saltzman (1970) and followed by similar observational and model 
studies (Tenenbaum, 1976; Baker et a1., 1978). One purpose of this project 
is to examine both the integrated and spectral energetics for two versions of 
the GLAS general circulation model. 
The most direct test of a model over a period of several days is 
the quality of the prediction of standard meteorological variables. One 
knows that thi s approach shoul d theoretically g; ve an essent; ally random 
result at a predictability limit on the order of 14 days, and in practice 
does so in about 5 days. 
To extract further information in spite of these limits, one employs 
various space and time averages applied to both meteorological variables and 
energetics quantities. These averaged quantities may show skill for periods 
approaching the predictability limit; indeed, current general circulation 
models are characterized by quite reasonable model "climates." In this pro-
ject, we will examine to what extent low wave number spectral quantities may 
qualify as "averaged" quantities. 
Ce.ntral results of thi s project concern the i nterpl ay of the eddy 
kinetic enet"gy and its spectral subcomponents. Figs. 1 and 2 show the 
observational and model val ues of KO and KE for the fi rst 2 weeks of each 
time period for two sets of model runs. Figs. la and lb refer to a GLAS 
model with no filtering of diagnostic variables and a radiation routine 
comparable to the GISS version of the model (Somerville et a1., 1974). 
Figs. 2a and 2b refer to a GLAS model with filtering of diagnostic variables 
and a new radiation routine due to Wu. 
For the no-filtering version, the KE agreement for January 1977 
(Fig. la) ;s quite good. Note that for the KE rise in January 1977 there 
appears to be a l-day lag. A reasonable interpretation is the clear evidence 
of predictive skill in an averaged quantity out to the predictability limits. 
With the same model for January 1975 (Fig. lb), the observational KE dip ;s 
not followed downward. 
For the filtered version of the model, this same case (January 1975) 
is well modeled (Fig. 2a). The accurate tracking of the dip in KE is a 
result which ;s consistent with the filtering out of extraneous small-scale 
energy. A second filtered case, however, shows far less success: for January 
1976 (Fi g. 2b), the model seems unable to generate the KE needed to follow 
the atmosphere's rise. 
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One uni form pattern does appear in KO for both vers ions. The 
initial states consist of one low KO state (January 1976), one average KO 
state (January 1975), and one strikingly high KO state (January 1977). The 
latter case is unusual and was sustained at, or near, this high value 
~hroughout the 2 weeks. Both model s, in contrast, for the four cases have 
only one pattern: monotonic growth. Some of the success of January 1977 
is clearly due H the atmosphere happening to match this built-in bias of 
the model ~ 
Upon studying spatial displays of KO, excess energy is found 
collecting in the model's topmost layer. Since there are no significant 
dissipative mechanisms at that level, the excess energy appears to remain 
trapped there, functioning as a source of the model's total KE, but feeding 
the individual wave numbers erroneously. As shown, a related study in con-junction with E. Kalnay-Rivas of GLAS, this effect is an initial condition 
shock which induces major oscillations over periods from 2 h to 4 days. 
Enhanced vertical resolution near the tropopause decreases the amplitude of 
the initial shock. 
In striking contrast to the successful KE predictions for January 
1975 and Januqry 1977 is the behavior of the individual Kn, the coefficient 
of kin~!,tic ~r.~rgyfvf W.1"'~ number n. One can isolate the one or two dominant 
wave nllmbers with 1 itt1e difficulty. Fig. 3 shows the time history of Kl and 
K'l for January 1977. In spite of the noisier signal, one sees a much more 
di screpant behavi or with gross errors at times when the sUfll1led KE remai ns 
correct. Note particularly the behavior of n ::c 3. In terms of model develop-
ment~ the fundamental question is "What process or processes in the model Cl\'e 
producing the difficultie~?" 
In terms of Saltzman's spectral energetics analysis, one can imagine 
two possibilities: (1) erroneous transports in or out of the northern hemi-
sphere troposphere, or (2) erroneous conversions from zonal potential or 
kinetic energy. A third possibility, erroneous transports within th~ northern 
hemisphere troposphere, should not logically affect the results since inte-
grated quantities are considered. Such erroneous transports may, however, 
be suggestive of other problems. Inevitably, the sorting out of cause and 
effect will probably be difficult. 
For January Hli7, there is eVidence of transport difficulties. 
Northward transport starts in the subtropics and feeds fi rst the large K3 
peak at 38N, and then the stratospheric warming at 50N. For January 1975, 
evidence indicates erroneous conversion in the term expressing nonlinear 
redistribution of energy to wave number 3 from all other wave numbers 
(Saltzman's L). At the time (2 January 1975) when K3 for observation and 
model are just starting to diverge, one sees a discrepancy centered at 36N 
and 285 mb. No corresponding effect appears before the much stronger n = 3 
divergence of 6 January 1977. No other conversion term shows significant 
causal discrepancies though a fair number of correlations are observed, i.e., 
03 (the dissipation in wave number 3) showing significant disagreements when 
K3 does. 
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Some general questions remai n concerni ng the consistency of results 
obtained from Saltzman's spectral energetics analysis. The equations themselves 
are not in question but rather the quality of results from their application 
to either model or observational data. Saltzman's equations prov;d(:! a closed 
system with respect to conversions into and out of individual Kn. The algebraic 
sum of the conversions integrated over an appropriate space and time period 
should equal the secular change in the corresponding Kn. While such a result 
requires assuming the validity of dissipation calculations, 0, the lack of 
agreement gives some sense of ove,~a1l confidence in the results. Because of 
the unavailability of independent data for 0, Saltzman had to calculate it 
only as a residual. 
The results aroe not encourag; ng. Table 1 presents this type of cal-
culation for a sampling of model and observational runs. For most cases, the 
sign of the change is incorrect and, in some cases, the individual Kn should 
have been dri ven sol idly and unphysica1ly negati vee Three possible explana-
tions seem most likely: errors in Cn, On, and in the vertical transports. 
The conversion Cn and~ to a lesser extt!nt, some others depend on the vertical 
velocity, W. For the observations, this is a notoriously difficult quaritity 
to evaluate. Dn;s a parameterized quantity whose physical basis i'> known in 
broad terms but whose detailed quantitative evaluation requires confidence in 
surface winds and boundary layer effects. Vertical transports are clearly a 
problem for the model and may be a problem for the observations. 
The vertical velocity problem is being examined in detail in a subse .. 
quent paper (Tenenbaum and Reddi, 1980, to be published). Preliminary results 
show that alternate formulations for omega (changing from mass convergence to 
iterative solution of the diagnostic omega equation) can yield major changes 
in 10ng- and synoptic-scale values of Cn and extensive smoothing of the higher 
wave numbers. 
The model IS medium-range skill and climatology using various possible 
integrated quantities have been studied. Major conclusions are as follows: 
(1) The model can show medium-range skill in an integrated quantity, 
KE, the northern hemi sphere tropospheri c eddy k i net i c energy, out to the pre-
dictability limit of 2 weeks. When the atmosphere's KO matches the model's 
bias towards monotonic growth in KO, the predictions are most successful. 
(2) The model retains a bias in accumulating KO in the topmost, 
stratospheric level and in the initial monotonic growth of tropospheric KO. 
(3) Low wave number spectral coefficients appear questionable in the 
role of integrated energetics quantities: KE can show agreement while indi-
vidual Kn are erroneous. An expanded version of Saltzman' s spectral analysis 
(including transports) does provide a useful tool in showing cause-and-effect 
relations for where the model is failing to match significant energy flow in 
the atmosphere. In the near future, more synoptic cases will be studied, 
both randomly chosen, and speci ally chosen to explore synoptic dependence • 
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Table 1. Conversions to and from K3 for wave number 3 for January 
1975 (5 to 7 days) and January 1977 (3 to 6 days). 
-
January 1975 
(5 to 7 days) 
January 1977 
(3 to 6 Days) 
Conversions t~and from _ 
--
' ..... 
K3 (WI ) 
Observations Model Observat ions Model 
-- --
--I-
+C(P3,K3) :: C3 -0.3 0 -0.5 0.3 
+C(Kn,K3) = L3 0 -0.3 0.3 0 
-D3 O. 1 0.1 0.25 0.25 
-C(K3,KO) :: M 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 
Net convers i on (W/rn2) -0.6 -0.8 -0.55 0.25 
X time (sec) 1.7 x 105 1.7 x 105 2.6 x 105 2.6 x 105 
Net c.onversion (l05 J/nf) -1.0 -1.4 -1.3 0.7 
K3 (final) 1.5 1.5 2.5 0.5 
-K3 (initial) 0.6 1.5 1.5 1.2 
Net change (l05 \J/~) 0.9 0 1.0 -0.7 
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FkACTIONAL CLOUDINESS AND VARIABLE 
CLOUD EMISSIVITY IN THE GLAS GCM 
(G. F. Herman and V. Krishnamurthy) 
The recent analysis of cloud-radiation experiments conducted with the 
GLAS GCM (cf. Herman et a1., 1980) clearly poi nted to the fact that the average 
infrared opacity of the GlAS model atmosphere was too large. This is attributed 
to two factors: First, since all model clouds, including those which are intended 
to represent cirrus clouds in nature, are assumed to have unit emissivity (zero 
transmissivity), the model did not transmit enough long wave radiation to space. 
Secondly, all model clouds, including those intended to represent subgrid scale 
cumulus convection, were assumed in the radiation calculation to occupy the 
entire 40 latitude by So longitude grid area. The net result of both of these 
features of the radiation calculation was to maintain an excessively positive 
global radiation balance, and possibly have a detrimental effect on such, 
dynamical processes as the formation of the Siberian anticyclone. 
If the spectra of atmospheric absorbers, namely water vapor and 
cloud droplets, are uncorrelated (cf. Goody, 1964, p. 123), then a particularly 
simple treatment of both variable--cloud emissivity and fractional cloudiness 
follows from the so-called multiplicative property. 
Suppose that f is the fract i on of a gri d square that contai ns .!!1l 
cloud at ~ level, and also that f is constant with respect to height. Then 
the flux,lFC, at any height, z, in this cloudy region is 
co 
Fc(z) = Tc(O,z) 1T (B(O) - Bg} - !ic(z,z') TidB(z'} dz' 
dz' 
(1) 
o 
where Tc is the frequency-averaged transmittance that includes the presence 
of the cloud droplets, B is the Planck intensity, and Bg corresponds to the 
temperature of the ground. 
For cloud-free regions of the atmosphere, the net flux due to gaseous 
absorption, Fg, is 
co 
Fg(z) = Tg(O,z) 1T(B(O) Bg} - JTg(z,z') 1T dB (z') dz' 
o ~
(2) 
where the mean transmittance, T g' accounts only for gaseous absorption. We 
define the average flux, F, of the partially cloudy region as the weighted 
mean, 
F = fFc + (l-f)Fg (3) 
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Then from (1) and (2) 
F:= 1T (B(O) - Bg) [ftc (O,z) + (l-f.'Tg(O,z)] 
00 
- ! 7f dB{~~dZ' fic{z,z') + (l-f)ig( Z,z I)] 
o dz 
(4) 
The bracketed term [fTc + (l-f)Tg] represents the average transmittance of 
the partially cloudy regions. 
Using the multiplicative property, the mean transmittance, T, of 
the cloud-plus-gas mixture is 
f(z,z')=Tg(z,z')xic(z,z') (S) 
The effective transmittance, fe, of the partially clouded region is 
thus 
Equation (4) becomes simply 
00 
F = 1T(B(O) - Bg)ie - ! dB(z') ie(z,z') 
o 
(6 ) 
(7) 
Equation (7), as derived, applies only to the situation where cloud 
fraction does not vary with height. However, it is readily generalized to 
account for cloud fractions that may vary from layer to layer. 
The transmittance of the cloud may thus be adjusted directly in the 
term Tc' Note that the cloud fraction and cloud transmissiv'ity occur as a 
product; the average opacity of the atmosphere may be adjusted by alternatively 
varying the cloud fraction or the cloud emissivity. 
Table 1 illustrates the effect that variable cloud fraction and 
cloud transmissivity have on fluxes and cooling rates. Here f denotes the 
fractions of a grid square that contains any cloud, and Tc the cloud trans-
missivity. Thus, f=O corresponds to a comp~tely clear grid, while f=l.O 
corresponds to a complete <1-ve,,·cast. Similarly Tc=O corresponds to a completely 
transparent cloud, while Tc=l.O denotes a cloud that is perfectly opaque. 
For illustration it is assumed that a single cloud layer is found in layer S. 
The effect of the cloud on the fluxes is shown in upper section of Table 1-
As the average opacity increases due to either increasing the fraction or 
decreasing the transmittance, the net flux beneath the cloud layer decreases 
monotonically, which is due to the enhanced downward flux. The flux above 
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the cloud layer a 150 di mi nishes wi th i ncreas i ng opaci ty because the upward 
rad1ation is less intense. having originated at comparably colder temperatures. 
The effect on cool i ng rates is ill ustrated ; n the lower sect i on of 
Table 1. Cooling below the cloud is smaller as the opacity increases because 
of the decreased importance of cool i og to space. Cool i ng at and above the 
cloud increases with increasing opacity. These dependencies are illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
When introduced to the GLAS GeM, the cloud fraction, f, will likely 
be a parameter to which the model's radiation and dynamics are very sensitive. 
Clearly, a major problem will be in d~t,ermining the most realistic value of 
thi s parameter. 
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Table 1. Clouds in layer 5. Latitude = 46°, Dayal Februa,ry. j 
r--~------
""----,., "' ..... -------
f =0.25,ie·O.0 
or 
Fl ux(W 01-2) 
.. --
f=O. 5,ie·0. 
or 
f=1.0,Tc=0. 
0 
·---=t· 
r-- ,....,-
f=O. 75 ,Te=o.O 
Pressure Cloudless 
Level (mb) f=O.O,Te=l.O 
- 00:--
-----~-* -
1 10 211 
2 120 205 
3 230 197 
4 340 187 
5 450 170 
6 560 151 
7 670 134 
8 780 118 
9 890 104 
\0 1000 90 
---
~ 
Pressure -~---.--
at Center 
of Layer C1ol..:Hess 
Layer (mb) f=0.0,le=1.0 
---
1 65 0.4 
2 175 0.6 
3 285 0.8 
4 395 1.3 
5 505 1.4 
6 615 1.3 
7 725 1.2 
8 835 1.1 
9 945 1.1 
---
f ;;1.0 ,Te·O. 75 5 
.---~---+-----
195 
189 
181 
170 
152 
126 
113 
101 
89 
77 
179 
173 
164 
153 
134 
100 
92 
83 
74 
64 
Cooling Rate (QC/Day) 
- -
f=0.25,Te=0.0 f=0.5,Te=0.0 
or or 
f;;1.0.ie;;O.75 f=1.0,Te=0.5 
-- -
0.5 0.5 
0.6 0.7 
0.9 0.9 
1.4 1.4 
2.0 2.6 
1.0 0.6 
1.0 0.7 
0.9 0.7 
0.9 0.8 
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or 
fe=1.0,Te=0.2S 
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59 
51 
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f=1.0,Tc1::0.25 
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fal. o 
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14 8 
141 
131 
11 
9 
4 
51 
4 
4 
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-
f=l.O 
ie=O.o 
.. -
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ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION IN THE GLAS GCM: 
THE INFLUENCE OF SOLAR ZENlTH ANGLE 
(R. Davies) 
The current parameterization of the ~bsorption of solar radiation 
in the GLAS GCM is relatively unchanged from the initial scheme developed 
by Laci s and Hansen (1974), referred to hereafter as the LH code. While 
the LH code explicitly includes the effect of the solar zenith angle, eo, 
on the absorption of solar radiation in cloud-free atmospheres, it fails to 
include this effect in the two critical areas of surface absorption and 
cloud scattering. The consequences of such an omission with regard to 
climatic effects and to model development are discussed below. 
Surface Absorptio~ 
Following the observations of many investigdtors, which have been 
summarized by Paltridge and Platt (1976), it is now recognized that the 
surface al bedo of most natural surfaces under clear sky conditions shows a 
pronounced dependence on 60 at low solar elevations. If ag is the clear 
sky surface al bedo for eo~40o, th; s dependence may be model ed as 
(1 ) 
so that ag +1 as 60 +90 0 , but remai ns close to ~ for eo ~40o. Whil e th; s 
effect may be incorporated into the GCM by a reratively trivial change to 
the code, the consequences to the model·generated pl anetary al bedo and 
surface heating are qUite significant. One should note that 00 is greater 
than 40° for at least 50 percent of the day, even at equatorial latitudes. 
The most pronounced effect of th; s change is on the amount of 
absorbed radiation by the earth's surface. Using model-generated values 
for cloud, water vapor, etc., at 1200 GMT 1 January, zonally averaged 
val ues of surface absorption were produced us; ng the LH code and the new 
code (NC). Fig. 1 shows the difference values (LH results ... NC results) 
as a function of latitude. 
The LH code systematically overestimates the surface absorption 
by up to .,.45 ly/day, with the worst bias at high latitudes. On a global 
basis, the bias is .... 30 ly/day for this particular case, representing an 
error of N5 percent. If this difference were to be applied continuously to 
the snow line, the LH code would melt an extra inch of snow every 2-3 days. 
This error may also be partially Y'esponsible for the abnormally high surface 
temperatures produce~ by the GCM at high 1 atitudes. 
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Ploud Sc~tter~Jl 
The effect of solar zenith angle on the transfer of solar radiation 
in an isolated plane parallel cloud layer with hOll1()g':fleoUS intrinsic parameters 
T, a, and g 1s modeled first. Here T is the optical thickness. a is the single 
scatter al bedo and g is the aSYll111E!try factor of the ;cattering phase fUnction. 
The required output quantities are the amounts of solar energy absorbed, trans-
mitted and reflected by the cloud layer. Distinction will be made between two 
forms of these quantities: those arising from a direct sola} beam of Irradiance 
Fo from zenith angle Bo, and those arising from urlit diffuse irradiance on the 
top surface of the layer. The total problem of multiple cloud layers, cloud-
free i ntervenl ng atmosphere and underly; ng tl,lrface rna,':' then be sol ved by a 
SUitable combination of the isolated layer results, as discussed below. 
In modeling the transfer of solar radiation in clouds, the LH code 
uses a diffuse version of the two-stream approximation (Sagan and Pollack, 
1967), whereas the new code employs the delta Eddington approximation (Joseph 
et al., 1976) for large T and a delta version of the Coakley and Chylek (1975) 
two-stream approximation for small,.. Both the delta Eddington and the delta 
two-stream models explicitly include solar zenith angle ~ffects. 
Fig. 2 presents comparative results frem t~c LH and new codes for 
the transmitted energy through a conservative cloud of optical thickness 
't = 30 as a function of }lq = cos eo resulting from an incident direct beam 
with Fo = 2880 ly/day. A.so f,Mwn ~i're results from the accurate doubling 
model of Hansen (1971). Whiie the delta Eddington model provides excellent 
comparative result!; to the doubling model, the LH version is seen to system-
atically underestimate the transmission for large values of llo and to over-
estimate it for low values of }lo' Due to the nonlinearity of the radiative 
transfer problem, it appears unwise to rely on averaging to cancel the errors, 
as was suggested by Lacis and Hansen (1974). 
Figs. 3 a~ 4 address another important feature of cloud scattering, 
namely its effect on absorption within an individual cloud layer. The absorbed 
energy is presented as a funct.ion of 't for a = 0./ and lJo :: 1.0 in Fig. 3, and 
as a function of a for ~ = 3 in Fig. 4. The new code and the doubling model 
give virtually identical results in Fig. 3 and excellent agreement in Fig. 4, 
whereas the LH code continues to show systemat i c errors in both fi gures. 
While the LH code failed to adequately account for the directionality 
of the incident solar beam, it gave relatively good values for the transmitted, 
reflected and absorbed flux resulting from diffuse incident irradiance. An 
example of this is shown in Fig. 5, which compares the results for the trans-
mitted fraction of diffuse irradiance from the LH version and the doubling 
model as a function of t for different a. 
In developing the new code, solutions to the complete multi-layered 
problem w/ere '1bta;ned by a combination of the individual layer solutions. 
This was accomplished in two stages. Upwelling and downwelling irradiances 
! from each cloud layer and the upwelling irradiance from the surface due to 
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the attenuated solar beam at each level wer~ first calculated. The resulting 
interact i on of these i rradi ances wi th the comp1 ete mul t i1 aye red system was 
then obtained by applying an advanced adding technique, util izing the diffuse 
coefficients for reflection and transmission. The solar zenith angle depend-
ence was thus preserved while still allowing the complete problem to be solved 
ina computat i onally eff; ci ent manner. Prel'lm; nary estimates us; ng the new 
code to generate the global results below, for example, indicated an increase 
of less than 10 percent in the running time of the solar radiation portion of 
the GCM. 
On apply; ng the revised treatment to a typical time step of the 
GCM, the mai n effect on the zonally averaged sol ar radi at i on was an increase 
in planetary albedo and a decrease in atmospheric absorption. Fig. 6 shows 
an example of the difference between the new and old codes in generating 
total atmospheric absorption. The or; gi nal treatment of sw'face al bedo was 
used in this comparison, so that the differences resu'ited entirely from the 
new treatment of radi ati on in clouds. The val ues were zonally averaged for 
the same case as in Fig. 1. The LH code again ~ystematical1y overestimates 
absorption for most latitudes, but with a latitude dependence that strongly 
reflects the amount of cloud cover. The maximum difference ;s thus now in 
equatorial latitudes where there is both Significant cloud cover as well as 
substantial insolation. On a global basis, the LH code overestimates the 
atmospheric absorption for this case by "'20 ly/day or ""20 percent" 
The present study has demonstrated that the absorption of solar 
radiation both at the earth's surface and within the atmosphere ;s noticeably 
affected by the directionality of the insolation at the top of the atmosphere. 
The combined effect of the above revisions on the zonally averaged planetary 
al bedo is presented for the 1 January case in Fig. 7, which shows both 
the new and LH results. The increased surface albedo for clear skies and 
the increased cloud al bedo for cloudy ski es resulted ; n an increase of the 
planetary albedo at virtually all latitudes. On a global basis, the albedo 
for this particular case rose from the LH value of 0.29 to 0.34. In terms 
of absorberl solar energy, this has an equivalent climatic effect of a decrease 
of 7 percent in the solar constant. 
Further developments along the above lines are planned to more 
accurately accoupc for spectral effects and to more faithfully model situa-
tions involving fractional cloudiness. 
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TESTS OF GROUND HYDROLOGY PARAMETERIZATIONS 
(J. D. Lin, P. Bock, and J. J. Alfano) 
A global ground hydrology model (GHM) is being developed for use in 
the GLAS GeM. Parameterization of land surface hydrologic processes at the 
grid scale of the GeM is the central problem in the model development and 
research. Ground temperature and soi 1 mot sture are employed in the GeM as 
prognostic variables and thus must be used as basic hydrologic variables in 
the GHM for parameterization of the latent heat flux (evapotranspiration) and 
sensible heat flux at the atmospheric-land interface. To account for the 
pathways through whi ch the moi sture and hr~(1t <'It e transported, a computat iona1 
grid in the GHM is divided horizontally iote t~O portions: the bare soil and 
the vegetated surface, and vertically in(') LtO active layers: the surface 
layer and the root zone, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The 5ubgrid 
parameterization is considered to be -a minimum requirement for a physically 
realistic GHM. The purpose of this report is to present the test results of 
the GHM by using the field-observed data that were obtained from two experi-
mental sites on bare soils and one on winter wheat crop. The data consist of: 
(l) soil moisture, ground temperature, and evaporation of bare 
soil from the U. S. Water Conservation Laboratory, Phoenix, Arizona (Jackson, 
1973; Jackson e~, 1975). 
(2) soil moisture and ground temperature of bare soil from the 
Southern Piedmont Conservation Research Center, Watkinsville, Georgia (Bruce 
et al., 1977). 
(3) soil moisture, canopy temperature, and evapotranspiration of 
winter wheat crop from U. S. Water Conservation Laboratory, Phoenix, Arizona (Jackson et al., 1977). 
The formulations that are involved in the one-dimensional transport 
of moisture and heat in the tests of a soil-atmosphere or soi1-plant-atmosphere 
column are summarized as follows. A detailed presentation of the GHM is given 
in Lin et ale (1979). The ground temperature is calculated by the force-
restore method, as derived by Deardorff (1978) and recently modified by Lin (1979), i.e., 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
I: where ct = 1 + r:rr o/dl and the ground heat f1 ux 
G = R - AE - H 
n a s (3 ) 
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Fig. 1. The Ground Hydrology Model. 
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The soil moisture is governed by 
del E 
d1 dt' - "s(Is - pS)+ (1c(Ic - U1) - q12 
w 
for the surface layer or upper root zone and 
cW 2 
dZ "Cit ... c1 cU2 + q12 - q23 
(4 ) 
(5) 
for the i ntermed; ate 1 ayer or lower root zone, whil e e 3 = constant. No 
surface and/or subsurface runoff is allowed in the tests. All ra; nand 
irrigated water are allowed to infiltrate into the layers. The vegetation 
fraction crc was set to unity for the vegetation test, while the bare soil 
fraction Os was set to unity for the bare soil tests. The evapotranspiration 
is parameter; zed by seal; n9 from the potent; a1 evaporation 
E = P C V [q*(T) - q ] pam a g a (6) 
as follows. For bare soil 
E = ~ E ~ = ndn (a e bi,l) 
ssp' s a (7) 
where the normalized available soil moisture is defined as 
e = (e - e )/(6 - e ) i = 1,2 
ai 1 pwp £ c pwp' (8) 
The so;l at the Arizona site is Adelanto loam with a = 1.95 and at the 
Georgia site is Cecil sandy loam with a = 4.63, and in both cases, b = 3. 
The a- and b- values were determined by calibration. For a vegetated surface, 
the uptakes of moi sture from the upper and lower root zone are parameter; zed, 
Using the concept of soil water stress and the unstressed transpiration. The 
transpiration is the sum of the uptakes 
and 
u = E , 1 u 
{ 
if e 1 ). 1 
a -
(9) 
(lOa) 
. i 
l 
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i 
1 
1 
1 
I 
~ 
j 
, 
l' 
l 
"" i(' 
~' 
4' 
0.' 
(,'1 ... f3 1R1Eu " if 1>'0 1 >0 a - (lOb) 
{ 
U2 == (1-13 1 R1) E if a 2 > 1 U a -
II. /32R2Eu ' if 1 > e 2 > 0 a -
where 
a =ndn 1 
[6a1/e 
at , 1 1 (11) 
The threshold value of the normalized available soil moisture depends on the 
atmospheric demand such that 
e == (CE Ide )1<. 
at u am 
(12) 
For the Arizona winter wheat, k = 0.8, C ;: 35 h, and d ;: 50 cm were used. 
Finally, the unstressed transpiration can be related to the potential 
evaporation in Equation (G) by 
E ;:; aE (13 ) 
u p 
where can be est'imated from the type of vegetation canopy, e.g., C(. = .8 for 
crops. 
, The soil, moistUre ,flux qij in Equati?ns (4) and ,(5) i~ the avera~e 
flux 1n a layer 1n the nelghborhood of the lnterface, ln Wh1Ch the s011 
moisture content of the profile changes from 6i to 6j, i.e. 
~ 
qij = Dij (61 - 6j ) + Kij , 1 = 1, 2 and 2, 3 (14 ) 
To evaluate ~ij and Kij, the soil moisture diffusivity and conductivity are 
assumed as an exponential function of S, thus 
(15 ) 
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Simil arly t 
(16) 
It is found that dij can be estimated by the following scheme: 
(16a) 
if or 
or 
and d23 ;; 1/4 d2 (16b) 
otherwi see 
The GHM was forced by the observed atmospheric data consisting of 
specific humidity, wind speed, net radiation 1 and air temperature, and the 
ground temperature and soil moisture were also initialized by the data as shown 
at the upper four graphs in Figs. 2-4. In the Arizona experiments, the plot 
was irrigated prior to the initial time as indicated by the initial moisture 
content inLayer 1. There were two rai n events ; n the Georgi a experi ment: 
9.7 and 4.1 mm during the 5th and 6th day, which substantially increased the 
soil moisture in Layer 1, as seen in Fig. 3. Calculated results of 8" 82, 
Tg, and Ea were compared with the observed data in Figs. 2-4, except that Ea 
was not measured at the Georgia site. All calculated soil moisture contents 
agree very well with the observed data for the weighted-average values in 
each 1 ayer. In Fi gs. 2 and 3, the bare soil ground surface temperature was 
calculated on the basis of 0;: 2 and 1 cm, while the observed data were taken 
at a depth of 1 and 0.5 cm for the Ari",;lna and George site, respectively. In 
Fi g. 4, the observed canopy temperature was used for compar; son. The cal cu-
lated evaporation for the bare soil at the Arizona site in Fig. 2 agrees 
with the observed data when the soil is wet and there is only an overall 
agreement when the soil becomes dry (note the mi ssi n9 data for the 2nd and 
3rd day). In the Georgia experiment in Fig. 3, the evapo,'ation was not 
measured; however, the calculated evaporation was nearly equal to the poten-
tial evaporation during 2 days after the rain events. The transpiration 
from the wi nter wheat crop in Fi g. 4 shows.a good agreement for the whol e 
experin~nt (note the missing lysimeter data on the 6th day). 
The tests of the GHM us; ng these fi el d-observed data sets have 
provided a useful means to evaluate the parameterizations of soil moisture, 
ground surface temperature, and evapotranspiration. Good agreement was found 
between calculated and observed values. Further testing is being conducted 
for the parameterization of vegetated surface» using observed data in a forest 
site. 
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NOTATIONS 
constants 
moisture transfer coeffici ent 
soil specific heat 
mOisture transfer coefficient 
sum of d, and d2 
depth for 91,92, diurnal and annual temperature wave 
total eVdporative flux, Ea ~ Es + U, + U2 
potential and bare soil evaporation 
unstressed transpiration 
ground heat flux 
sensible heat flux 
infiltration on soil and undet vegetated surface 
infiltration capacity 
infiltration from snow or ice melt 
soil conductivity 
precipitation or throughfall 
air surface pressure 
specific humidity at saturation and at reference height 
soil moisture f1 ux 
fraction of plant roots 
net radiation 
surface and subsurface runoff 
depth-average ground temperature 
air temperature at reference height 
ice temperature 
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NOTATIONS (Continued) 
cell~average ground temperature 
rnoi sture uptake by pl ants 
wind speed at reference height 
scaling fa~tor for bare soil 
au 
scaling factor for evapotranspiration 
volumetric soil moisture content 
available soil water content 
soil moi sture at fi el d capaci ty and permanent 
wil t i n9 poi nt 
latent heat of vaporization 
density of air, water, and soil 
fraction of bare soil and vegetated surface 
diurnal period 
depth correction factor for calculating Tg 
rat i a of Eu/Ep 
thickness of thin surface layer for calculating Tg 
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INTERANNUAL VARIATIONS OF SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 
(R. Godbole) 
In present-day climate modeling, attention is focused on the use 
of climate models for short-range climate predictions on a time scale of a 
season or a year. An important question to be addressed in this connection 
is the predictability of observed variations in monthly or seasonal means 
from one year to another. A logical prerequisite, therefore, is to examine 
and document these observed year-to-year variations. 
The pu~.ose of this pa~er is to examine the spatial patterns of sea 
level pressure and their interannual variations during the past 16 years. 
The peri od covers from 1961 through 1976 a nd the reg; on cons i dered is the 
wh01 e globe. January and July monthly mean sea 1 eve1 pressure data for 
individual stations have been plotted and subjectively analyzed. The data 
were extracted from NCAR data sets. 
Figs. 1a and lb show the 16-year mean sea level pressure for 
January and July, respectively. The major centers of action such as the 
Aleutian low, the Icelandic low, the Siberian high in JarJuary, the monsoon 
low over Africa and Asia in July aud also the subtropical highs in both 
January and July have the right loc·:ttions and intensities when compared to 
any corresponding climatological or long-term mean sea level pressure field 
(Shutz and Gates, 1971; Crutcher and Meserve, 1970). 
Fi g. 2 represents a typi cal examp1 e of the vari at 'j on of sea 1 eve1 
pressure for January of two different years: 1974 and 1976. It is observed 
that in 1974 (Fig. 2a), the Icelandic low is an intense, huge system apparently 
dominating the circulation of the northern hemisphere, The Aleutian low is 
weak and the Siberian high, although strong, is broken into small circulation 
cell s. In 1976, on the other hand, the Ice1 and; c low is weak havi ng a second-
ary center lying over northern Europe. The Siberian high shows a single and 
relatively weak cell whereas the Aleutian low shows intensification. Similar 
interannual variation~ are noticed for July also but their amplitude is 
considerably less than that observed in January. This is clearly borne out 
from Fi g. 3 whi ch shows year-to-year vari at ions of central pressure of a 
major system in January and July. For an Icelandic low in January, the 
maximum range of variation of central pressure is about 32 mb whereas for a 
monsoon low over Asia in July, the maximum range is hardly 5 mb. 
Fig. 4 shows the range of variability in the location 
centers of action for January i,I,nd July. The results agai n poi nt 
variability in January is more than the variability for July. 
year-to-year displacements are stretched more in east-west 
in north-south extent. 
of the major 
out that the 
Also, these 
rather than 
Table 1 presents anoma1 i es of sea 1 eve1 pressure for some of the 
major systems in January. The anomalies were obtained as the difference 
between central pressure in an ; ndi vi dual year and that of along-term mean 
(Fig. la) for a given major system. The results reveal a very interesting 
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Fi g. 1. Monthly mean sea 1 evel pressure (P) for (a) January and (b) July (1961-1976). Values are expressed as (~-1000) mb. 
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Table 1. Monthly mean sea level pressure anomaly (P-~) for Icelandic low, 
Aleutian low, and Siberian high in January. 
Icelandic Aleutian Siberian 
low low low 
- strong - strong - weak 
Year + weak + weak + strong 
1961 - 8.0 - 8.5 + 1.0 
1962 - 9.0 + 0.5 + 1.0 
1963 +11.0 - 3.8 + 4.8 
1964 + 0.0 - 8.0 + 4.0 
1965 + 0.0 - 1.5 + 1.0 
1966 - 2.0 -10. 1 + 0.0 
1967 + 6.3 - 4.8 + 4.0 
1968 + 2.2 + 2.6 + 0.0 
1969 + 5.1 - 5.5 + 5.1 
1970 -10.1 + 2.1 + 2.6 
1971 - 6.0 + 7.5 + 4.0 
1972 -12.8 + 3.5 + 2.0 
1973 - 8.6 + 2.3 - 1.0 
1974 -20.6 + 0.5 + 3.0 
1975 - 5.8 + 1.1 + 1.0 
1976 + 0.4 - 7.8 - 1.2 
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feature. It is seen that, with the exception of 2 to 3 years, the Icelandic 
low bears an inverse relationship with the Aleutian low. This means that, 
in a given year, if the Icelandic low is strong, the Aleutian low is weak 
and vice versa. Further, the behavior of these two lows seems to be somewhat 
associated with that of the Siberian high. The relationship, however, is 
not as strong as that noticed between the two lows. Nevertheless, one cannot 
fail to notice that in a majority of cases, a weak Icelandic low tends to 
associate with a weak Siberian high whereas a weak Aleutian low tends to 
associate with a strong Siberian high. A somewhat similar relationship 
appears to exist between the subtropical highs also. The findings have a v'ery 
important implication: these seasonal centers of action which act as internal 
forcing in a climate model dynamics have an impact not only restricted locally 
where they are produced but rather thei r impact is gl oba 1 ; n nature. 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A JANUARY SIMULATION 
WITH AN IMPROVED VERSION OF THE GLAS MODEL 
(J. Shukla, Y. Sud, and E. Sabatino) 
Several aspects of the weaknesses and strengths of winter and sun~er 
s i mul at ions wi th the GLAS model are descri bed ina recent paper by Ha 1 em et a 1-
(1979), which points out that one of the weaknesses of the model is its lower 
evaporation over the oceans. This, along with smoothing of orography over 
high mountain peaks, was suspected to be responsible for weaker amplitudes 
of stationary waves in these simulations. We have introduced several modifi-
cations in the earlier version of the GLAS model. These were comprised of 
modified boundary layer calculations which led to an improvement in the fields 
of boundary layer fluxes and a stable calculation of surface temperature. 
This parameterization is discussed in a paper by Sud and Abeles (1979). In 
addition, the ground albedo over snow-ice covered surfaces of the earth are 
prescribed from an analysis of satellite observation of Matson (1978) and 
Rayner and Howarth (1977). This snow-ice data is cOlThined with the bare 
land albedos of Posey and Clapp (1964). Furthermore, the model has been 
initialized for a long climate run by making the permanent ice depth equal to 
3 meters and transient snow depth of 0-2 cnl, depending upon its reflectivity. 
Sea surface temperatures from a 2° x 2° GFDL data set were interpolated to 
the 4° x 5° grid of the GLAS model. All the prescribed bounda"ry conditions 
are now interpolated on a daily basis. 
Furthermore, as a result of detailed examination of the code and 
the diagnostics of various calculations, a few additional modifications have 
been made. These consist of the following: elimination of Shapiro-filter on 
humidity field, maintaining conservations in strapping and unstrapping of 
cloud layer in the model, calling short wave radiation every half hour while 
maintaining long wave calls at 5-11 frequency but with net radiative tempera-
ture modification to be made every half hour using the saved fluxes of long 
wave radiation, changes for correction of radiative heating rates over the 
mountains, and correcting a coding error in the interpolation of 1evel-8 
winds in the split-grid regions. 
Preliminary results of first 31 days which consist of simulated 
month of January (starting from the initial condition5 of 1 January 1975 
from NMC analysis) are compared with the simulation with the earlier model 
run of Halem et ale (1979) of which February simUlation has been presented 
in their paper. Some basic fields which show an impact from these changes 
are presented and compared with the earlier run. 
Analysis of Results 
An important result from these modifications was the improvement of 
one of the most serious deficiencies in the model, i.e., the lower amplitude 
of the stationary component of its general circulation. It is well known that 
the stationary waves are forced by diabatic heating sources and orography. 
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Since the earlier model produced an evaporation field which was significantly 
less than the observed over the oceans (Charney et a1., 1977), an improvement 
; n di abat ic heat; ng through increased boundary 1 ayer fl uxes of evaporat ion 
and sensible heati ng over the oceans was expected to improve the stationary 
component of general c; reul ati on. Thi s has happened in the new model 
simulation. 
The following results compare the modified model with its earlier 
version. Figure captions (a) and (b) are used for the modified and earlier 
model results, respectively. Figs. la and lb show the sea level pressure 
maps. Fig. la has better subtropical highs and a pronounced Siberian high. 
Also, the low over the coast of Japan is much better defined and the sea level 
pressure fields off the coast of Greenland have a better structure. 
Figs. 2a and 2b show zonal plots of evaporation over the land and 
oceans in the two simulations. Increased evaporation over the oceans and 
lower evaporation over land in the modified model run are seen. This corr'ects 
a well known weakness of the model. Fi gs. 3 and 4 show the zonally averaged 
evaporation and precipitation fields. Thet~e is an increase in evaporation 
and precipitation in the new model. 
An analysis of amplitude of stationary component of circulation 
geopotential height fields are presented. Tables la and lb show the variance 
of geopotential hetght fields at the mandatory pressure levels. The values 
of variances for the new run compare well with the observations (as shown 
in Table lc) of Oort and Rasmusson (1971) and show a considerable improvement 
over those of the old model shown in Table lb. In Fig. 5 the plots of variance 
of geopotentia1 height fields at 500 mb are shown. The new model results are 
in good agreement with observations. The peaks of variances in the baroclinic 
y'eg;ons improve by a factor of two over the old model. 
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* Table lc. Variance of geopotential height resulting from stationary eddies (Z*2] for the morrrh. 
(units in 102gpm2) 
• 
[ Z*2 ] January (102gpm2> I j 
-- -- I I 
lOS 5S EQ 5N 10N 15N 20N 25N 30N 35N 40N 45N 50N 55M 60N 65« 70N 75N 1 
--
_---l 
I 
6.4 6.4 13.6 18.7 22.2 25.8 25.6 29.2 32.3 41.0 54.1 85.9 111.4 150.4 178.3 189.8 145.0 71.8 I 
1.9 3.3 6.0 7.3 9.0 11.7 13.5 14.6 21.1 41.6 75.8 ]36.2 191.0 223.7 257.4 253.1 209.8 124.7 
1.6 1.6 2.9 4.3 7.0 11.7 16.9 20.0 31.4 71.7 135.8 219.3 258.4 243.6 206.5 164.1 122.1 12.5 I 
.2 .7 1.4 2.3 4.0 6.3 9.1 14.3 36.6 92.7 168.2 249.5 268.9 223.8 167.7 122.5 92.5 59.4 
.2 .3 .7 1.1 1.8 3.1 5.6 12.0 32.9 79.9 140.2 198.4 199.6 158.9 121.4 97.6 79.6 58.3 I 
i 
I 
.2 .2 .4 .7 1.0 1.8 4.1 9.8 25.3 57.3 94.4 132.2 135.5 108.3 8].5 66.9 56.8 41.6 j 
.3 .3 .3 .4 .5 .9 2.1 4.9 11.6 25.1 43.4 63.6 72.5 58.9 37.5 25.7 22.2 16.4 
.5 .4 .3 .3 .4 .8 1.6 2.9 6.2 12.0 20.9 34.5 46.0 38.5 18.8 10.7 12~0 11.5 I 
.6 .5 .4 .4 .5 .8 1.6 2.9 5.8 10.3 16.4 27.5 40.3 35.3 17.1 9.8 11.9 12.1 j 
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .9 1.9 3.3 6.1 9.7 15.1 24.1 35.0 32.6 17.5 11.3 13.6 12.7 
.7 .6 .6 .6 .8 1.4 2.5 3.8 7.3 10.7 15.7 23.2 31.2 30.6 20.1 15.6 17.3 13.8 I 
-
I 
.5 .7 1.2 1.6 2.4 3.8 5.8 9.3 20.3 45.9 81.3 122.1 137.9 122.0 98.2 79.5 64.5 42.7 l 
-
1 
f * As taken from Table Bllb of Oort and Rasmusson (1971). 
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MOISTURE AND ENERGY BALANCE STUDY FOR A SET OF WINTER 
AND SUMMER SIMULATIONS WITH THE GLAS MODEL 1 
(Y. Sud) 
A heat budget analysis of the earth atmosphere system yields heat 
bal ance fi el ds separately at the surface of the earth, with; n the atmosphere, 
and at the top of the atmosphere. Basically the analysis is helpful in under-
standing the nature of energy and moisture storage in the atmosphere~ trans-
fers at the boundaries of the atmosphere, and transport within the atmosphere. 
"he analysis is useful in correlating the dynamical processes with the energy 
transfers and transformations. In a GCM simulation, it has yet another very 
useful purpose, i.e., checking the conservation of energy and moisture globally. 
In the GLAS climate model, lack of conservation in the Shapiro filter is well 
knovm. Certain other ad hoc adjustments such as zeroing out Qf negative humidity 
and making the minimum specific humidity equal to 10-8 also contribute to 
lack of conservation. There are similar nonconservative simplifications in 
the physical calculations. Whereas in the next climate model all these incon-
sistencies will be eliminated to get even better conservation, th~ present 
model does yi el d some unaccounted energy and moi sture in the atmosphere. 
The circulation of global atmosphere is supported by thermal forcing. 
There are two basic sources of thermal forcing on the time scale of a season, 
which is 3 months or less in these studies: solar insolation and the fluxes 
of heat and moisture from the surface of the earth including oceans. Oceans 
are represented by a prescribed water surface temperature which varies steadily 
over a month. This implies that the oceans are infinite sources of sensible 
and latent energy. In a realistic inter'action between the oceans and the 
atmosphere, a reasonable balance between the net radiation into the oceans and 
the fluxes of sensible and latent energy from the oceans is vital. On the 
surface of land, a simple conservative slab model ;s used. The change in soil 
temperature and soil 010; sture is determi ned by the net heat and 010; sture fl ux 
(precipitation-evaporation-runoff) to the soil. Over snow and ice on land, a 
part of the heat flux to the land may be used in melting ice or snow. This 
flux is lost for the surface heat balance through runoff. All energy and 
moisture balances are based on the conservation principle and may be derived 
ft'om energy and moisture-conservation equations. A detailed d'iscussion of 
the GLAS global circulation model may be found in Somerville et al. (1974) and 
Halem et a1. (1979). 
The GLAS model climate simulations generate diagnostics of energy 
and moi sture fl uxes at the top and bottom boundari es of the atmosphere. In 
conjunction with this, the initial and final states of the atmosphere for the 
simulation period may be used to obtain a complete energy and moisture cycle 
analysis of the earth-atmosphere system. The net surface balance can also be 
used to give the energy flux to the ocean. From all this data, calculations 
can be made to obtain energy transport in the atmosphere as well as the ocean. 
Similar calculations for moisture field yield moisture transport in the atmos-
phere. This study exami nes these quantities in great detail. Presented here 
is an analysis of a set of three summer and three wi nter runs. Each set 
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cons; sts of a control run fy'om the observed i nit; al state of the atmosphere 
plus two predictability runs 10 which only the wind fields at the initial 
time are perturbed by 3 In sec-I. The heat bal ance is obtai ned in the form 
of two-d1men~ional, zonal, hemispheric and global distributions of the sought 
quantities. Aho, energy balance at the top of the atmosphere, ener'gy balance 
at the surface of the earth, and moisture and heat balance in the at/OOsphere 
are obtai ned. Taki n9 into account the storage of moi sture and other forms 
of energy, the transport of heat and moisture in the atn~sphere and transport 
of heat in the oceans are calculated. 
Governing Equations 
The energy and moisture flux diagnostics for the atmosphere are 
generated for an overall vertical column of air. There is no information 
about breakdown of these fluxes for individual a-levels of the model. Water 
balance may be calculated from the balance between the fluxes of evaporation 
and precipitation. The following fluxes are written out as diagnostics every 
6 h and their values are accumulated means over various model time steps in 
a given time interval. The units of each quantity are cal cm- 2 day-l. 
Fs = Upward evaporation flux at the surface 
Ps = Precipitation flux to the surface Hs = Upward sensible heat flux at the surface 
ST = I ncomi ng short wave radi at i on at the top of the atmosphere 
Sa = Absorbed short wave radiation by the atmosphere 
Ss = Upward long wave radiation at the surface 
LT = Upward long wave radiation at the top 
Ls ~ Upward long wave radiation at the surface 
Hp = Heat, storage ;n melting/freezing water and heat conduction through 
sea lee. 
The above diagnostics along with the initial and final states of 
the atmosphere are used to obtain a complete heat and moisture balance. The 
basic equations follow: 
The total change of a conservative variable, e, representing energy 
or mass as the case may be, can be written as, 
Tt-::1 (€: f - e ; ) /b. t (1 ) 
A 1 so, 
de = (,lE: + V. (e:v) - ..1. (CO) 
dt at QO (2) 
ae: 
substituting for ~ from (1) and taking dE: ;:: ~ , one obtains 
~~ dt dt 
(3 ) 
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ObViOUSly~(ea) = a for a column of air. Here ds/dt is the source 
term. It represents net flux from the source, s, which may be calculated from 
the diagnostics as follows: 
For heat flux absorbed by the atmosphere, 
~ ::: S + H + P + (L - L ) dt ass s T (4 ) 
For moisture flux to the atmosphere, 
ds = F - P dt s s (5) 
For energy flux to the oceans/land, 
ds = S - L - F -H + H (ff s s ssp (6) 
Similarly, E:f or e i can be calculated at the final and initial time by: 
vertical integrals of enthalpy plus kinetic energy of the air, and vertical 
integrals of specific humidity for moisture in the air. The time integrati.on 
of product Cz T 9 summed over 1 and gi yes the heat absorbed by the ground. Here Cz is the thermal capacity of the ground and T g is the ground temperature. 
Global Integrals 
The advection calculation in Eq. (3) applies to a finite area. If 
the equation is integrated over the entire globe, the advection integral must 
vanish. Therefore, 
* f ¥t dA = * f [(ef-€: d/6 t]dA 
A A 
(7) 
Since both the RHS and LHS of Eq. (7) can be independently calculated over the 
globe, the two sides should be equal in a conservative model. Any difference 
between the two represents lack of conservation. This difference is obtained 
for the energy and moisture balance in the atmosphere as well as the net heat 
flux to the oceans. Satellite observations analyzed by Barrett (1974), and 
Vander Haar and Suomi (1971) show that global integrals of energy flux to the 
earth-atmosphere system should be vanishingly small. This implies thermal 
equilibrium of the oceans with the atmosphere which is a consequence of oceans 
attaining equilibrium with the atmosphere for millions of years. 
Analysis of Results 
From the monthly average of flux fields, we obtain their zonal, 
hemispheric and globally averaged distributions. Tables la and lb show the 
hemispheric and global heat balances for February and July simulations. The 
mean fields and their standard deviations between the three runs for each 
hemisphere as well as over the entire globe are also shown. From the fluxes 
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Table lao February 1976 energy balance (cal/cm2/day). 
-' -
Analysis of heat budget fields 
-
---.--::--.. -
Items S • hemisphere N. hemi sphere Globa' 
~1ean SO Mean SO Mean SO 
.... 
- -
'---f-
Top boundary~~mos~here 
lnconring short wave flux 915.90 0.00 565.80 0.00 740.90 0.00 
Outgoing short wave flux 284.50 1.35 170.60 1.03 227.60 1.19 
Outgoing long wave flux 429.70 2.10 402.50 1.80 416.60 1.95 
-
----I-
Within the atmosphere 
S.W. absorbed 125.60 0.52 78.40 0.14 102.00 0.33 
L. H. rel ease by 164.20 1.20 134.20 1.00 149.20 1.10 
precipitation 
S.H. increase (atmosphere) -9.40 1.30 3.75 0.80 -2.84 0.57 
KE increase (atmosphere) -0.15 0.07 -0.01 0.11 0.07 0.08 
LE increase (moisture) -0.80 0.41 '.11 0.80 0.16 0.22 
-
Bottom boundar~ of atmosphere 
S.W. absorbed 505.70 1. 78 316.70 0.66 411. 20 1.22 
L. W. outgo; ng 113.80 0.82 115.90 0.39 114.90 0.60 
S.H. flux outgoing 48.00 0.53 70.00 0.67 59.00 0.60 
L.H. flux outgoing 145.40 0.67 145.00 0.51 145.00 0.59 
- ----
Ne~nergy absorbed 
Land - .. - - 10.76 -
Ocean 
- - - -
136.30 0.32 
All surfaces 198.40 1.00 -14.08 0.84 92.18 0.92 
At the top (atmosphere) -201.60 0.56 8.34 0.18 -96.65 1.37 
Unaccounted guantity 
Heat in the atmosphere - - - - 11. 23 0.32 
MOl sture in the. atmosphere 
- - - -
-4.14 0.12 
P1anetar~ albedo 0.31 0.15 0.30 0.18 0.30 0.16 
I 1 
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Table lb. July 1974 energy balance (cal/cm2/day). 
!ll'r----.. --..-.-:--~---<-..-...- ---- -.-,......---.---~--1 
Analysis of heat budget fields 
'\ 
" ! 
.---~-. .-~-.-.. -.-,...-----
Items S. hemisphere N. hemisphere Global 
, 
- --
--'''''---':-
--
Mean SO Mean SD Mean SO ~' 
----....---.. _-
--
------
T o'p_ . ..J~.o..l! nd .~.r.l~ of a tmQ..s ph e r~ 
Incoming short wave flux 442.30 
-
948.90 
-
695.60 
-
Outgoing short wave flux 129.50 1. 37 307.49 2.95 218.52 2.06 
Outgoing long wave flux 388.70 0.61 438.26 1.06 413.46 0.84 
----'-- --1------- ---:--._---
.YJi thj n the at"!!!Q..sphe.r..e. 
S.W. absorbed 66.00 0.08 142.79 0.23 104.40 0.16 
L.H. release by 
precipitation 95.10 1. 30 135.90 1. 75 115.50 1.53 
S.H. increase (atmosphere) -7.89 0.70 18.18 0.19 5. 14 0.38 
KE increase (atmosphere) 0.62 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.32 0.03 
LE increase (moisture) -3.28 0.62 7.11 0.09 1.92 0.46 
----
,!3ottOI11 boundary of atmosphere 
S. \~. abs orbed 246.75 1.29 498.61 2.83 372.68 2.06 
L. W. outgo; n9 148.44 0.67 178.25 1.10 163.35 0.89 
S.H. flux outgoing 41.55 1.05 43.08 0.91 42.31 0.98 
L.H. flux outgoing 112.03 1.14 112.94 0.79 112.48 0.97 
-
-_.-
-
Net energy ~~orbeq 
Land 
- - - -
5.63 
-Ocean 
- - - -
75.27 4.06 
All surfaces -55.27 2.41 164.35 0.84 54.54 1.62 
At the top (atmosphere) -75.90 0.97 203.15 1.85 63.62 1.47 
-
Unaccounted guantitl 
Heat in the atmosphere 
- - - -
14.68 4.28 
Moisture in the atmosphere 
- - - -
-13.70 3.96 
Planetar~ albedo 0.29 0.003 0.32 0.003 0.31 0.003 
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at the top and bot tom of the atmosphere, the net energy balance at the top and 
bottom of the atmosphere is calculated. The surface energy balance is further 
subdivided into its land and ocean distributions. Land is treated as a slab 
of finite but small heat and moisture capacity. Therefore, averaged over a 
month, the surface heat and moisture balance over land should be negligible. 
On the other hand, over the oceans the net surface fluxes may be substantial 
depending upon the region. However, in a realistic model, the net globally 
averaged surface flux over the ocean must be small. This is found in observa-
t ions (Vander Haar and Suomi, 1971). Th; 5 result a1 so must fall ow as a 
natural consequence of oceans equilibrating with all its environments over 
nrlllions of years. In fact, this is one of the basic assumptions in simpler 
climate models which neglect oceanic storage (e.g., Sellers, 1967). However, 
this is not the case with our model simulations. 
There is a large net globally averaged heat flux sinking into the 
oceans both in the February and July simulations. This situation in turn 
1 eads to reduced outgoi ng long wave f1 ux at the top of the atmosphere. Th; s 
reduced fl ux must be supported by lower upper 1 eve 1 temperatures of the 
simulation model which is indeed one of the weaknesses of our simulation 
model. Thus, too cold upper atmosphere simulated by the model seems to be 
consistent with sinking of heat in the oceans. However, it is not clear how 
the two effects are dynamically re1 ated. We know that the present cl imate 
model oceans do not evaporate sufficiently. Past attempts to increase 
evaporation by an ad hoc increase in the boundary layer transport coefficients 
in the model were not successful because the final equil ;brium of ocean-
atmospheric interactions brought the two to a state which leads to very 
little change in the fluxes of sensible heat and evaporation over the ocean. 
All these fi ndi ngs poi nt out that the mai n weakness may be in the upward 
transport of energy. In whatever way th:s discrepancy is resolved, it 
appears that cooling of upper model levels and sinking of net energy in the 
oceans are manifestations of the same problem. 
In Tabl e 2 computed upwell i ng long wave fl uxes are shown for two 
cloud-frep. columns of air which have temperature and humidity profiles for 
the mean monthly February zonally averaged at 50N for the model simulations 
and analyzed observations (Dort and Rasmusson, 1971). Notice the model 
temperature profile has typically colder upper atmosphere and yields 8.2 per-
cent lower outgo; ng long wave f1 ux at the top of the atmosphere. The re-
duction in cooling ;s of the order of heat sunk in the oceans. The heat 
balance is shown schematically in Figs. 1{-l) and l(b) for the data in 
Tables la and lb for February and July, respectively. 
Conclusions 
The heat balance analysis of February and July simulations with the 
GLAS model reveals that the GLAS model energy and moistur'e balance fields are 
in good agreement with observations and present a consistent picture. Con-
servation is reasonable but ;s not within the limits of round-off errors. 
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Table 2. Computed upwelling long wave fluxes for two cloud-free 
columns of air for February, zonally averaged at SON • 
-...... -- -, 
-
. -
--
Model simulation Observedt 
Pressure - -- . --->--~ (mb) Upw 
Temperature Humidity wa (OK) (g/kg) (cal 
-- --
65 203.6 0.02 
175 205.9 0.12 
285 214.3 0.31 
395 228.7 1.34 
505 242.0 4.10 
615 252.3 7.90 
725 259.5 11.90 
835 264.5 16.80 
945 267.0 26.40 
1000 268.3 30.00 
long 
1 ux 
ard 
ve f 
len(. '/day) 
415 
404 
391 
372 
339 
300 
264 
233 
203 
175 
.8 
.2 
.5 
.8 
.1 
.6 
.8 
.5 
.6 
.2 
__ -1 
Temperature (OK) 
----
218.2 
217.2 
220.2 
232.2 
244.2 
253.2 
259.,2 
264.2 
268.2 
270.2 
Upward long 
Humidity (g/I<g) wave ;lux (cal/cml:./day) 
- --
0.02 449.9 
0.15 427.3 
0.35 406.8 
2.50 383.3 
4.00 343.2 
8.00 309.4 
12.50 274.3 
17.50 244.7 
27.80 216.8 
30.00 186.9 
t Observed data represents winter season mean taken from Oort and Rasmusson (1971). 
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The model loses .02 mb/day of air mass which is within the limits of round-off. 
However, making up this loss by adding mass uniformly itself contributes to 
lack of conservation. The major factors for the lack of model conservation 
lire: use of nonconservat i ve Shapi ro ff 'Iter, model round-off, and some other 
nonconservative calculations discussed in the introduction. Another major 
weakness of the model is its sinking of large amounts of energy in the Oceans. 
The next climate model which uses a modified boundary layer to enhance fluxes 
of moisture and sensible heat over the oceans (Sud and Abeles, 1980) is ex-
pected to correct this situation. The study reveals that upper level coolin~ 
of a; r may be a consequence of 1 ack of surface energy bal ance in the model 
brought about by adjustment through dynamical t,-ansport processes. If it 
turns out that this is indeed the case, then the finding is ilnportant because 
it points out that the boundary layer processes can affect the upper levels 
of the atmosphere on a climate scale. However, this result is merely an 
indirect inference and needs further evidence. 
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ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC CLIMATOLOGY OF THE GLAS GCM 
(G. F. Herman and W. T. Johnson) 
A detailed study of the high latitude climatology of the GLAS GCM was 
conducted in order to assess the reliability of the model for high latitude 
climate studies, such as those involving changes in atn~spheric carbon dioxide 
or sea ice boundaries. 
The model-generated January climatology was constructed from eight 
simulations (Runs No. 0058, 0077, 0084,0091, 0092, 0093,0094,0095), while 
the July climatology was based on seven simulations (Runs No. 0115, 0116, 0119, 
0120,0126,0127,0129). These runs differed from one another by either small, 
randomly distributed values in the initial conditions, by variations in sea 
surface temperature or sea ice margin, or by minor variations in model physics. 
The selection of runs involving both different initial conditions and different 
boundary conditions is an attempt to represent some of the processes in nature 
that cause one January (or July) to differ from another. 
The January climatology of the model was computed by forming the 
average of eight 30-day simulations, which in turn were each formed by averaging 
the model-generated fields sampled at 12-h intervals. A comparison is made 
between these results and the NCAR data set made available by Jenne (1975). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the distribution of sea lE.\\}.i~l pressure for January 
in the northern hemisphere as obtained in the model and given by the NCAR 
climatology. The dominant features of the observed circulation are the major 
low pressure systems over the North Atlantic and North Pacific, the broad and 
intense Siberian anticyclone, and a somewhat weaker anticyclone over northwest 
Canada. The Icelandic low ;n the model's climatology is in excellent agreement 
with obser'vations, but appears to be about 4 mb too deep. The model's Aleutian 
low is not quite as extensive as observed, and its center is located about 
15° longitude too far to the east. H'e major deficiency off the model's high 
latitude climatology is its failure to represent in any realistic way the 
Siberian anticyclone. In nature, this high pressure center extends over a vast 
region of the central U.S.S.R. from the Caspian Sea to the Sea of Japan, with a 
central pressure exceeding 1032 mb. The high in the model is confined to 
northwest Siberia, with"central pressures on the order of 1024 mb. 
The di stribut i on of pressure duri ng the northern hem; sphere sUlllmer 
is shown in Fi g. 2. Our; ng the summer, the observat ions show that the wi nter-
time lows over the oceans have been replaced by broad regions of high pressure, 
whil e weak thermal lows dam; nate the conti nents. An area of weak low pressure 
is found in the Central Arctic. In the model climatology, the maritime high 
pressure areas tend to be too weak by about 4-6 mb, and the cant i nenta1 lows 
too deep, particularly over Asia. A weak ridge of high pressure spans the 
Central Arctic. 
Sea level pressure over Antarctica is not well defined because of 
the difficulty both in the model and in the observations of reducing surface 
pressure to sea level. However, a comparison can be made over the peripheral 
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sub-J\ntarct i c oceans. Observat ions ; ndi cate that duri n9 the wi nter (July) 
(Fig. 3), the Antarctic continent is encircled by deep low pressure regions 
found in the Ross, Weddell, and Bellinghausen Seas. Broad regions of high 
pressure are found in the central regions of the Atlantic, Pacific, and 
Indian Oceans. The July model climatology misses most of these features. 
While the ridge of high pressure in the South Pacific is well simulated, 
that in the Indian Ocean ;s missing, while that in the South Atlantic is 
underestimated. The stationary low pressure centers around Antarctica do 
not occur in the model J and this points to a problem that the model has in 
generating baroclinic eddies in the high latitudes of the southern hemisphere. 
During the summer (January) (Fig. 4), the high pressure regions over the 
oceans are even more expansive, and a number of low pressure centers continue 
to ring the Antarctic continent. The model does a reasonable job of repro-
ducing the oceanic highs in January, but is capable of producing only a weak 
low pressure center (996 mb) in the high latitudes of the South Pacific. 
The mean flow at SOO mb during January is shown in Fig. S. The 
domi nant features of the observed January c 1 i matol ogy are deep troughs located 
over the Hudson Bay and the Sea of Okhotsk, and a weaker trough over the western 
U.S.S.R. Maximum zonal flow occurs in midlatitudes off the east coast of Japan 
and over the eastern U.S. In the model both the midlatitude jet and the 
Canadi an trough are well represented, but the ax; s of the trough is located 
about 15° longitude too far to the east. A Eurasian trough appears, and also 
is slightly displaced to the east. The most glaring deficiency of the model 
appears to be its failure to reproduce the Pacific trough, which ;s a diffi-
culty likely to be associated with problems in treating adequately the Hima-
1 ayan topography. 
It appears that, at the surface in the northern hemisphere, the model 
does its best at reproducing circulation features over the oceans. This is not 
surpri si ng since the oceans exert such a strong ; nf1 uence on surface features 
and have their temperatures specified in the model. The agreement with obser-
vations is not as good over land, and it is speculated that this is a conse-
quence of orob1el1ls in treating the interaction between the surface radiation 
budget and'cloudiness. 
The long wave structure of the model's climatology appears reasonable 
in the western hemisphere but not in the eastern hemisphere. 
Reference 
Jenne, R. L., 1975: Data sets for meteorological research. NCAR Tech. Note 
TN/IA-lll, 194 pp. 
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SEA ICE SIMULATlONS BASED ON GLAS GCM OUTPUT 
(C. L. Parkinson, G. F. Herman, M. R. Good, and W. T. Johnson) 
The sea ice cover of the north and south polar seas plays an 
important role in determining the energy balance of the surface through its 
effect on surface a1 bedo and its i nfl uence on heat and mOl sture transport at 
the air-sea ice interface. At the present time, the sea ice coverage of the 
GLAS GeM is a specified parameter, i.e., it varies according to a predetermined 
climatology and does not alter the value of model-generated variables. 
As a preliminary step in the development of a fully coupled ice-
atmosphere-ocean model, an "offline" sea ice simUlation is being conducted in 
\~hich the atmospheriC fields calculated with the GLAS GCM have been used as 
forci n9 for a sea ice model, but in turn are not affected by the resulti ng 
distribution of sea ice. 
The sea ice model employed is essentially the thermodynamic portion 
of the Parkinson and Washington (1979) model. It includes a snow layer, an 
ice layer, and a lead percentage within each grid square. The calculation 
involves energy balances at the \~ater-ice, ice-snow, snow-air, and water-air 
interfaces. The incoming short and long wave radiation and precipitation 
amounts are based directly on the GeM output, whne the sensible and latent 
heat fluxes are calculated through bulk aerodynamic formulae which use GeM-
generated air temperatures, specific humidities, and wind speeds. 
The GeM cal culation was a 3-month run (GMSF reference No. 0122) 
based on OOZ 1 January 1975 NMC initial conditions. Initial sea ice concen-
trations for the same date were estimated from maps of average brightness 
temperature recorded by the El ectri cally Scanni ng Mi crowave Rad'j ometer (ESMR) 
on NIMBUS 5 over the 3-day period, 30 December 1974-1 January 1975. Initial 
ice thicknesses were estimated based on climatology. The initial ice extents 
and thicknesses are shown in Fig. 1. 
The results of the simulation are shown in Figs. 2 through 4. In 
the Arctic, there is some adjustment to the relatively thick initial ice cover, 
and ice in the coastal reg; on melts dur; n9 January. However, in February and 
March the ice thickens again, as would be expected for that time of year. The 
northern hemisphere ice extents move equatorward from January to March, with 
retreat of the ice beginning by 1 April. 
In the southern hemisphere (Figs. 1-2), the ice melts during January 
and February (i.e., during the Antarctic sunvner). Although the ice thickens 
somewhat from mid-February to mid-March (Figs. 2-3), the ice edge retreats, 
especially in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas. The continued ice retreat 
into March does not correspond well with the observed seasonal cycle as inter-
preted from the ESMR imagery for 1975. The simulated ice expands outward 
during the latter half of March (Figs. 3-4), and it appears that the simula-
tion has simply extended the melt season by 1/2-1 month. A likely cause of 
the extended melt season in the Antarctic may be the unreal ;stically high 
surface temperatures which characterize the model's Antarctic climatology 
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·1 Actual thickness and concentration values are listed in Table 1 
for the Weddell Sea, East Greenland Sea, and Central Arctic. The values 
confirm the extension of the n~lt season into mid-March in the Weddell Sea, 
but al so poi nt out the increase in concentrati on from the start to the 
middle of the month. The full (99.5-100 percent) ice cover in the Central 
Arctic throughout this period is realistic, though thicknesses of 2.7-2.8 In 
are about 0.5 m below those typically cited. 
Table 1. Areally averaged ice thickness and concentration. 
ThicKness 
... (Meters) 
, January 
15 January 
1 February 
15 February 
1 March 
15 March 
1 April 
Concent rat ion 
-(Percent) -
1 January 
15 January 
1 February 
15 February 
1 March 
1 Apr; 1 
Weddell 
-
1.81 
1.59 
1. 35 
1.19 
1.09 
0.99 
1.01 
60 
53 
48 
45 
43 
47 
67 15 March 1 
. -
References 
-
Sea E. Greenl and Sea Central Arctic 
---
1.66 2.73 
1. 51 2.73 
1.39 2.72 
1.29 2.72 
1.23 2.72 
1.08 2.74 
0.90 2.76 
62 IJO 
70 100 
73 100 
74 100 
74 100 
79 100 
79 100 
-
Herman, G. F., and W. T. Johnson, 1980: Arctic and Antarctic climatology 
of the GLAS GCM. Submitted to Mon. Wea. Rev. 
Parkinson, C. le, and W. Washington, 1979: A large-scale m.m~rical model 
of sea ice. ~. Geophys. Res., 84, 311-337. 
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THE EFFECT OF CLOUDS ON THE EARTH'S 
SOLAR AND INFRARED RADIATION BUDGETS 
(G. F. Herman, M-L. C. Wu, and W. T. Johnson) 
A series of numerical experiments were conducted with the GLAS GCM 
to demonstrate the effect that the global distribution of cloudiness has on 
the solar and infrared components of the radiation balance, and in particular 
to determine the relative role of the albedo and greenhouse effects of clouds 
when they are considered in the global aggregate. The complete analysis of 
this experiment has been published elsewhere (Herman et al., 1980), and some 
aspects of the discussion of the clouds' effect on the earth's radiation 
balance were presented at the Fourth NASA Weather and Climate Program Science 
Review (cf. Herman et al., 1979) and will not be repeated here. The focus 
here is on cloud effects on surface and atmospheri c temperature, and the 
resultant influence ("feedbackll) on cloud formation processes. 
In the control run for this experiment, solar and thermal radiation 
calculations were fully consistent and interactive with the model IS predicted 
cloud fields. Solar radiation was calculated according to the method of Lacis 
and Hansen (1974), which explicitly treats cloud absorption and multiple scat-
tering processes. Long wave radiation was computed and summed over ten spec-
tral intervals usin9 a technique developed by M-L. C. Wu and L. D. Kaplan. 
Cloud solar optical properties were fixed according to cloud type as described 
by Somerville et al. (1974, Table 2), and unit cloud emissivity was assumed 
in the infrared spectrum. Since the model does not treat fractional cloudi-
ness that occurs on the subgrid scale, clouds were assumed to cover an entire 
4° latitude by 5° longitude grid area. 
In one experiment ("inactive solar"), all cloud formation processes 
and radiative transfer were calculated as they were in the control, except 
that cloud coverage was fixed at zero in the solar radiation calculation. 
Thus, clouds formed, liberated latent heat, and partiCipated in vertical 
mix; ng processes, but were otherwi se transparent ot the streams of sol ar 
radiation. The second experiment ("inactive thermal") specified zero cloud 
coverage in the long wave radiation calculation, but explicitly treated all 
other cloud processes, including solar radiation. 
The initial state was defined from the 0000 GMT 1 January 1975 
National Meteorological Center (NMC) global analYSis, and the integration 
period was 30 days. Conclusions therefore refer to an average January circu-
lation for a model atmosphere in which the ocean surface temperatJre, surface 
albedo and sea ice extent are prescribed and non-interactive. Thus, there 
is no means to determi ne from these experiments whether the annual average 
planetary mean surface temperature would increase or decrease in association 
with global cloud coverage changes. The differences between the control and 
experimental ("transparent") simulations represent only the responses of the 
atmospheric and land components of the model's earth-atmosphe,'e system. 
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Analysis of these experiments determined that the radiation balance 
of the January control was more positive (less negative) than the observations 
of Raschke et ale (1973) in the northern and southern hemispheres, and globally 
by 14,28, and 22'W m- 2, respectively. This discrepancy is a likely consequence 
of thelllodells treatment of thermal absorption in high clouds, or the absence of 
partially clouded areas. When clouds do not interact with solar ..adiation, 
substantiany more energy is available to the system because of the diminished 
planetary albedo, and the balance became more positive (and less negative) than 
the control by 26, 87, and 56 W m-2 in the northet'n and southet~n hemispheres 
and globally. The balance became more negative (and less positive) in these 
same re~ions when clouds are transparent to thermal radiation by 35, 45, and 
4{) W 111- , respect i vel y. 
Under certain circumstances, it is possible to compute the net effect 
of the clouds on the rad; at; on balance simply by combi ni Ilg the rad; ati on loss 
due to the a1 bedo effect, and the gal n due to the greenhouse effect. Thus, 
the net cloud effect 011 the global net radiation balance is -16 W m- 2 , i.e., 
the albedo effect makes the balance more negative by 56 W m- 2 (39 minus 95), 
while the greenhouse effect makes it more positive by only 40 W m- 2 (39 minus 
-1). Similarly, in the southern hemisphere, a cloud effect of -42 W 111- 2 is 
obtained and in the northern hemisphere, +9 W 111-2. Hence, during the month 
of January, the al be do effect dom; nates the greenhouse effect ill the radl at i on 
budgets of the globe and of the 90uthern hem; sphere. The greenhouse effect 
demi nates the budget ,if the northern hemi sphere \'11 nter because there is 1 ess 
solar radiation available than in the southern hemisphere due to geometrical 
factors. 
It is possible to deduce the net effect of clouds on the net radiation 
as the difference between the al bedo and greenhouse effects only if the changes 
caused by the two processes are independent. It;s possible to imagine a 
variety of coupling mechanisms or feedbacks that might relate the cloud-solar 
and cl oud-l ong wave processes. For exampl e, ground temperature differences 
induced by solar radiation changes might change the long wave loss at the top 
of the atmospheN! through cloud fot'mation processes related to stabil fty and 
cumulus convection. 
Table 1 illustrates the effects of clOUd-radiative interactions on 
surface and atmospheric temperatures. Values are spatial averages with appro-
prj ate areal wei ght; ng. The surface temperatures over oceans do not change 
because ocea n tempertures are spec; fi ed ; n the modeL When clouds are not 
present in the solar radiation calculation, surface temperatures over land 
(Row 1) increase ; n the northern and southern hem; spheres and globally by 2, 
3, and 3°G, respectively, due to the increased direct solar heating of the 
ground. When clouds are absent in the long wave calculation, back radiation 
from the atmosphere decreases substanti ally and hence averaged surf.ace tem-
peratures decrease by 5, 2, and 3°C. Spat; ally averaged atrnospheri c tempera-
tures behave in the same fashion, Over both land and ocean; i.e., temperatures 
increase by ' ... 2°C without solar interactions and decrease by 1-2 Q C without 
thermal interactions. 
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Table 1. Spatially averaged temperatures for radiative-interactive 
and non-interactive cloudiness (OK). 
(A) (B) (C) 
January Inactive thermal Inactive solar 
control mi nus control m; nus control 
Land Oceans Land Oceans Land Oceans 
Surface temeerature 
N. h~m; sphere 271 293 -5 0 2 0 
S. hem; sphere 285 291 -2 a 3 0 
Gl oba 1 275 292 -3 0 3 0 
• 
Average atn~spheric 
temperature 
N. hemisphere 240 252 -1 -1 2 1 
S. hemisphere 249 253 -1 -1 2 2 
Global 243 253 -1 -2 2 1 
The degree of coupling between the radiation and the cloudiness is 
illustrated in Table 2, which shows the differences between the cloudiness 
calculated in the control and in the transparent cloud simulations. As a 
measure of Hcloudiness", cloud frequency is used, which ;s defined as the 
fraction of the total integration time during which a specified cloud type 
occurred at a grid point. 
The supersaturation (or stratus) cloud frequencies increase by 
1-2 percent when cl oud-l ong wave interact; ons are absent because of the 
cooler atmospheric temperatures (cf. Table 1). The cloud frequencies de-
crease by comparable amounts due to warmer atmospheric temperatures when 
solar interactions are absent, except over continental regions of the 
southern hemisphere. Evidently, there is a negative correlation in the 
model between the occurrence of 1 ayered cloud; ness and average atmospheY'ic 
temperatures. 
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Table 2. Spatially averaged cloud frequency for radiatively 
interactive and non-interactive clouds (%). 
--
(A) (8) 
- .......... 
(C) 
January Inactive thermal Inactive solar 
control 01; nus control mi nus control 
Land Oceans Land Oceans Land Oceans 
SUEersaturation clouds 
N. hemisphere 47.9 39.9 1 .3 1.9 -1.6 -3. 1 
S. hemisphere 50.? 40.8 0.3 1 .5 0.5 -2.1 
Gl oba 1 48.6 40.4 1.1 1.7 -0.8 -2.5 
Convective clouds 
N. hemisphere 8.9 12.0 -1.6 4.3 0.6 -2.7 
S. hemisphere 23.0 8.5 -2.7 3. 1 -0.4 -2.0 
Globa'i 13.5 10.0 -1.9 3.6 0.4 -2.3 
All clouds 
N. hemisphere 50.8 43.8 1.4 3.7 -1.5 -4. 1 
S. han1i sphere 57.6 43.8 1.5 2.9 ··0.8 -3.2 
Gl oba 1 53. 1 43.8 1.4 3.2 -1.3 -3.6 
The model's convective clouds, which represent cumulus clouds in 
nature, generally form less frequently than supersaturation clouds. However, 
the relative changes in their frequency caused by eliminating rad;ative 
i nteracti ons ar~ much 1 arger. The frequency changes over the oceans are cor· 
related in a negative sense with the induced atmospheric temperature change) 
i. e., convect; ve cloud frequenci es decrease when the atmosphere is heated by 
enhanced solar radiation, and increase when it is cooled through enhanced 
long wave emission. Changes are on the order of 2-4 percent. 
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The opposite is true of convective cloud frequencies over land, 
where frequencies increase by about 0.5 percent when there is stronger heating 
(except in the southern hemi sphere) and decrease by 2 percent when there is 
enhanced cooling. Globally, the convective frequencies decrease from January 
control val ue of 11.2 percent to 9.8 percent with solar transparency and 
increase to 12.9 percent with thermal transparency. Since the convective 
cloud frequencies over' the oceans are more sensitive to solar radiation 
changes than those over land, model-generated convective cloudiness apparently 
is more strongly carrel ated with atmospheric temperature and stabil; ty than 
with surface temeprature. On a global basi s, the combi ned frequency of all 
cloud types decreases from the control value of 46.9 percent to 44.1 percent 
without solar interactions and increases to 49.6 percent without thermal 
; nteract ions. 
Recently there has been active debate over the relative roles of 
the solar and infrar'ed effects of clouds in the global climate system. In 
particular, would an increase in cloud cover be associated with a surface 
warmi ng due to II greenhouse ll type processes, or to a surface cool i ng due to 
albedo effects? Is there a simultaneous redistribution of clouds that accom-
panies and possibly compensates for differences in the radiation balance by 
total cloud amount changes? 
On the basis of theoretical models of radiative equilibt'ium and 
radiative energy balances for specified cloud conditions (e.g., Manabe and 
and Strickler, 1964; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967), it appears that increases 
in the amount of low and middle level clouds cause the surface temperature to 
decrease. But it also appears that increasing the upper level (e.g., cirri-
form) cloud amount increases thp. surface temperature, although thi slatter 
conclusion is more sensitive to assumptions about cloud optical properties 
and cloud temperature. Thus) the al bedo effect tends to domi nate when changes 
in low cloud amount occur) whil e the ; nfrared effect domi nates when the 
changes involve upper level clouds. Clearly, any dlScussion of the radiative 
effect of changing ~lobal cloud amounts must consider the possibility of 
changes in the distrlbution and type of cloud as well, a point stressed by 
Cess and Ramanathan (1978). In fact, Cess (1976) suggests that changes in 
global cloudiness occur in such a fashion that the net radiation balance is 
essentially unchanged. 
The results presented here indicate that some geographical redistri-
bution of cloudiness does accompany changes in the visible or infrared opacity 
of the atmosphere, and redistribution takes place in the vertical direction 
as well. The increase in globally averaged cloud frequency for the transparent 
infrared case is effected by an increase at virtually all l~vels in the model, 
except for supersaturation clouds at level 2 and convective clouds at level 5. 
The decrease in total cloudiness for the solar transparent case is caused by 
a decrease of frequencies at most levels, although convective and supersatura-
tion cloud frequency each increase slightly at one level. There is some 
tendency at most level s for the changes in the cloud frequency caused by 
infrared transparency to compensate partially for the changes due to solar 
transparency, but complete cancellation does not occur. 
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A comparison is also made between the results of the GLAS GCM and 
the radiation balance study of Ellis (1978) based on satellite radiometer 
measurements. For the December-February peri od, Ell; s concl uded that the 
cloud effect on the radiation balance, N, which was obtained by subtracting 
cloud-free values from values obtained with actual cloudiness was -12, -42, 
and -27 W m- 2 for the northern hemisphere, southern hemisphere, and globe, 
respectively. For comparison, the same GCM values obtained here were +9, 
-42, and -16 W m- 2 , which agree well globally and in the southern hemisphere, 
but not in the northern hemisphere. As with the results from the GCM, Ellis' 
values do not apply to small changes in cloud amount. However, they are 
val uable because they are measurements of actual atmospheri c cloud fi el ds 
that contain the true feedback between cloud formation and cloud radiative 
processes. 
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REVISION OF GLOBAL TOPOGRAPHY ARRAYS 
(D. Randall and J. Abeles) 
In preparation for the testing of a new climate model based on 
the C-grid (Randall et ale, 1980), it was necessary to create a new 
global topography array. We averaged the Scripps 1° x 1° topography data 
set (Gates et al., 1975) onto a 4° x 5° C-grid. Compar; ng the result with 
the standardGLAS B-gl'; d topography, we found that the new topography 
shows much greater relief over all mountainous regions of the world and 
that the land surface elevations of Greenland, in particular, were much 
higher than in the standard GLAS topography array. 
To study these di screpanci es more carefully, we recomputed the 
topography for the 4° x 5° B-grid, so that a direct comparison could be 
made with the standard GLAS topography. As shown in Fi g. 1., in the new 
array, the highest elevations of the Himalayas are over 1 km greater, the 
Andes are more than 600 m higher, and there are similar large differences 
in many other parts of the world. Fourier analysis along latitude circles 
shows significant differences in low wave numbers (Fig. 2). At some lati-
tudes, the topographi c forc; ng at low wave numbers is more than tw; ce as 
strong for the new topography as for the old. 
These findings are of potentially great significance for the GLAS 
c 1 i mate model; ng effort because, to the extent that the model responds 
linearly to topographic forcing, a doubling of the forcing will produce a 
doubling of the model's response. In fact, one deficiency of past GLAS 
climate simulations has been an underprediction of the amplitudes of the 
long planetary waves. 
Preparations are underway to determine by numerical experiment 
how much impact the revised topography has on climate runs. Preliminary 
tests of the topogra~hy ; n the GLAS 4° x 5° fourth-order forecast; ng model 
have shown improvements in the forecasts. Revision of the topography used 
in the GLAS 2.5° x 3° forecasting model is also planned. 
Acknowledgment 
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Fig. 1. Differences between the land surface height computed from the Scripps topography 
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TESTING OF A POTENTIAL ENSTROPHY-CONSERVING MOMENTUM 
ADVECTION SCHEME BASED ON THE C-GRIO 
(0. A. Randall, J. Abeles, and C-H. Moeng) 
Early attempts to simulate the general circulation of the atmosphere 
(Phillips, 1956) were plagued by nonlinear computational instability, which 
occurred as finite difference truncation errors allowed a false cascade of 
energy to the smallest resolvable scales (Phillips, 1959). The inst<lbi1ity 
can be prevented by selectively smoothing the smallest scales, but objections 
can be raised against such smoothing. When the smoothing increases the simu-
lated rate of dissipation (e.g. Smagorinsky, 1963), it is sometimes interpreted 
as a parameterization of unresolved subgrid scale diffusion, but in practice 
the smoothing techniques are ad hoc and are not derived from turbulence 
theories. On the other hand, Pif the smoothing is nondissipative, then it 
cannot represent the effects of subgrid scale turbulence. 
Arakawa (1966) showed that the nonlinear lnstability could be avoided 
through the use of a finite difference momentum advection scheme which conserves 
kinetic energy and, in the limit of two-dimensional nondivergent flow, also 
conserves enstrophy. Arakawa emphasized that his scheme not only prevents the 
nonlinear instability, but also allows simulation of the statistics of the 
general circu1ation over simulated times far longer than those over which the 
details of the circulation can be predicted. In short-to-medium range fore-
casting (up to about 2 weeks), deterministic prediction of individual synoptic 
features is a credible objective, and one of the most important factors 
determining a model IS suitability for such forecasting is the local spatial 
and temporal accuracy of its finite difference scheme. Especially for short 
forecasts, prediction of the statistics of the circulation is not crucial, 
s'ince over such short periods no reasonable scheme will allow the statistics 
to wander far from those of the initial condition. But for climate modeling, 
the required simUlation times are so long that deterministic prediction ;s 
hopeless, and therefore local accuracy is almost irrelevant. Instead, the 
statistical accuracy of the scheme mostly determines the model's predictive 
sKilr.-
The present GLAS climate model is based on Arakawa's (1966) scheme, 
an(1 on other aspects ~f th~ version of the UCLA model described by Arakawa 
(1972). In spite of the demonstrated success of the present scheme, the 
following three difficulties remain. First, in the limit of two-dimensional 
nondivergent flow, the present scheme conserves enstrophy only incase the 
grid incl'ements are spatially uniform; on a spherical grid, this is true only 
near the equator. Second, as di scussed by .~rakawa and Lamb (1977), the 
B-grid used in the GLAS climate model is less suitable for simulation of 
the geostrophic adjustment process than the C-gri d. Fi nally, as di scussed 
by Arakawa and Lamb (1980), the present scheme does not guarantee conservation 
of ~tential enstrophy in a divergent flow. As a result, the scheme is not 
wen-suited to simulation of the strongly divergent circulations forced by sharp 
topographic features. 
. ~ 
• 
~. 
---------.~------
Suarez and Arakawa (1979) have presented prel iminary results from a 
new version of the UCLA GCM, which incorporates d revised finite difference 
scheme based on the C-grid and designed to conserve potenti·':tl enstrophy on the 
sphere. The new scheme is thus free from the three deficiencles of the current 
GLAS scheme. But the neW UCLA model al so incorporates several additional major 
new features, including a vertical coordinate system in which the planetary 
boundary layer top is a coordinate surface. For this reason, it is difficult 
to isolate the impact of the new horizontal differencing scheme on the model 
results • 
We have incorporated the new UCLA horizontal differencing scheme into 
the GLAS climate model, without making any other changes, By comparing the 
results of this new model with those of the current GLAS climate model, we plan 
to identify and evaluate the impact of the new scheme through a series of 
controll ed experi ments, i ncl udi ng both short-range forecasts and cl; mate s imu-
lations. At present (February 1980), all coding changes have been completed, 
and the model has been successfully tested in a 7-day run, starting from 
idealized initial conditions and using idealized topography, without any 
physi cal parameteri zat; ons except dry convect; ve adjustment. 
We have also constructed shall ow water model s based on the current 
GLAS scheme and on the new scheme. These model s incorporate all the essential 
new elements of the respective schemes, but little else. They therefore serve 
as ideal test beds for the schemes, and a 1 arge number of experiments have 
al ready been performed with them. These experiments have shown that the new 
scheme is considerably less noisy than the old, and that even such gross 
statistics as the simulated zonal mean water depth differ significantly 
between the two schemes. Further tests are planned, with varying horizontal 
resolutions, to establish which scheme requires less resolution for a given 
accuracy of approximation to the "exact 'l (high-resolution) solution. We 
also plan to test a fourth-order v~rs;on of the new scheme. 
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A NON-ITERATIVE CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR SURFACE 
TEMPERATURE AND SURFACE FLUXES IN THE GlAS GeM 
(Y. Sud and J. Abeles) 
The present GlAS model has been descri bed by Somervi11 e et a 1-
(1974), Stone at ah, (1977), and more recently by Halern et al. (1979). Its 
surface fluxasor-sensible and latent heat were found to exhibit strong 2-ot 
oscillations at the individual grid points as well as in the zonal and hemi-
spheric averages. In addition, it was pointed out by Charney et a1. (1977) 
that a basic weakness of the GlAS model has been its lower evaporation over 
oceans and higher evaporation over land in a typical monthly simulation. On 
examining the planetary boundary layer (PBl) parameterization, it was found 
that the approximations used in the calculation of surface temperature and the 
use of ad hoc constants in the eddy di ffusi vi ty cal cul at i on for the mi xed 
layer were primarily responsible for these deficiencies. 
By using a qUfldratic equation for a stable PBl and by a curve-fit 
relation for an unstable PBl, the GlAS model PBl parameterization has been 
changed to calculate the mixed layer temperature gradient. The basic formulae 
used to determine the drag coefficient, its stability dependence and the effect 
of moisture on the temperature gradient remain unchanged. This calculation in 
the PBl removed the 2-ot oscillations in the sUl~face temperature and surface 
fluxes. Also, the geographical distributions of the surface fluxes were 
improved. 
Another advantag~ of this calculation was to avoid iteration in the 
sur'face flux calculation thereby producing some speed improvements. Compari-
sons of the evaporation over 1 and and ocean are shown for the 01 d and new 
ca1culations. The basiC quantities and useful variables are defined below: 
'1, 
Tg = ground temperature, OK 
* qg = saturation mixing ratio at the gro~nd 
T9, 9 = physical and potential temperature of layer 9 in the model 
qg = mixing ratio at level 9 of the atmosphere 
qs = surface mixing ratio 
Us,Vs ; surface U,V winds, in ms·' 
U9 ,V9 = level 9 U,V Winds, in ms- l 
Ws = (Us2 + Vs2)1/2 
K = Eddy diffusivity of the mixed layer cal m-1k-l 
l = latent heat of evaporation calg-l 
169 
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Cp • specific heat at constant pressure 
R == gas constant 
II: ;;; R/Cp 
£ • ratio of molecular weights of water and air 
II 
Fig. 1 shows a schematic sketch of a potential temperature profile in a stable 
and an unstable PBL. The temperature difference across the mixed layer, 
is modified to reflect the moist adiabatic lapse rate as follows: 
Define 
and 
* 
y == 
c [ 
L (£L) 1 1 - cp I<': Is" 
i'd + rs .a.. AZB L .(~) 
cp 1 + 5418 rp TT 
s 
/), Tc 1: r r . AZB , 
s 
8 Td .u r d A ZB J 
L (f.-) 
f1 
_ 1 +~ S 1 y c ;; rs .9- Zs 
+ 5418 tp (~) Cp 
L 
The above equations yield 
Tc;: Td + Yc • 
Assuming that DR is prescribed on a grid cell, the surface heat 
flux, F~, may be obtained as follows: 
Fs;; P Cp DR ( e g - e s) 
where 
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The mixed-layer heat flux, Fml' is given by 
First, for the stable case 
K = 60./(1 + 40.*Ri) 
where 
Second, for the unstable case 
K = 60. + 100. [1 - exp(-1.2 §l.. )[=] 
6 z 
By equating Fs and Fm ' we find that 
(a) ~91ution of 66 {Stable,Casei 
The following equation for the stable case is obtained by using the 
above Equations: 
(7 x 60/ZBCOws3 - 40gZs1 gOw2) 06 2 + 
\. '-Y / 
A 
(1 + 60/ZBCOWs - 7x60 IZBCOWS3 + 40gzsCoi gow2~6e =~e \ v~-------------------
B 
from which 66 may be obtained. However, if A approaches zero in the above 
quadratic equation, the limiting solution is 
66 = -~e/B(l - A.~:3/B2). 
The boundary layer height ZB is of the order of 500 m. However, a 
stable PBl is generally shallow. Its height is of the order of 100 m. A 
limiting value of K = 2.0 is reached when the limiting critical Richardson 
• 1 
• . t 
l 
J 
1 
j 
~ 
I 
1 
1 
j 
, 
1 
1 
! 
~ 
", 
/ 
number 3.05 ;s attained (Deardorff, 1967). Also, the constant (40.) is 
adjusted to (8.) to reflect use of 500 m for the PBL height. The minimum 
value of 00 is obtained by 
(b) Solution of (Unstable Case) 
In an unstable case, a transcendental is involved. Therefore, an 
exact solution ;s not possible. Hence, an attempt is made to obtain 09 as a 
function,of69, ws ' and CD, for a range of values. Figs. 211, 2b, and 2c show 09as a function of69 foy' values of CD between .001 and .005 and surface wind 
magnitudes of 2-12 m s-l. From these solutions, graphs are obtained for 09/~e 
versus CD, for various values of the winds (Fig. 2d) and 06/66versus surface 
wind for various values of CD' A relation between 06 and~9 t Co and Ws , was 
curve fitted to give 
(c) Wind Field Modification by Surface Drag 
In the old code, first the wind fields were interpolated to primary 
points, then momentum deficit was calculated for the interpolated wind fields. 
Hav; ng done that, the momentum defi c; t was rei nterpal ated to secondary poi nts. 
This back-and-forth interpolation does not allow a direct coupling between 
wind velocity and momentum deficit. Replacement of this procedure by the one 
used in the new boundary layer calculation helps to partially eliminate a 2- x 
oscillation. In the new procedure, first a factor, DR' is calculated at each 
primary point, as before. It is then interpolated linearly to secondary points. 
The momentum deficit is now calculated by multiplying this factor by winds at 
level 9. Also, wind velocity updates are saved 'in an array. These are made 
simultaneously at the end. 
Analysis of Results 
(1) First, a time step invoking one call each of radiation and 
physics and three calls of hydrodynamics was completed to compare the results. 
The only striking difference was larger evaporativ~ tendencies over oceans and 
some large differences in surface temperature. Fig. 3 shows the digitized 
maps of surface temperature differences. A large difference of 10-20°C may be 
seen in regions IMrked (1). These differences occur because in this region 
the air aloft the surface is very cold. The old model makes Ts close to the 
ground temperature, whereas the new model makes it close to level 9 potential 
temperature. This is so because in the new calculation the eddy exchange 
coefficient has increased by an order of magnitude for the unstable atmosphere. 
In a l-day simulation, the 2.,s.t oscillation in the surface temperature 
and surface fluxes was eliminated over land and ocean. See Figs. 4a and 4b 
for changes in the fl uxes of evaporat i on and sens i b 1 e heat O'ier 1 and and 
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ocean in the two hemispheres separately. The previous PBL model runs exhibit 
a very noisy field compared to the new PBL model. Consistent changes in daily 
averages of sensible heat and evaporative fluxes on individual grid points are 
now simulated. 
The new PBL parameterization has been tested with a unique solution 
of surface temperature instead of an iterative and time-averaged solution. 
Also, the original formulation of the eddy diffusion coefficient of Deardorff 
(1967) has been incorporated. The results from the new parameterization show 
desirable effects of increased evaporation over ocean, reduced evaporation 
over land along with elimination of 2-ot oscillation in the surface fluxes of 
the old model. Also, a short-range forecast revealed small but beneficial 
effects on surface temperatures, sea 1 evel pressure and geopotenti al hei ghts 
at 500 mb. 
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SPACE~TIME SPECTRA OF THE GLAS MODEL 500 MB GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT 
(D. M. Straus and J. Shukla) 
• ,n 9 
Space-time spectral analysis is a technique which expresses the 
space-time variance or covariance of meteorological fields in terms of con-
tributions from individual zonal wavenumbers and frequency bands. Because 
motions of distinct space and time scales are often associated with different 
dynamical ori 9i ns, space-time spectral ana1ys i s provides a useful diagnostic 
tool with which to compare model output with observations (Hayashi and Golder, 
1977; Pratt, 1979). 
This paper represents part of a continuing effort to document the 
\'Ii nter space-time spectra of the GLAS general circulation model (Halem et a1.; 
1978) and to compare them with the spectra of 14 winter seasons obtained from 
the NMC analyses for the years 1963-64 through 1976-77. In this paper, only 
the 500 mb geopotential height is considered. 
The spectra can best be introduced by consider'atton of the quantity 
G(A,t), the 500 mb geopotential hb'ght as a function of longitude (A), and time 
(t) fer a fixed latitude. It must be understood that the seasonal mean and 
some estimate of the seasonal cycle has a1 ready been removed. If this pro-
cedure is not fan owed t the well known phenomenon of "1 eakage" will cause a 
gross distortion of the resulting seasonal spectra. (For a brief discussion 
of the phenomenon of leakage, see Binghamet a1., 1967.) The space-time vari-
ance of G is defined as 
1 V :: 2iT (1) 
where T is the period unrl~r consideration (here T :: 90 days). V is further 
written as 
00 
V ;: L 
k=O 
[ P(k,f). 
f>O 
(2) 
Here k is the (discrete) zonal wavenumber and is constrained to be nonnegative~ 
while the (discrete) frequencies f are given by 
f:: m , 1 i m i 90 , (3) 
T 
for twice daily data. The variance P(k,f) can be further written (for kiO) as 
P(k,f) = PW(k,f) + PE(k,f) (4) 
where PW is the V~~ ance due to westward propagating motions and PE is due to 
eastward propagati~g motions. The meaning of PW and PE can best be appreciated 
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by noting that any function of longitude and time, and in particular G, can be 
written as 
01 
~ :A 1 t) • L L 0"11 (k, f) cos (kA+21Tft+!f>w) 
k-o f 0 
+AE (k, f) cos <kA- 21Tft+!f>E») , 
(5) 
where AW and AE are westward and eastward propagati ng waves, respecti vely. 
AW and AE are then related to PW and PE of Eq. (4) by 
2 P~Hk,f):: ~ AW{k,f} 
2 (6) 
PE(k,f) = ~ AE(k,f) 
The tendency for either westward or eastward mati ons to dam; nate the total 
variance is given by the Hnet propagation tendencyll 
(7 ) 
It is of illlportafj~€ to clearly delineate what kind of information is 
obtained fro,d PW and PEe They do not, by themselves, indicate whether the 
fluctuations are due to physical standing waves, propagating waves, or neither. 
They only reflect the projection of the total (geopotential) field onto a 
complete s~1,. of basis functions which correspond to traveling waves. Thus, 
for instance, a value of PR close to -1.0 indicates a strong tendency fo:' 
motions of a particular space-time scale to propagate eastward, but a 1/31\11;' 
near 0.0 only means that no clearly dominant direction of propagation "is 
apparent. 
The model data were obtained from a winter simulation of the GlAS 
model which ~/as initialized yJith data from 1 January 1975 and consist of twice-
daily geopotential heights for the first 90 days of the simulation. The NMC 
analyses were obtained from NCAR (see Jenne, 1975) and consist of twice-daily 
fields obtained fat' 14 winter seasons (1963-64 through 1976-77). Each winter 
season was considered to start on 1 December and to be 90 days in lengt~. 
In order to approximate thd seasonal cycle, a parabolic was fit to each titHe 
series (whether from the ~,del or the NMC analyses). This parabola was 
removed, and the remaining til*! series was tapered by applying a half cosine 
bell to the first and last 10 percent of the series. This procedure, suggested 
by Singham et al. (1967), insures that those components of the annual cycle 
which were not accounted for by the (admittedly crude) parabolic approximation 
would cause minimal distortion of the calculated spectra. 
The space-time variance P(k,f), obtained from the NMC analyses, is 
presented in Fig. 1. The function shown results from averaging the functions 
P calculated for each of the 14 seasons separately. Two important features of 
P must be noted. One is the concentration of variance in the lowest frequency, 
lowest wavenumber portion of the spectrum. The other is the presence of a 
IIridge" of high variance extending from loW frequencies and wavenumbers to 
higher frequencies and wavenumbers. In Fig. 1, the dotted lines delineat.e 
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four space-time regions which divide the wavenunber-frequency plane into 
regimes of (1) low frequency planetary waves; (i1) low frequency medium-scale 
waves; (iii) higher frequency planetary waves; ar . .! (iv) higher frequency 
medium-scale waves or baroclinic-scale waves. The precise definitions of 
these regions are given in Table 1. Region (i) has the bulk of the variance 
of the planetary waves, and region (iii) consists of space-time scales roughly 
corresponding to the most unstable baroclinic motions. The remainder of this 
paper will concentrate on these two scales. 
Table 1. D~finitions of spectral reg;~ns. 
Range of Range of 
frequenc; es peri od Range of 
Region (cpd) (days) wavenumbers 
(1) .0111 to .1333 90 to 7.5 1 to 4 
(i i) • 0111 to .1333 90 to 7.5 5 to 10 
(i i i) .1444 to .3556 6.9 to 2.8 1 to 4 
(iv) .1444 to .3556 6.9 to 2.8 5 to 10 
-
The total space-time variance in region (i) is presented for,the 
northern henri sphere in Fig. 2, both for the GLAS model and the 14-winter NMC 
average. The number of degrees of freedom for all of the calculations are 
summar; zed in Table 2. It is clear that the model underestimates the average 
low frequency planetary wave variance in midlatitudes by a considerable amount. 
In addition, the observed maximum between 60N and 70N is absent in the model. 
In Fig. 3, the model's low frequency planetary wave variance is compared to 
that of two individual \'/inters. These winters were chosen to define a range 
of interannual variation of the variance in region (i); the winter of 1967-68 
was a relatively active one in terms of low frequency planetary waves, while 
the winter of 1969-70 was a relatively quiet season. The model underestimate 
of the region (i) variance is marked, even when comparing to the latter season. 
The baroc1inic-scale variance (region [iii]) of the model is compared 
to the averaged observations in Fig. 4. The agreement is excellent, both as 
to the overall magnitude of the vari ance and its dependence on 1 at i tude. In 
Fig. 5, the comparison ;s again made between the model variance and that of 
two individual winter seasons chosen to define the range of interannual varia-
bility. The model variance is much more similar to that of the baroclinically 
act i ve wi nter tha n ; tis to the qui eter one. The propagat ; on tendency PR, 
.I averaged over the baroclinic space and time scales (region [iii]) ;s presented 
in Fig. 6 for the model and the same two winter seasons. The model agrees 
well with both seasons in that the propagation tendency is close to -1.0, 
indicating a strong tendency to propagate eastward. 
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Two sal i ent poi nts emerge from the resul ts that have been presented. 
One is that the GLAS model simulates baroclinic-scale disturbances in a very 
realistic manner, at least in Q statistical sense. The second point is that 
the model seriously underestimates the amount of variance in the low frequency 
planetary waves. Comparisons of the GFDL and NCAR models with observations 
show that these models share the latter deficiency (underestimate of region 
[i J vari ance); however, they have not had the GLAS model's success in repro-
ducing baroclinic-scale waves (Pratt, 1979). 
Table 2. Degrees of freedom. For a single season, the number of degrees of 
freedom is 2 per wavenumber per harmonic frequency. The effect of 
the cos i ne bell taper ; s to reduce the number by a factor of about 
0.87 (Julian, 1971). 
1 I I --Observations Observations Region Model (single season) (14-year average) 
--
. 
(i) 84 84 1169 
(i i) 125 125 1754 
(i i i) 139 139 1949 
(; v) 209 209 2923 
- -
The spectra that have been presented describe the transient motions 
of the atmosphere and the model, excl usive of the annual cycle. It;s al so of 
some interest to study the mean fi el ds. These were computed by averagi ng the 
(unadjusted) model or observed fields over the appropriate 90-day season. The 
total spatial variance of the mean field can be written as a sum of contribu-
tions from each zonal wavenumber. The sum of the variances in wavenumbers 1 
through 18 (stationary waves) is presented in Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 7, the 
model is compared to the average of 14 seasons, while in Fig. 8 the model is 
compared to two wi nter seasons, one in whi ch the stationary waves are strong 
(1976-77) and one in which they are weak (1970-71). The results show that the 
model's stationary waves are far too weak in midlatitudes. This is in contrast 
to the GFDL and NCAR models, whose simulated stationary waves are in better 
agreement with the observations {Pratt, 1979}. 
In conclusion, the space-time spectral analysiS of the 500 mb height 
field has indicated some important successes and failures of the GLAS model 
in simulating the atmosphere. The model does simulate the baroclinic-scale 
waves well, both in terms of the total variance and the dominant direction of 
propagation. On the other hand, the model IS stationary- and planetary-wave 
variances are much too small compared to the atmosphere. 
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OROGRAPHICALLY INDUCED MULTIPLE EQUILIBRIA IN A 
HIGHLY TRUNCATED BAROCLINIC SPECTRAL MODEL 
(J. G. Charney and D. M. straus) 
In a recer-It study, Charney and DeVore (1979) showed that the forced 
f1 ow of a barotropic fl uld over wavy topography ina peri od'ic beta-pl ane channel 
may possess a multiplicity of eqLilibr1um states of which more than one may be 
stable. In a certai n range of forcing, there are two stable and one unstable 
equilibrium states. One of the stable states is a "high-index" circulation 
having a strong zonal flow and a relatively weak wave perturbation; the other 
is a low-index flow having a weak zonal flow and a relatively strong perturba-
tion; i.e.) the unstable equilibrium state has an intern~diate zonal flow. It 
was suggested in Charney and DeVore that blocking, the presence of persistent 
high-pressure ridges in the Pacific, Atlantic or Central Asiatic regions is 
an example of an equilibrium flow of the low-index type, and that transition 
from it to the high-index state occurs via the instability of the intermediate 
state. 
The discovery of multiple equilibria in a barotropic system led the 
present authors to invest i gate a correspondi ng barocli n1 c system. Are there 
multiple stationary equilibria, and, if so, what is their nature? Holopainen 
(1970) showed that the quasi-stati onary pl anetary waves in the atmosphere are 
maintained by conversion of mean flow potential energy by baroclinic processes, 
not by conversion of mean flow kinetic energy by the action of mountain pressure 
torques. What then is the role of orography? 
To investigate these questions, the authors studied a highly trun-
cated, two-layer, quasi~geostrophic spectral model of the type introduced by 
Lorenz (1963). The model domain is a periodic channel on a mid-latitude beta 
plane. The spectral equations studied are precisely those of Lorenz, with the 
addition of topography and a variable Coriolis parameter, and the omission of 
an equation governing the time variation of the static stabil'lty. The param-
eters (such as the Channel width, frictional dissipation, static stabil'ity, 
etc.) were taken to be representative of the real atmosphere. The modes re-
t(.'.ined correspond to a zonal flow plus only one zonal wave number, and to two 
modes in the north-south (y) direction. (Set: Charney and Straus, 1980, for 
further details.) The results discussed in this report are those for which 
the single zonal wave number was taken to be zonal wave number 3 in the real 
atmosphere at latitude 45N. The orography was taken to consist of a sf ngle 
(wave number 3) sine wave in the X-direction, and to have a projection onto 
only the gravest (first) y-mode. 
The Hadley solution is an equilibrium state obtained by setting all 
time derivatives and wave amplitudes to zero. The zonal flow in the lower 
layer also vanishes, so that the Hadley solution remains a true equilibrium 
in the presence of orography. 
An analySis of the stability of the Hadley solution to (wave number 3) 
perturbati ons of the fi rst y-mode reveal s the presence of two types of i nsta-
bility. They are distinguished by the character of the-eTgenva1ue of the 
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stability matrix whose real part becomes positive, i.e., the eigenvalue cor-
responding to the instability. In one case, this eigenvalue is purely real, 
corresponding to a perturbation that grows in placa. The instability is termed 
"orographic." In the second case, the eigenvalues occur in complex conjugate 
pairs, indicating a traveling disturbance. This instability is a modified 
form of barocl i nfe 1 nstability. For the set of (realistic) parameters used by 
Charney and Straus (1980), the Hadley solution is stable for thermal driving 
0A*less than .131. The parameter eA* 1s a dimensionless measure of the radia-
tive equilibrium temperature difference between the southern and northern 
walls. It is related to the dimensional radiative equilibrium temperature 
difference (hT*) and to the actual temperature difference (i\T) that occurs in 
the Hadley sol ut ion, by 
AT* "5308A* (OK), 
''\T III 37S0A* (OK). 
For 6A*>.131 the Hadley solution becomes orographical1y unstable (see Table 1), and for ~A* above .165 it al so becomes barocli nica11y unstable. 
Thus, in the range of forcing .16SS,. OA*S,..200, the two types of instability 
coexist. 
For values of CA* below .131, the lower limit of topographic insta-
bility. no equilibria other than the Hadley circulation exist. At values of 
the driving which are slightly supercritica1 (OA,* == .135), two new equilibria 
are found. These are referred to as "wavy equi 11 bri all because they are steady 
state sol ut ions with non-zero wave ampli tudes. (For detail s regardi ng thei r 
computation, see Charney and Straus, 19S0.) 
Each solution is identified by a branch number. (See Tables 1 and 2.) 
The two new equilibria are themselves stable to further first y-mode perturba-
tions. Characterizing the three steady states by the zonal flow in the lower 
layer, the (unstable) Hadley solution (zero lower 1 aye.' zonal flow) lies inter-
mediate between the (stable) branch 1 solution (weak lower layer westerlies) 
and the (stable) branch 2 solution (weak easterlies). Since both new solutions 
are stable, they divide the phase space corresponding to the first y-mode into 
two subdomai ns. 
Numerical integration of the equations of motion (with only the fi rst 
y-mode present), start; og near either equilibrium, shows convergence to that 
equilibrium. Both "wavy" equilibria are, however, unstable with respect to 
second y-mode perturbations. Numerical integration with both y-modes present 
led to a variety of solutions, depending upon the initial conditions. It was 
possible to obtain a periodic solution (with a period of about 16 days) which 
consisted of a relatively weak stationary wave, upon which was superimposed 
transient waves. The first y-mode transient wave propagated westward whereas 
the second y-mode wave propagated eastward. 
.. . As the va) ue of e A * ; s increased, the two wavy equ; 1; bri a become 
modlf,ed 1n a. cont,nuous manner. Branch 1 is characterized by lower layer 
zonal westerl1es and branch 2 by lower layer zonal easterlies, characterizations 
which remain valid tnroughout the range of eA* studied. 
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Table 1. Wavy equilibria for wave number 3, branches 1 and 2. 
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.135 Or .0982 ~.0090 .0174 .0919 -.0055 .0169 P 
to:-, 
.140 Or .1000 ~.0167 .0231 .mW8 - .0111 .0223 P ~\. 
" 
.145 Or .1014 -.0237 .0265 .0899 ·.0163 .0255 P ~ .150 Or .1028 -.0302 .0287 .0891 - .021 0 .0274 P 
.155 Or .1041 -.0362 .0300 .0885 -.0253 .0286 P P 
.160 Or .1055 - .0421 .0309 .0879 -.0293 .0294 P P 
.165 Dr,Be .1057 -.0475 .0316 .0874 -.0328 .0299 P P 
.170 Or,Be .1078 -.0527 .0320 .0870 -.0361 .0302 P P 
.175 Cr,Be .1090 -.0577 .0323 .0866 -.0392 .0303 P P 
.180 Or,Be .1100 -.0622 .0326 .0863 -.0419 .0304 P 
.185 Or,Be .1111 -.0667 .0328 .0860 -.0445 .0305 P 
.190 Or,Be .1120 -.0709 .0329 .0857 -.0468 .0306 P 
.195 Or,Be .1129 -.0751 .0331 .0855 - .0491 .0306 P 
.200 Or,Be .1133 -.0170 .0334 .0855 -.0500 .0309 P 
Branch 2 
eA* I" SH 'fA '¥K 'PL 
~'T 
S2 °A OK eL 51 
------ -----
.135 Or .0930 -.0001 -.0057 .0960 -.0010 -.0055 P 
.140 Or .0927 -.0024 -.0125 .0977 -.0046 -.0120 P P 
.145 Or .0918 -.0055 -.0164 .0993 -.0086 -.0157 P P 
.150 Or .0910 -.0088 -.0186 .1008 -.0126 -.0177 P P 
.155 Or .0904 -.0120 -.0197 .1026 -.0165 -.0186 P P 
.160 Or .0899 -.0150 -.0198 .1047 -.0201 -.0185 P P 
.165 Or,Be .0895 -.0177 -.0192 ,,1071 -.0232 -.0176 P P 
.170 Or,Be .0895 -.0198 -.0179 .1100 -.0257 -.016] P P 
.175 Or,Bc .0898 -.0214 -.0164 .1135 -.0274 -.0142 P P 
.180 Or,Be .0907 -.0224 -.0146 .1174 -.0283 -.0122 P P 
.185 Or,Sc .0924 -.0229 -.0128 • 1217 -.0284 -.0102 P P 
.190 Or, C(; .0949 -.0230 -.011 0 .1264 -.0277 -.0082 P P 
.195 Or,Be .0990 -.0225 -.0092 .1315 -.0260 -.0063 P P 
.200 Or,Bc .1052 -.0212 -.0071 .1370 -.0229 -.0043 S,S P 
---
All quantities are in dililt:!ns::ionless form. The column headed SH describes the 
stability of the Hadley circulation to perturbations of the first y-mode. The 
col umns Sl and S2 descri be the ~tabil ity of the wavy equil i bri a to perturba-
tions of the 1st and 2nd y-modes, respectively. No entry (--) denotes a stable 
eqUilibrium, Or denotes orographic instability of the Hadley circulation and 
Bc baroc1inic instability of the Hadley circulation. P denotes a propagating 
i nstabil ity of the wavy equil ibrium (complex conjugate roots of the stability 
I matrix), S denotes a stationary instability (purely real roots). When two types 
of instability are indicated, they exist simultaneously. The meaning of the 
variables follows: the 10wer layer zonal flow is ~A - SA; the upper layer zonal 
flow is 'YA + eA' The wave in the lower layer is proportional to (PK-6K)COS kx + 
('l'L - 6L)sin kx, where k is the wave number. The wave in the upper layer ;s 
proportional to ('l'K + 6K)cos kx + ('l'L + 9L) sin kx. 
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Table 2. Wavy equil i bri a for' wave number 3, branches 1 and 4 • 
. 
'---I 
_Branch 3 
°A* 
r- I~ 
SH I¥A I¥K I¥L SA ~ 9L Sl $2 
- .. ---------
_.----__ 1111." 
.180 Or,Sc .1602 .0633 .0024 .1134 .0327 -.0017 $ P 
.185 Gr,Bc .1608 .0802 .0019 .1087 .0398 -.0027 $ P 
.190 Gr,Be .1606 .0902 .0016 .1064 .0441 -.0033 S P 
.195 Or,Be .1609 .0995 .0009 .1045 .0477 -.0040 $ P 
.200 Or,Be .1603 .1051 .0008 .1035 .0503 -.0043 S P 
-----,.---~--~---
Branch 4 
--------
9A* SH I¥A I¥K 'fL SA OK 9L Sl $2 
--
__ ---_1. 
.180 Or,Be .1573 .0383 .0256 .1224 .0217 -.0006 P P 
.185 Or,Be .1524 .0212 .0020 .1300 .0132 -.0000 P P 
• '90 Or,Bc .1471 .0103 .0012 .1352 .0069 .0001 P P 
.195 Or,Se .1411 .0014 .0002 .1393 .0010 .0000 P P 
.200 Or,Be .1324 -.0073 -.0013 .1425 -.0059 -.0004 S,P D 
"'_ .. -- .. -
All quantities are in dimensionless form. The column headed SH describes the 
st.abilityof the Hadley circulation to perturbations of the first y-mode. The 
col umns 51 and S2 descri be the stabil ity of the wavy equil i bri a to perturbat ions 
of the 1st and 2nd y-modes, respectively. No entry (--) denotes a stable 
equilibrium, Or denotes orographic instability of the Hadley circulation and Bc 
baroclinic instability of the Hadley circulation. P denotes a propagating 
i nstabil i ty of the wavy equil i bri urn (compl ex conjugate roots of the stabil ity 
matrix), S denotes a stationary instability (purely real roots). When two types 
of instability are indicated, they exist simultaneously. The meaning of the 
variables follows: the lower layer zonal flow is 'fA - eA; the upper layer 
zonal flow is 'fA + eA' The wave in the lower layer is proportional to 
('¥K -6K)cos kx + ('fL - adsin kx, where k ;s the wave number. The wave in 
the upper layer is proportional to ('fK + 6K)cOS kx + (~L + 6L) sin kx. 
At 6A* = .140, the branch 2 equilibrium becomes unstable with respect 
to first y-mode perturbations. Since the roots of the stability matrix occur 
in complex conjugate pairs, the disturbance has a traveling nature, and in fact 
can be considered as a superposition of a westward and an eastward traveling 
wave. Thus, the presence of topography allows for instability of the wavy 
equilibrium even though the Hadley solution itself ;s baroclinically stable. 
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For still higher vah1es of the driving (e A* ;:: .155), both wavy 
equilibria become unstable to first y .. mode perturbations. However, the branch 1 
solution, which by now has acquired a larger upper layer wave, is only weaklY.. 
unstable (with e-folding times of about 200 r.tays). Numerical integration of 
the first y-mode equations gives rise to a periodic solution (with a period of 
about 17 days) in which the transient wave again pt'opagates westward. 
At ~. = .165, the Hadley circulation becomes both baroclinica1ly and 
orographica1ly unstable and, at ~. = .180, two new wavy equilibria are found, 
giving four branches in all. (See Table 2.) Evidence is presented in Charney 
and Straus(1979) which indicates that the existence of both baroclinic and 
orographic instability of the Hadley circulation is closely connected to the 
appearanc~ of new wavy equHibf'ia. These new equilibria can be characterized 
as h)~h index, having very large upper layer zonal flows (corresponding to 
about 60 m/sec) and relatively much weaker wave fields. Both equilibria have 
zonal westerlies in the lower layer. In contrast, the branch 1 equilibrium 
evolves into a blocking, or low-index solution, with an upper layer wave 
amplitude comparable to the upper layer zonal flow. 
The high-index solutions (branches 3 and 4) as well as the branch 2-
solution are unstable with respect to perturbations of the first y-mode. The 
branch 1 solution, which is weakly unstable for .155< EA*<.175, becomes stable 
again for 8A*>.180. Thus, for the large value of the thermal drfving cor-
responding to-eA* :: .180, the only realizable steady state solution of the 
first y-mode system is the low-index, or blocking solution. Numerical integra-
tion of the nonlinear equations, with initial conditions close to either the 
branch 1 or branch 2-equilibrium, converges to the stable low-index equl1ibrium. 
When the initial conditions are close to the branch 3 equilibrium, a periodic 
solution of 18.1 days ;s realized, and when they are close to the branch 4 
steady state, a similar but not identical periodic solution (of period 16.6 
days) is obtained. The time-averaged zonal flow in both cases is similar to 
that of the stable equilibrium, but the time-averaged wave amplitudes are 
weaker. The time-dependent flow consists of slow, westward traveling waves of 
variable amplitude accompanied by large oscillations in the zonal flow. All 
four equilibria are unstable to second y-mode perturbations, and both periodic 
and aperiodic solutions are possible when both y-modes are retained, depending 
upon the initial conditions. 
In summary, orographic instability of the Hadley circulation to 
disturbances of wave number 3 gives rise to a wavy equilibrium wh'ich for 
large driving resembles block~ng. However, baroclinic instability of the 
Hadley solution is necessary to realize high-index equilibria. 
To understand better the role of the mountains in the formation of 
the wavy equilibria, the energetics of their maintenance has been examined. 
The important result is that the orographic form drag exchange between zonal 
and eddy kinetic energies (the only such exchange for the first y-mode) is in 
all cases small. For lower values of the driVing, this exchange is entirely 
negligible, while for high driving the small orographic exchange always draws 
energy from the wave. Thus, the orographic interactions play an indirect role 
in the formation of wavy equilibria; they are a catalyst, they permit the 
equilibria to exist, but they do not directly support the stationary waves. 
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Altholl
'
gh it ;s not possible to arrive at definite conclusions con-
cerning the real atmosphere or even a continuous model from the highly truncated 
spectral, two-layer model examined, a number of heuristic conclusions are 
clearly suggested. One conclusion ;s that the phenomenon of blocking is a 
stable or quasi-stable equilibrium arising from orographic instability with 
strong thermal driving; and that high-index states occur also for strong driving, 
when the Hadley circulation becomes barocl inically as well as orographically 
unstable. These latter will always be unstable to large-scale perturbations, 
and will give rise to a wave-zonal flow mean state on \'!hich is superimposed 
propagating waves, drawing on the potential and kinetic energies of the mean 
flow and interacting with it in a periodic or at least fluctuating manner. 
The results further suggest that the 'J,;"S L!'iard propagati ng fi rst y-mode waves 
arising from the instability of the w\'\i('~lj'<e equilibria are prototypes of low 
frequency, westward propagating IIRossby" \'/"{es observed in nature (E1iasen and 
Machenhauer, 1965, 1969, Pratt and Wal1act!, 1976; Blackmon, 1976; Madden, 1978). 
These waves, which have periods ranging from 5 to 20 days, have been previously 
regarded as "free" waves (E1iasen and Machenhauer, 1965, 1969; Madden, 1978), 
this study suggests that they arise from instabilities of the quasi-stationary 
topographically forced equilibria. 
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A STUDY OF THE CLIMATIC NOISE OF THE GLAS GCM 
(D. M. Straus and M. Halem) 
The problem of distinguishing the potentially predictable component 
of observed monthly and seasonal atmospheric means from the unpredictable 
statistical fluctuations has recently received much attention (Leith, 1973, 
1975; Madden, 1976; and Madden and Shea, 1978). The potentially predictable 
component (Leith, 1975) is defined as that element of long-term atmospheric 
states which is forced by influences external to the atmosphere, such1as solar 
i nsol ation, sea surface temperatures, ice cover, etc. The unpredi cteble sta-
tistical fluctuations (or "climatic noise") are due to the variability intrinsic 
to the atmosphere and woul d exi st even in the presence of unchangi ng external 
conditions. That is, the statistical properties of climatic noise are defined 
by averaging over an ensemble of realizations, each in the presence of identical 
external conditions. In these definitions, the external influences may be 
fi xed, or they may be prescri bed to vary smoothly in time (as does the annual 
cyc 1 e) • 
However, this distinction is difficult to apply in practice, since 
the operational definition of climatic means is based on finite time averages 
of a single realization, namely, the atmosphere itself. The determination of 
the character of climatic noise from long records of real data requires that 
a priori assumptions be made. One such assumption is that climatic noise can 
be represented as a fi rst-order autoregressi ve (Markov) process over a wi de 
range of frequencies (Leith, 1973). 
In this paper, stochastic forecasts were made with the GLAS GeM to 
test the adequacy of low-order autoregress i ve processes in descri bi ng the 
model climatic noise. Model integrations were carried out with prescribed 
climatological boundary conditions for differing initial states, thus providing 
an ensemble of simulated data which satisfies the definition of climatic noise. 
The fi e1 ds exami ned were the sea 1 evel pressure and ground temperature at 
54 surface stations in the continental U.S. The hypotheses tested were that 
these data are adequately described by white noise (H o)' by a first-order 
autoregressive process (Hl), or by a second-order process (H2)' 
The fi ndi ngs show that Ho and Hl must be rejected at vi rtually all 
stations, but that hypothesis H2 is consistent with the model "climatic 
noise ll in some geographical regions. There are regions for which none of the 
processes considered describe the data. 
The el even ; ntegrati ons of the GLAS model used in thi s study were 
performed with the constant external forci ngs set equal to their January 
climatological values. The only exception is the incoming solar radiation, 
which was also the same in all integrations but changed in time, following the 
declination of the sun. The initial atmospheric conditions for the first of 
the integrations (run 1) were taken from an objective analysis of observed 
data valid for 1 January 1973; four additional sets of initial conditions 
(runs 2-5) were obtained from this analysis by introducing random errors with 
a Gaussian distribution into all fields· Similarly, the initial conditions 
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for three other integrations (runs 6-8) were those observed for 1 January 1974, 
plus two sets of similarly perturbed fields. The initial conditions for the 
remaining three integrations (runs 9-11) were those observed for 1 January 1975, 
again with two sets of similarly perturbed fields. Numerical integrations from 
1 January to 31 January were carried out for each of the eleven initial states. 
The hourly sea 1 evel pressures and ground temperatures were interpol ated to 
the positions of 54 selected weather stations over the U.S. (see Fig. 1) and 
then averaged each day. Thus, for each station and for both variables, the 
data consisted of eleven 31-day time series. In processing these data, it is 
necessary to remove the mean from each of the series separately. Further, it 
is necessary to remove the seasonal trend. An approximation to this trend was 
obtained by averaging the temperature or sea 1eve) pressure for each day across 
the eleven ensemble members. The resulting (average) time series was subtracted 
from each of the eleven original series. 
The first hypothesis Ho is that the data, consisting of Ns = 11 time 
series of N = 31 days each, are consistent with white noise: 
Xr,s !; gr,s, -n.5 r.5 nJ 1.5 siNs, (1) 
and N = 2n+ 1 • 
Here Xr s refers to the data at day r in realization s; thus n !; 15; N !; 31; 
Ns = 11'. The gr.s are random variables, uncorrelated with respect to both 
indices rand s, and satisfying 
E[gr, s] = 0, for all rand s (2a) 
E[gr,s gr' ,s']!; (0'2 if r = r' and s = s' 
0, otherwise • (2b) 
The notation E[ ] refers to the theoretical expectation or ensemble average 
over all possible independent realizations; the variance 0'2 is a free parameter 
which can be chosen to fit the data. The precise meaning of consistency will 
be given in Eq. (6). 
The second hypothesis H, ;s that the data are consistent with a 
first-order autoregressive (Markov) pr'ocess (Gilman et a1., 1963; Jenki ns 
and Watts, 1968): 
Xr,s = a1 Xr-l,s + gr,s (3) 
where a, and the variance (0'2) of gr,s are to be determined from a best fit to 
the data. 
The hypothesis of a second-order autoregressive process (H2) can be 
written as: 
Xr,s = a,Xr -1,s + a2Xr-2,s + gr,s 
where a,l a2' and 0'2 are to be determined • 
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To better understand the nature of these low-order processes, it is 
helpful to consider the autocovariance function at lag k 
Yk ::: E[Xr,s Xr-k,s] , 
which measures the (average) influence of X at any day on its value k days 
later. The hypothesis of white noise implies that the value of X on anyone 
day is completely uncorrelated with its value on any other day. Hence Yk ::: 0 
if k + O. A first .. order process describes "damped persistence,1! with Yk 
smoothly decreasi ng from its val ue at k := 0 to a near-zero val ue some days 
later (see Fig. 3). It can be shown that second- and third-order processes 
can describe a damped periodic, as well as a purely damped, com~onent so that 
Yk resemb.les a sine wave with amplitude decreasing in time (see Fig. 4). 
The method of determ; ni ng the adequacy of each of the hypotheses ; n 
describing the data is discussed in detail in Straus and Halem (1979). A few 
of the basic ; deas are ill ustrated here usi n9 HZ as an example. The II best" 
estimates of the parameters al and a2 in Eq. (4) are obtained by minimizing 
the mean-squared error V, 
Ns n 
V(al' a2) • ~ ~ (Xr,s-a1Xr-1,s - a2Xr_2,s)2 (5 ) 
s=l r=-n 
with respect to al and a2' Let the estimates so obta'ined be written as a1 and 
aZ' Then, according to H2' the residual gr,s' given by 
..... ... 
Xr,s - alXr-l~s - a2Xr-2,s = gr,s , (6) 
shoul d behave as white no; sa. In thi s manner, a test of all the hypotheses can 
be accomplished by use of a single statistical test for white noise. Such a 
test has bp.en described in Straus and Halem (1979). A particular hypothesis is 
considered consistent with the origina·l data if the appropriate residual is 
consistent with white noise. 
The lowest order autoregressive process that was consi$tent with the model data 
is shown in Fig. 1 (for ground temperature) and Fig. 2 (for sea level pressure). 
The hatching indicates stations for which none of the processes considered is 
consistent with the data. It is clear that white noise is not consistent with 
the model climatic noise, and that (except for the ground temperature at a few 
stations) this ;s also true of a first-order Markov process. There are large 
regions in the midwest and west for which a second-order process is consistent 
with both the sea level pressure and ground temperature. Note, however, that 
over portions of the northeast, none of the processes is consistent with the 
data for both variables. 
The al most total fail ure of the fi rst-order process to capture the 
data is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which is shown the autocovariance function 
for sea level pressure calculated from the data and that implied by the "best 
fitll first-order process. For lags of 0 or 1. the first-order process is in 
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Fig. i. Ground temperatures over the u.s. for an ensemble of eleven integrations of 31 days 
each. The lowest order autoregressive process that is consistent with the data is 
indicated. The hatching shows regions where white noise, first-~ second-, and third-
order processes are not consistent with the data. 
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rig. 2. Sea level pressure over the U.S. for an ensemble of eleven integrations of 31 days 
each. The lowest order autore~ressive process that is consistent with the data is 
indicated. The hatching shows regions where white noise, first-, second-, and third-
order processes are not consistent with the data. 
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good agreement with the data. For larger lags, the sharp drop in the auto-
covariance function and subsequent oscillation seen in the data are not 
present in the fi rst-order process. The tendency for the observed auto .. 
covariance to become negative quite rapidly 1s fairly general, and explains 
why the first-order process is not consistent with the data. Figs. 4 and 5 
show the autocovariance functions of the "best fit" second- and third-order 
processes. Since these processes can describe damped oscillations, they are 
much more consistent with the data. 
Two conclusions are suggested by these results. First, it may be 
misleading to employ simple stochastic roodel processes (e.g., a Markov prgcess) 
in explaining meteorological data (in this case climatic noise) because of 
the variation in stochastic properties with geographical region. Second, a 
possibility arises that for some regions none of the very simple univariate 
processes are cons; stent wi th observational or numerically simul ated data. 
In these cases, it may be necessary to use mor'e ~ophisticated models, in which 
the variable in question may depend on more of lts own past history than the 
previous two observations (high-order autoregressive processes), on its value 
at other locations, or even on the values of other dynamically related varia-
bles (multivariate processes). 
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SIMPLE CLIMATE MODELS OF GLACIATION CYCLES 
.. '* (M. Ghil, K. Bhattacharya, C. Crafoord, E. Kallen, and H. LeTreut) 
~n EnerQX-BalanceModel with Time-Lagged Albedo 
The long-term energy balance of the climatic system can be expressed 
mathematically by a nonlinear partial differential equation (POE) of parabolic 
type, with latitude x as the spatial variable and temperature T as the dependent 
variable. The crucial nonlinearity, appearing in the source term of the Lquation, 
is related to the physical dependence of global reflectivity, called albedo, on 
temperature,a lll a(x,T). The function a(x,T) is assumed to be piecewise linear 
in T at constant x, leading to the existence of multiple equilibrium solutions 
(Ghil, 1976); some of these can be identified with possible climates of the 
earth. The del ay T introduced (Ghi 1 and Bhattacharya, 1979) represents the 
adjustment time of a to T, cp~a (x,T(x,t-'t')). 
The number of equilibria and their stability is studied as a function 
of the normalized average intensity of solar radiation, U. The behavior of 
time-dependent solutions is studied as a function of the delay 1'. Bifurcation 
to stable periodic solutions (Bhattacharya, 1979; Ghil and Bhattacharya, 1979) 
occurs with increasing 1, followed by the aopearance of multi .. periodic and 
quasi-chaotic solutions (Bhattacharya, 1979; Bh'attacharya and Ghil, 1978). This 
behavior seems to argue for the possibility of causes internal to the climatic 
system playing a role in glaciation cycles: no periodic external forcing is 
necessary in order to obtain stable oscillations of the system on the time scales 
; nvalved. 
,[rergy .. Balance Model,S with Ice .. Sheet Dynamics and with Geodynamics 
In tnis work, the energy-balance equation for T ;s simplified by 
eliminating spatial dependence altogether. On the other hand, the complexity 
of the model is increased by adding an equation for the latitudinal extent 
of the ice sheets, y; e1 di ng a system of ,two coupled, nonl i near autonomous 
ordinary differential equations lODEs): c,T =: f(T, l), C2i = g(T, ~). This 
system has multiple critical poin f =: 0 := 9, one of which can be identified 
wi th the present cl i mate of the earth. Thi s poi nt is a stable focus for a 
certa; n range of parameter val ues. As the parameter c2/cl, correspond; ng 
to the delay in the simple partial differential equation (POE) model, ;s 
increased, the focus becomes unstable, giving birth to a stable limit cycle 
(Kal1~n et a 1..' 1978). The amplitudes, pedod and phase difference between T(t) 
and t(t) for the periodic trajectories are of the order of magnitude given by 
paleoclimatological data on glaciation cycles (Kallen et al." 1979). 
The model is being further refined to include the viscoelastic 
response of the lithor.f,here (crust) and asthenosphere (upper mantle) to the 
load of variable. size ice sheets (Ghil ,gt al •. , 1979). The system under study 
then becomes: O1T =: f(T,R..), c2R..= g!{T,R..,~), C3~;:; h(£',~). Its critical points 
correspond to those of the precedi ng system, but the; r stabi 1; ty propert; es 
differ (Le Treut and Ghil, 1980). It is hoped that the oscillations of the 
latter model will have characteristics in even better agreement with the paleo-
climatological record than the ones previously discussed. 
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SIMULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC GENERAL CIRCULATION ON MARS AND COMPARISONS 
WITH SPACE-PROBE OBSERVATIONS: A STUDY IN PLANETARY CLIMATOLOGY· 
(Y. Mintz) 
The atmospheric general circulation on Mars is simulated with a 
numerical model, which differs from the one used by Leovy and Mintz (1969, 
paper I) in that it takes into account the planet's large-scale surface 
topography. The new model al so has somewhat greater hor; zontal and vertical 
resolutions, improved formulations for calculating the solar and infrared 
radiative heating, and a better way of parameterizing the vertical convective 
heat transfer within the planetary boundary layer. The simulation is for the 
time of southern hemisphere winter, which ;s the time of the Viking space-
probe 1 andi ngs. 
In this simulation, the large-scale surface topography produces two 
kinds of forced standing waves: quasi-barotropic Rossby waves, which are 
kinematically forced by the topography upon the strong mid-latitude zonal flow 
of the winter hemisphere; and monsoon-like baroc1inic circulations, which are 
thermally forced by strong heating over the summer hemisphere regions of high 
surface elevation. 
As in I, transient eastward moving Waves are produced in the middle 
and high latitudes of the winter hemisphere. The dominant period and ampli-
tude of these waves, as shown by the surface pressure and wind variations, 
agree with the Vi ki ng 1 ander' observat ions of the w; nter season trans; ent waves: 
a period of about 3 days, root mean square (rms) surface pressure variation of 
about 0.15 mb, and rms surface meridional wind variation of about 5 m s-l 
(see Fig. 1). The dominant zonal wave number and phase speed of the transient 
waves a1 so agree with what can be inferred from the Viki n9 data: zonal wave 
numbers in the range 4 to 6, and phase speeds of the order 15 to 20 m 5-1• 
The zonally and time··,averaged fields of temperature and zonal wind, 
the mean meridional mass circulation, and the extent of the C02 surface ice 
cap, closely resemble those found in I, except for differences attributable to 
a southern hem; sphere as agai nst a northern hemi sphere wi nter season. These 
features, therefore, do not depend on the presence or absence of surface 
topography, nor are they sensitive to the differences in the radiative and 
convective heating formulations of the two models. Both simulations show 
small horizontal temperature gradients and large vertical temperature gradi-
ents from the summer pole to the tropics of the winter hemisphere, a narrow 
zone of large hori zontal temperature grad; ent and small vert i cal temperature 
gradient in the mid-latitudes of the winter hemisphere, and a nearly three-
dimens i onal1y isothermal state of the atmosphere over the wi nter pol ar cap. 
Both show a broad and intense thermally direct cell of mean meridional mass 
circulation centered on the winter side of the equator, and a narrow and weak 
thermally indirect cell on the polar side of the mid-latitude zone of large 
horizontal temperature gradient. In the winter hemisphere mid-latitudes, 
there is a very strong eastward (i.e., westerly) surface zonal wind, whose 
'* Abstract and figures from paper by J. B. Pollack, C. B. Leovy, P. W. Greiman, 
and Y. Mintz, which is being submitted to J. Atmos. Sci. 
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Fig. 1. Top panel: Simulated surface pressure, and simulated 
meridional wind component at <1= 0.89 (approximate height 
0.8 km), at 120W, 50S ;n southern winter. 
Bottom panel: Viking Lander 2 observed surface pressure, 
and observed meridional wind component at 1.6 m height, 
at 225W, 48N 1n northern winter. 
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maximum (15 m s-l) is south of the latitude of the strongest thermally 
indirect mean meridional circulation. The vertical shear of the zonal wind, 
as expected, has its maximum where the poleward temperature gradient is 
maximum and this, together with the surface zonal wind, determines the loca-
t i on and i ntensi ty of the upper 1 evel mean eastward jet stream (85 m s-l 
at 42N). Wi thi n the tr'opi cs, in both hemi spheres, the surface zonal wi nds 
are westward; decreasing in intensity with height on the winter side of the 
equator and increasing in intensity with height on the sunvner side of the. 
equator. Between the tropics and the pole of the summer hemisphere, there 
are several bands of alternati ng eastward and westward mean zonal wi nds, 
whose maximum magnitudes are about 10 m s-l (see Fig. 2). 
The zonally and time-averaged simulated temperatures are in good 
agreement with the Mariner 9 remote infrared temperature soundings and with 
the Viki ng entry temperature measurements, except that the simul ated 1 apse 
rates are 1al~ger than the observed ones. This may be because the model 
neglects the absorption of solar radiation by the dust in the Martian atmos-
phere (see Fig. 3). 
The simulation sho~s a large rate of globally averaged surface 
pressure fall (0.011 mb sol- ) due to the condensation of atmospheric CO2 
onto the surface in the winter polar region; and this agrees very closely 
with the Vi ki ng Lander surface pressure measurements. 
The simulated atmospheric heat transports are very large per unit 
atmospheric mass; but, because the mass per unit column of atmosphere is 
very small, the total atmospheric heat transports are small. Moreover, on 
t. he poleward side of the boundary of the condensing C02 polar cap, .much of 
the pol eward eddy heat transport is compensated by the equatorward heat 
transport of the indirect mean meridional circulation, a circulation which 
is mechanically forced by the transient waves. Consequently, the total 
poleward heat transport by the atmosphere does not balance the radiative 
cooling of the winter polar region and, therefore, it does not keep the 
temperature of that region from falling to the C02 frost point. The polar 
cap of C02 ice that forms on the surface, in the simUlation, reaches to 
latitude 39S. This is within about 1° of the boundary of the observed surface 
ice cap. 
The C02 surface condensat i on produces a net mass fl ux toward the 
condensing polar cap; and this produces a net eastward Corio1is torque, with 
its maximum at the edge of the condensing polar cap. It is this torque, 
together with the low-level eastward torque of the eddy-driven indirect mean 
meridional cirCUlation, which determines the location and the great strength 
of the winter mid-latitude eastward surface winds. 
Reference 
Leavy, C. B., and Y. Mintz, 1969: Numerical simulation of the atmospheric 
circulation and climate of Mars. J. Atmos. Sci., 26, 1167-1190. 
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ATLANTIC OCEAN SEA SURfACE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES 
(J. Cal man) 
Since about three-fourths of the earth's surface is covered by 
water, any attempt to forecast the state of the atmosphere (or ocean) trust 
take into account the physics of the air-sea interaction processes. The 
effect of thi si nteract i on is very strong in the upper hundred meters or so 
of the ocean where the temperature and depth of the "mixed layer" (so called 
because the temperature is constant from the sea surface to the bottom of 
the mixed layer) where the rapid fluctuations of sea surface temperature 
(SST) reflect the changes in the balance of turbulent fluxes of heat, mass, 
and mon~ntum across the air-sea interface. 
In a recent study, Bunker (1976) reported n~asurements by ships of 
sea surface temperature. wind, humidity, and cloud cover were collected from 
the archives of the National Climatic Center. Using bulk transfer formulas 
for the parameterization of tut'bulent fluxes, Bunker studied the annual average 
(from 1948-1972) components of the heat budget of the Atlantic Ocean. Subse-
quently, Bunker and Goldsmith (1979) have made available to other investigators 
their computed monthly values over the entire 25-year period of the components 
of the heat budget of the Atlantic Ocean. This data set has been obtained 
at the Laboratory for Atn~spheric Sciences (GLAS) Modeling and Simulation 
Facility (GMSF), at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and is being used to 
study the behaVior of SST anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean. It has been 
recognized that the usual ad hoc practice of specifyi ng the mean monthly SST 
as a time-dependent boundary condition for an atmospheric general circulation 
model is an inadequate n~de1 of the air-sea interaction. In an effort to 
more correctly account for the physics of this interaction, ocean mixed-layer 
models, which describe changes in the mixed-layer properties (temperature, 
depth, velocity) as functions of the mass, momentum, heat, and turbulent 
energy budgets of the layer, have been developed. Several versions of the 
GMSF ocean mixed-layer model have been described elsewhere (Cane and Schopf, 
1978; Fung and Cane, 1978a, b). 
The 25 years of monthly measurements referred to above are be; ng 
used to improve our understanding and modeling of the mixed layer in two 
ways. First, a descriptive study is underway to see how, on the basis of 
the measurements alone, the observed SST and wind stress, clouds, humidity, 
and calculated heating (from the bulk transfer calculations of Bunker) are 
stat i st ically rel ated to each other. Second, a study of the accuracy of the 
GMSf ocean mixed-layer model is being conducted. Previous comparisons of the 
predictions of the ocean mixed-layer model with observations have only been 
possi ble usi ng the mean observed forci ng and the mean observed response. It 
is of great interest for the purpose of construct; n9 an interactive ai r-sea 
general circulation model to see how well the mixed-layer model predicts the 
observed anomalies (i.e., the departure from the mean) of SST given the 
observed anomalies in the forcing functions (heat, wind, stress). With the 
new data, such a test is possible and is now underway. 
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The annual and monthly means of SST, heating, and wind stress 
magnitude have been described (Bunker, 1976). The corresponding anomalies 
fOI" January 1970 are shown in Figs. la-c. The time series of these anomalies 
at 35N, 65W are shown in Figs. 2a-c. It is surprising that correspondence 
between the three spatial patterns in Fig. 1 and between the three time varia-
tions 1n Fig. 2 is not more apparent. If the heat absorbed by the ocean is 
unusually large and the wind stress is unusually weak, it is expected that the 
SST will increase. It can be deduced from Fig. 1, however, that this relation-
ship is not generally true. Theory suggests that it is the rate of change of 
SST that responds to changes in heating, rather than the SST itself, and this 
relationship is being investigated. Regions of expected strong currents do 
not appear to expl ai n the differences. Another physical argument suggests 
that sea, surface temperatures take some time to change and that, when the 
mixed layer deepens, it entrains cold water left behind the pt'evious year. It 
is therefore expected that the ocean I renembers I what happened at prev; ous 
times. A look at the time series of Fig. 2 does not show an obvious time-lag 
correlation between the variables. The computed auto- and cross-correlation 
funct ions a re shown in Fi g. 3a for a poi nt at 35N latitude, 65W longitude. 
The time scale of SST anomalies ;s several months, While those of heating and 
wind stress are less than 1 month and are unresolved in these data. (When 
1 i near trends are removed from the anomaly tine series, the correl ation 
functions approach zero at long lag till~s.) The cross-correlation of SST and 
heating (Fig. 3b) shows that anomalous strong heating will lead to a warner 
SST for several months, while a warm SST has no correlation with future 
heating. Similarly, the cross-correlation of wind stress with SST shows that 
strong winds will cause a cooler ocean for several months while a cool SST 
gives no knowledge of future winds. The cross-correlation of heating and 
wind shows no relationship between the two quantities except at zero lag where 
the high correlation is an artifact due to the use of wind in the bulk transfer 
formula used for computing the heating. Spatial variations of these correla-
tions are being studied to identify special regions. An important test of the 
heat ba 1 a nee equat i on for the m; xed 1 ayer is be; ng made by comput i n9 the cor-
relation of the rate of change of temperature with heating and wind stress. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SU~FACE HEAT BALANCE OVER THE WORLD OCEAN 
(S. Esbensen) 
During the period of the present NASA grant with Oregon State 
University, the major accomplishlOOnt has been the analysis of approximately 
25 years of ocean weather ship data at representative locations 1n the North 
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans (see Fig. 1). A conclusion has been 
reached that monthly averaged surface meteorolcg'ical data can provide heat 
flux estimates that are within 25 percent of the monthly mean heat flux 
estimates calculated from each observation. The weather ship data were 
obtained on magnetic tapes (in TOF-ll format) from the National Climatic 
Center, Asheville, North Carolina, and the Scripps Institution of Oceanog .. 
raphy. La ,)011 a, Cal i forni a. 
To parameterize the heat fluxes, the bulk aerodynamic equations were 
used whi ch are 
So • PCpCTVa(Ts .. Ta) (l) 
and 
LEo = plCEVa(qs ~ qa) (2) 
where So and LEo are the surface sens i ble and 1 atent heat fl uxes J CT and CE 
are the transfer coefficients, and V, T, and q are the wi nd speed, temperature, 
and -specific humidity, respectively. The subscripts IISII and "a" refer to sea 
level and near-surface (here assumed to be 10 m) values of atmospheric varia-
bles, respectively- The parameters p, cp ' and l are the near~surface air 
density, the specific heat of dir at constant, pressure, and the latent heat 
of condensation or evaporation. In this study, the transfer coefficients 
were determined from a modified version of the parameterization proposed by 
Benoit (1976) who used the suggestions of Deardorff (1972). 
Fig. 2 sunrnarizes the heat flux computations for January and July. 
So and LEo are monthly averaged val ues of the heat f1 uxes produced by sub-
stituting 3-hourly observations into Equations (1) and (2), summing all of 
these fl ux estimates withi n a given month over the years of record, and 
fi nally dividi n9 by the total number of observations. So and ITo are the 
fl ux estimates obtai ned by subst'ituti n9 monthly averaged wi nd speeds, tem-
peratures, and humidities into Equations (1) and (2). As shown in Fig. 2, 
the agreelOOnt between the two methods is better than 20 percent over a wide 
range of heat fluxes. Furthermore, this result may also hold for individual 
months. 
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_ _ Fig. 3 shows the comparisons of Va(fs - fa) with Va(T~ - Ta), and 
V~(qs - ~) with Va{qs - qa) for twenty-three Januaries at Ship D in the 
hlghly variable flux region over the North Atlantic Current. The overbars 
here refer to an ari thmet ic average of 3-hourly observat ions over the peri od 
of a month. Again, the agreement is remarkable. These results suggest that a 
comb; nat ion of surface wi nd retri evals from satellite data and thermodynamic 
variables from ocean buoys may provide adequate data to monitor the monthly 
averaged surface heat fluxes in data sparse areas. . 
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RESPONSE OF A GLOBAL MIXED LAVER MODEL TO GeM FORCING 
(I. Fung and M. Cane) 
This study reports the continued experimentation with an ocean 
mixed layer model before coupling it to the a .nospheric GCM. 
The mixed layer model has been reported by Fung and Cane (1978). 
It has been shown to reasonably predi ct sea surface temperatures (SST) and 
mixed layer depths given climatological inputs of surface wind stress (orc) 
and surface heat flux (Qc). 
Cl i matol ogical inputs are necessarily smooth, the \lallJe at each 
time step being linearly interpolated from means assumed at mid-month. 
Before the mixed layer model is coupled to the atmospheric GCM, it is 
desirable to study its response to high frequency forcing, an ideal source 
of which is the GCM. 
The GLAS GCM has been integrated for 4 months from winter initial 
conditions (Halem et a1., 1979). The ocean is noninteractive: SST is 
prescribed in time and space. From this GCM run, surface wind stress (.r) 
and net surface heat fl ux (Q) were extracted every 6 h as forci ng for the 
mixed layer model. Due to the lack of a boundary layer in the GCM, surface 
winds were linearly extrapolated from levels 8 and 9 to the surface. 't 
was cal cul ated from the surface wi nds usi ng a drag 1 aw where the drag 
coefficient is a function of static stability. Q is the algebraic sum of 
the incident solar radiation, outgoing thermal radiation, sensible heat and 
latent heat of evaporation simulated by the GCM. Thus forced, the mixed 
layer model was integrated from climatological January initial conditions 
for 4 months, the durat i on of the GCM experi ment. It is noteworthy that the 
mixed layer model remained stable throughout the 4 months to the high frequency 
atmospheric forcing. 
Fig. 1 presents the zonally averaged SST departure from climatology 
(L\SST) for January. A positive (negative) nSST means that the simulated 
SST is higher (lower) than the climatological value. After 1 month, i~SST 
is 1 ess than 10 over most of the ocean, with the 1 argest errors at the 
latitudes of the ITCZ and the roaring 40's. 
The trend of SST can be deduced eas i ly from a compari son of the 
GCM-derived forcing with climatology. (See Fig. 2.) The much st.'onger 
wi nds at all 1 atitudes act aga i nst the excess heat fl ux to produce very 
i nteresti ng results. 
North of 30N, even though Q>Qc (not enough cooling), t/tc:::3.~. 
Cold water entrained from below the mixed layer dominates over the reduced 
heat loss from the surface. tSST(O, but small; the errors nearly compensate. 
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Between 10N and 30N, T/Tc:::2.5., but heat is input into the ocean 
rather than lost from the ocean. A SST>O, but agai n the forci ng errors 
nearly compensate. 
Between 10N and lOS, Q>Qc (slight warming), T/Tc~5. Heat is 
distributed into a deeper mixed layer. ~SST<O. 
Between lOS and 30S, Q>Qc (excess warming). Even though T/Tc~2.5, 
the strong winds cannot overcome the very stable stratificationj a shallow 
summer mixed layer forms. ASST>O, but once again the errors nearly compensate. 
In the roaring 40's, the initial conditions have a deeper mixed 
layer than lOS to 30S. The retreating mixed layer remains deep so that, 
despite Q>Qc, the excessive wind stirring results in cooling. This trend 
is conti nued through April where the SST departures of the order of 3°. 
(See Fig. 3.) 
The ocean ;s noninteractive in the GCM experiment. With a GCM-
mixed layer interactive experiment, an enhancement (reduction) of evapora-
tion, sensible heat and thermal radiation loss from the sea surface where 
l\SST is pos i t i ve (negat i ve) woul d be expected. The net heat f1 ux ; nto the 
oceans will be correspondingt1y reduced (increased), resulting in a reduc-
tion of I ASST\. Thus, the SST departures obtained in this study may be 
viewed as an upper bound for the "errors" in SST expected in an interactive 
run. 
A further experiment has been performed where climatological wind 
stress and GCM heat fl uxes were used as forci ng for the m; xed 1 ayer. The 
reduction in the wind stirring results in a shallower mixed layer making 
6SST more pos i t i ve everywhere. 
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A ONE-DIMENSIONAL AIR-SEA INTERACTlON MODEL WlTH PREDICTED CLOUDINESS 
(0. A. Randall, J. Calman, C-H. Moeng, and P. Schopf) 
Recent studi es of the cloud-topped mixed layer have shown that 
stratocumulus clouds and the planetary boundary layer (PBl) both deepen as 
the sea surface temperature (SST) increases (for fixed divergence), but that 
for a suffi ciently warm SST the cloud layer is abruptly destroyed as a result 
of penetration by the dry, warm overlying air. The influence of SST on PBl 
cloudiness is thus s~newhat complicated. 
In most studies to date, the PBl structure has been computed for 
prescribed values of the SST and large-scale divergence. But, of course, the 
SST is partially determined by local solar insolation and long wave cooling, 
both of which are very sensitive to cloudiness. The surface turbulent fluxes 
of sensible and latent heat are also influenced by PBl cloudiness. 
To the extent that an increase in SST favors an increase in cloud 
depth, and to the extent that a deeper cloud favors a colder SST by reducing 
solar insolation, it can be anticipated that small fluctuations in SST and 
cloud depth will be damped. But if a positive fluctuation of the SST is 
large enough to trigger the layer cloud instability, thereby reducing the 
cloudiness, then the SST fluctuation may be amplified. The coupled system 
thus appears to be stabl e wi th respect to small perturbations but unstable 
with respect to large perturbations. 
To study this and other aspects of local air-sea interClction~, the 
pre-existing one-dimensional atmospheric cloud-topped mixed layer model of 
Randall (1980b) and the pre-existing one-dime~sional oceanic mixed layer (OMl) 
model of Fung and Cane (1978) and Cane and Schopf (1980) have been coupled. 
In order to provide for the radiative effects of clouds on the atmospheric 
turbulence and for the radiative warming and cooling of the sea surface, 
the model includes the radiation parameterization of Herman and Goody (1976), 
which includes the diurnal cycle of solar radiation. For the i1ir~ the prog-
nostic variables of the model are the depth, wind, moist static energy, and 
mixing ratio of the mixed layer; for the ocean they are the depth, current, 
and temperature of the mixed layer. The model allows the possibility of a 
layer of nonprecipitating stratocumulus clouds, which promote convection and 
entrai nment through phase changes and cloud-top radi ati ve cool; ng (Randal" 
1979; 1980a, b). The surface fluxes of sensible heat, moisture, and momentum 
are determi ned through the bull< aerodynamic method. The free atmosphere and 
deep ocean soundings are prescribed as boundary conditions. Oceanic upwell-
ing and atmospheric subsidence are varied parametrically. 
Fig. 1 shows results for the last 3 days of a 50-day test run of 
the coupled model. Diurnal oscillations of the SST, PEL depth, and OMl 
depth are evident, although the SST and the PBl depth still show a linear 
trend with time, indicating that a longer run is needed to reach equilibrium. 
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The amplitude and phase of the SST and OML depth oscillations are reasonable. 
but the PBL depth oscillation has a smaller amplitude and different phase than 
anticipated on the basis of the results of Schubert (1976). This discrepancy 
has not yet been resolved. 
I n the i JIIOOd1 ate future, shakedown runs of the model will cont i nue t 
so that its sensitivities and overall credibility can be evaluated. Then the 
model will be applied to the study of cloudiness-SST feedback mechanisms. 
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ON THE DYNAMICS OF EQUATORIAL CURRENTS 
WITH APPLICATION TO THE INDIAN OCEAN 
(M. Cane) 
The dynamics of equatorial currents are cons idered in the 1i ght 
of the wi nd and current measurements at Gan reported by Knox (1976). For 
westerly and meridional winds, the response of equatorial currents is 
predominantly westerly, resulting in downwelling at the equator (Fig. 1). 
The eastward momentum generated by the wi nd at the surface is advected 
downward giVing subsurface eastward flow. With perSistent easterlies 
(as in the Atlantic and Pacific), there is an undercurrent driven by the 
eastward pressure gradient force, both because of the direct down gradient 
flow, and because of the vorticity transported by the associated meridional circulation. 
It is suggested that the undercurrent that has been observed in 
the Indian Ocean in the early spring is Similarly driven by an eastward 
pressure force. This pressure gradi enti s a nonlocal transient feature 
generated by the zonal readjustment of mass induced by the rel axat i on of 
the winds at the fall monsoon transition. This idea is consistent with 
the presence of the undercurrent in 1973 and its absence in 1974. 
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A TWO-LAYER DYNAMIC AND THERMODYNAMIC MODEL Of THE UPPER OCEAN 
(M. Cane and P. Schopf) 
A new model has been constructed to simulate the thermodynamics 
and circulation of the upper ocean. The primary design goal is that the 
model be capable of state-of-the-art simulations of those processes that 
determine the sea surfaCe temperature. The model lias been kept simple so 
that it is inexpensive to run simulations over several years. The present 
fine-grid (6S ~24 km) model can be used in a stand-alone mode, either as a 
global model or to do experiments on a regional scale, or be coupled with 
the GLAS atmospheric GCM. 
The vertical structure of the model is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
upper 1 ayer, the mi xed 1 ayer, is treated as a sl ab: Temperature and current 
velocities are taken as constant throughout. This is consistent with the 
bulk mixed-layer models now widespread (see Niiler and Kraus, 1977). The 
assumption that the layer 1S indeed well mixed is a good one for temperature 
(Fig. 2) but less so for currents. The depth of the mixed layer is variable 
and is determi ned by the thermodynamics, turbulent mi xi ng, and di vergence of 
fluid due to large-scale motions. 
The layer below the mixed layer is taken to extend to the permanent 
thermocline with the deep ocean approximated as being at rest (cf., e.g., 
Charney,1955). In this second active layer, the currents aY'e again assumed 
to be uniform with depth. This is the simplest structure that allows one to 
model the effects of static stability on mixed layer entrainment. In both 
active layers, the dynamics are governed by the primitive equations. The 
mixed-layer depth and temperature are also affected by local mixed-layer 
processes. These are modeled by a bulk formulation very similar to that of 
Niiler and Kraus (1977). Thus, in the model, as in nature, the surface 
temperature is influenced by local surface heating and wind stirring, hori-
zontal advection, aoo upwelling. (Cooling due to upwelling is simulated by 
first having surface layer divergence thin the layer, thereby bringing the 
col d water below nearer to the surface where turbulent mixi ng processes 
entrain it into the mixed layer.) 
The model is being used to study the relationship between local 
thermodynamic and large-scale dynamical influences on sea surface temperature. 
The initial project focuses on determining the relative contributions to the 
seasonal heat budget of the Arabian Sea. Fig. 3 shows the sea surface tem-
perature patterns predicted 25 days after the onset of the monsoon. This 
model run i nvol ves only the dynami cally induced changes in surface tempera-
ture, without any surface heat fl ux. Eddi es have begun to form and move up 
the coast, causi ng strong gradi ents ; n the sea surface temperature. For 
comparison, the sea surface temperature on 6 July 1966, as determined from 
the NIMBUS II High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR), is shown in Fig. 4 
(Szekielda and LaViolette, 1970). It;s apparent that the dynamically induced 
temperature anomalies are of the same scales and that the eddy signature 
observed from a satellite is similar to that produced by the model. 
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Thi s ; nit i a1 study demonstrates the importance of nonl i near dynamics 
and high resolution for predicting even large-scale sea surface temperature. 
Further work with the model in its finer-grid version is planned to examine 
the low-latitude heat budgets and to prepare for coupling with the GLAS GCM. 
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RESONANT INSTABILITY AND MULTIPLE EQUILIBRIA IN OROGRAPllrCALLY 
FORCED BAROCLINIC PLANETARY WAVE SYSTEMS 
J. G. Charney/MIT and D. M. Straus/National Research Council 
The general circulation of the atmo~phere has often been regarded as 
consisting of a large-scale mean circulation, on which smaller scale 
transient waves are superimposed. The mean circulation, thought of as 
a Hadley circulation modified by topographic and thermal asymmetries of 
the lor~er boundary, is the single equilibrium of tIle atmosphere, albeit 
an unstable one. The smaller scale transients consist of waves and 
vortices which originate as instabilities of the mean flow and which 
interact with it. This description does not explain the presence of 
persistent, large-scale flow anomalies, such as blocking, which have so 
much to do with the atmosphere's observed variability. 
This presentation reports on research, both past and present, which 
suggests an explanation for the occurrence of persistent anomalies in 
terms of multip~ equilibrium solutions. An equUibrium solution is 
a steady-seace or periodic solution of the fundamental equations 
governing atmospheric dynamics. The existence of more than one 
solution is made possible by the asymmetries in the lower boundary, 
e.g. mountains. If such solutions can be found Which are stable to 
large-scale disturbances, one has an explanation for the existence of 
different large-scale flow patterns. If, in addition, these equilibria 
are unstable to smaller scale motions (as they will be in general), 
the transitions between the various large-scale patterns can also be 
explained. 
A simple model Which incorporates these ideas is the spectral, quasi-
geostrophic, barotropic, channel model studied by Charney and DeVore. 
The model is set on a mid-latitude beta plane, ts severely truncated, 
but does include orography. Because of the truncation, there are only 
three degrees of freedom. One describes the zonal flow (which is forced 
directly), and the other two a single zonal wavenumber. Only one wave-
length in the meridional direction (~first y-mode~) is kept initially. 
The wave variables change due to advection by the l11ean flow, the beta-
effect, friction, and an additional coupling to the zonal flow via the 
mountain (which has the same zonal wavenumber as the wave). The zon.al 
flow is changed by forcing and dissipation, and also by interaction with 
the wave, again via the mountain. No Reynold's stresses are present. 
For small values of the forcing, only one steady state equilibrium 
exists, and it has non-zero wave components. It is also stable to 
perturbations of the first y-mode. However, for higher values of the 
forcing, three steady state equilibria exist. The two additional 
solutions are now stable, and the original one unstable. One of the 
stable states is a "high-index~ circulation having a strong zonal flow 
and a relatively weak wave perturbation; the other is a "low-iildex~ 
circulation having a weak zonal flow and a relatively strong wave 
perturbation. The unstable steady state has an intermediate flow. 
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This instability can be shown to be solely due to the internction of the 
topographic wave with the zonal mean flow and is not a simple barotropic 
instability of the zonal flow. Numerical solutions of the three-component 
system, started near the unstable equilibrium, converge to either one of 
the stable equilibria, depending on exactly how thu unstable equilibrium 
is perturbed. The presence and stability of these equilibria were con-
firmed by nUmerical computations on a grid model having the same geometry, 
driving and dissipation as the spectral model, but having many more degrees 
of freedom. 
The interpretation can be made that blocking in the real atmosphere 1s an 
example of an equilibrium flo,,' of the low-index type and that transition 
from it to the high-index state occurs via the instability of the intermedit;lte 
state. 
The discovery of multiple equilibria and orographic instability in a baro-
tropic system led us to investigate a corresponding baroelinic system. The 
important differences between the baroclinic and barotropic models include: 
(i) a description of the zonal flow and wave in each of two layers (for 
only the first y-mode) requires 6 varh1 b1es; (U) now His the temperature 
gradient (or wind shear) which is forced; and (iii) although Reynold's 
stresses d dving the average zonal flow in both layers (barotropic. component) 
are again absent, the waves can directly change the zonal temperature gradient 
(baroclinic component) by causing hent fluxes to be present. 
As a consequence of (ii), the single equilibrium Which exists for low v&lues 
of the thermal driving is a simple Hadley solution, i.e., a zonally symmetric. 
solution with no lower level flow. (Hence, it is the same solution with or 
without mountains.) If orographic waves and a lower level zonal flow are to 
exist, they must be produced by the unstable growth of a small initial pertur-
bation. Such an orographic, instability (corresponding to the growth of a wave 
in place) is indeed found. However, as a C'onsequence of (iii), it if.' not the 
only type of instability present; baroclinic instability in the usual sense 
(corresponding to traveling waves) is also possible. The presence of two 
competing instabilities adds a great deal of richness to the behavior exhibited 
by the model. 
The simple 6-component model was studied in detail for wavenumber 3. For low 
values of the thermal driving, only the Hadley solution exists. The first 
stability threshold to be crossed as the driving is increased is that for 
orographic instability. This instability of the Hadley circulation leads to 
the existence of two stable, steady state equilibria with finite wave ampli-
tudes ("wavy equilibria"). As in the barotropic. case, the stable equilibria 
are both realizable in numeric.al inteerntion. However, they both correspond 
to relatively high-index flows, i.e., ones with wave amplitudes small c.ompared 
to the zonal flow. 
At higher values of the driving, the wavy equilibria themselves become 
baroclinical1y unstable, so that the system has three (including the Hadley 
solution) unstable steady state solutions. NUmeric.al integration of the 
system leads to a periodic solution in which both the waves and the zonal 
flow vary in time. 
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One of the two wavy equilibria 1&, however, only very weakly unstntile, and 
in this solution the wave amplitude i11Crea$ea dramatically with the &xterna! 
driving. At values of the forcing for whic:'!h this solution begins to resemble 
a blocking (low-index) pattern, it becomes stable Bgain. tn this same regime, 
the Hadley solution becomes baroc1inically (as well as orographirally) unstable, 
and the new instability leads to two new wavy equilibria, giving four in all. 
The two new equilibria correspond to V'iiry high-index flows, and atili'nstable. 
The blocking solution is stable, and the fourth wavy equilibrium unstable. 
Numerical solutions of the system, starting from either of the latter two wavy 
equilibria (the fit'st two that appeared as the driving were increased from 
small values), converge to the stable blocking solution. However, starting 
from each of the high-index equilibria, the system converges to 8 distinct 
periodic solution. Thus, there are three stable solutions for fixed driving, 
one steady state and two periodic. 
In both the barotropic and baroclinic systems, the stability 0.£ the various 
steady Slate solutions were also studied for a second meridional wavenumber 
(second y-mode). Many of the solutiona that were stable to first y-mode 
perturbations became unstable to the second y-mode, and integration of the 
appropt'iate equations with both y-modes led to the discovery of new periodic 
and also aperiodic solutions. Again, mUltiple solutions were found for 
fixed values of the driving. 
These findings are regarded as useful primarily for their heuristic character. 
not for their detuiled explanations of specific phenomena. They suggest that 
the study of steady state and periodic solutions, as well as consideration of 
the instabilities of these solutions, will become a useful tool for investiga-
tion of large-scale atmospheriC', phenomena. We believe that this approach can 
lead to a better understanding of large-scale variability, predictability, and 
climate. To know that a system is close to a stable or metastable equilibrium 
is to know that it will remain so for a time. To know that the system is in a 
state of transition is to know that it will change more rapidly and be less 
predictable. Climate itself becomes a question of distributions among possible 
equilibrium states, and climate variation a matter of how boundary changes lead 
to altered distributions. 
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TilE EVOLUTION OF 'flU!! EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONE AND 
ITS INTERACTION WITU LARGER AND SMALLER SCAt.ES 
D. Johnson/The University of Wisconsin 
June 28, 1979 
The forcing of the mass circulation and angular momentum transport for ewo 
dist'i .. 1ct types of cyclone development is summarized for the leeside 
development of the Alberta Cyclone o.f March 30-April 2, 1971. The fiut 
type of development during the initial 48 hours of the cyclone's lifetime 
WIlS characterbed by nn inward branch of a muss circulation in the upper 
isentropic byers and an outward branch in lower is':Ultroplc layers. The 
upward branch of the mass circulation wns forced by the combination of 
negative pressure and inertial torques while the outward branch was forced 
by the combination of positive pressure and inertial torques. The transfer 
of storm nbsolute angular momentum was downward. through the action of the 
torques with the result that the "spin-up" of the relative circulation of 
the extra tropical cyclone occurs in the lower troposphere. Figure 1 from 
Johnson, Wash and Petersen (1976) shows that the tendency of specific storm 
angular momentum is positive in the lower layers, while it is negative in 
upper layers. During this type of development, precipitation is light and 
the flow is nearly adiabatic. Through a decompositiol\ of the lateral 
transport processes into geostrophic and ageostrophic modes, the results 
indicate that develoi)jnent occurs prililiit'ily through the modes identified 
with baroclinic amplification of waves and that the cyclone develops 
in the low troposphere through larger scale forCing in the presence of 
topography. 
The second type of development occurring during the la.st 48 hours of the 
cyclone's lifetime was characterized by an inward maas transport in the 
lower isentropic layers and outward transport in the uppe~ isentropic 
layers. 'rhe inward branch of the mass circulation was forced by an excess 
of the negative pressure and frictional torques over the positive inertial 
torque while the outward branch was forced by the excess of the positive 
pressure torque and eddy angular momentum convergence over the negative 
inertial torque. During the transition stage between the two types of 
development, the precipitation within the cyclone's circulation intensifies, 
and nngular momentum is transferred upwards in association with ascending 
diabatic trajectories and the release of latent heat along with the action 
of pressure torques. The qualitative contrast of the areal extent of the 
precipitation processes during the lifetime of the cyclone is portrayed in 
the three satellite pictures on three successive days (Figure 2). The first 
of the three geosynchronous images is taken during the second day of the 
cyclone's lifetime and displays little convection. while the last two taken 
during the third and fourth day show t.he extensive convection that developed 
within the cyclone circulation. The excess of the inward transport of 
angular momentum towards the cyclone's axis of rotation over the outward 
transport and the transfer of angular momentum upwards serves to "spin-up" 
the relative circulation at all levelS and rapid occlusion follows. Note in 
Figure 1 that the tendency of specific storm angular momentum is positive at 
all levels. The partitioning of the lateral transport processes reveals 
that this type of cyclone development primarily occurs through the ageostrophic 
component of the mass circulation and that the mass circulation is forced 
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Figure 1. Tendency of specific storm 
angular momentum for Alberta Cyclone 
of 30 March - 2 April 1971. 
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by physical processes identified either with the cyclone vortex or smaller 
scales embedded within the cyclone. This period of growth of the small-
scale cyclone from a secondary vortex embedded within an amplifying baro-
clinic wave to a large-scale occluded vortex within a large-amplitude wave 
is one where small-scale processes associated with the boundary layer and 
latent heat release through convection and frontal circulations force 
larger scale development. 
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STRATIfIED .'LOW OVER (AND AROUND?) ISOLA1'ED 'l'O}lOGRAPilY 
R. 8. Smith/Yale University 
The theoretical study of the airflow over mountains began with Lyra (1943) 
aM Quelley (1947). Since then, the subject has received a great deal of 
attention, in part, because the mathematical problem is well posed and, in 
part, because the flow can be considered steady. Still, in spite of these 
simplifications, the mountain flow problem bas the basic elements of all 
problems in dynamical m~teorology, namely the importance of the degree to 
which the flow is hydrostatic and/or geoscrophic. 'fhe equations used by 
Lyra and Queney illustrate this point (also see Smith, 1979a). 
au' pfv' ap' (1) pUax - .. - ~--ax 
av' ap' (2) ~'Uax + pfu' !!Ie --ay 
aw' ap' pU~~ • _ 1It'.".,.;' •• _ gp' (3) ax az 
au' (lv' aw' 0 (4) -~~ + ~,,~ ... "~ .. ax ily ilz 
U a' 1 2 (5) - -~ .. - N 117'. P ax g 
Noting the importance of the horizontal scale L on the advect::ive terms ill 
1, 2, and 3, we can reason (with benefit of hindsight) as fOllows. For 
flow over narrow mountains, the vertical force balance will involve only 
the first two terms in (3) but, as L increases, the buoyancy force becomes 
relatively more important and eventually the terms on the right-hand side 
of (3) will dominate and hydrostatic balance is achieved. 
As the horbontal scale continues to increase, equations (1) and (2) 
change from a balance between ad vective acceleration and pressure gradient 
force to a balance between Coriolis force and pressure gradient force, 
i.e., geostrophic balance. 
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flow becoming 
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N 100 km 
Generally speaking, as the b~loyancy forces increase in importance and the 
flow becomes more nearly hyd rostatic, the fluid becomes able to support 
internal gravity waves and the disturbance produced by the mountain can 
extend to grt:~at heights (Figure 1). [Several GOES film loops are shown 
indicating the high level ctrrus formed in vertically propagating mountain 
waves over the Appalachians and the Front Range.] The theory of mountain 
waves also predicts the existence of a pressure difference across a 
mountain caused by mountain wave generation. Recently, this pressure 
difference has been directly measured using 6ensitive microbarographs 
placed on each side of a narrow mountain ridge (Smith, 1978). 
Host of the theoretic.al work on mountain flows has been restric.ted to 
two-dimensional flow over an infinite ridge but recently solutions have 
been obtained for flow past an isolated mountain (Smith, 1980). These 
solutions show, for the first time, the tendency for the low-level flow 
to be deflected to each side of the mountain and for the laterally dis-
placed air to be replaced by the descent of potentially warmer air from 
aloft. This pattern of surface flow is associated with the generation 
of a 3-D wave pattern aloft. 
As we proceed to larger (i.e., synoptic) scales of motion, the Coriotis 
force becomes important. Eventually, when the Rossby number (U/fL) is 
small, the Coriolis force will dominate, quasi-geostrophic theory becomes 
valid, and the ability of the fluid to support internal gravity waves is 
destroyed by the Coriolis resistance to horizontal divergence. Recent 
theol:etical and observational work (Smith, 1979b) has shown, however, 
that even for mountain ranges as w.ide as 300 km or so, mountain waves 
continue to play an important role (see Figure 2). It seems then that 
the quasi-geostrophic approximation should not be used in the analysis 
of flow over moderate-scale orography as the mountain waves are thereby 
lost; and with them go several important qualitative features--the 
propagation of the disturbance to great heights, the pressure difference 
across the mountain, and preference for flow to go around, rather than 
over, the mountain. 
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Fi9ure 2. Three e>(Qmples of fhe perfurbation to the surface wind 
and pressure fields caused by oro9raphy (a) The Scandinavian 
mountains) March 24} 1'153 0900z (f'rom Spinnarl3r and Johansf!T1) 1954}, 
(b) Iceland (from Bergfhorsson and Sigurdsson, 1976) and (c)Madtljasco.r; 
July 18, Iq~ (from Donlf,ue,'975). The length scale of ~se Flows 
(a f'ew hundred km) is larJt! enol.l9h so tha1- the Corio/is force is 
imporfanf buf i-he pressure asymmefry- high pressure upsfrt!om and 
low pressure downstream - seen in +he Pi9ure is evidence fhaf the 
Corio/is Force is not so dominanf that it prevenfs the 9eneraf/on 
of mounfail1 waves. 
, 
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A VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE ASSUtlLATION OF HETEOROLOOICAL DATA 
J. R. Bates/Irish Meteorologiaal Serviae 
A variational method is proposed for global assimilation of meteorological data 
:tn which informatioo from the previous forecast is used more fully than in 
existing methods. In most existing data assimilation schemes, the previous 
forecast is used only in providing a first guess for the analysis, while the 
initialization takes no further account of forecast information. In~luded in 
that category is the method based on nonlineal: normal mode initialization. 
In the scheme proposed here, the forecast tendencies of vorticity and divergence, 
together with the forecast vertical motion and diabatic heating (all smoothed 
over the final three hours of the forecast), are used to modify the analyzed 
mass and wind fields, with the aim of preserving the maximum amount of useful 
historical information and of ensuring a smooth evolution of the computed 
atmospheric flow. 
Let (~iO, </>0) be the analyzed stream function and geopotential and let XO be the 
velocity potential derived (at the first iteration) from the forecast vertical 
motion. Let (CY.i , ~, ~) be precision moduli associated with (1J;0, XO, ¢,o). 
\~e minimize the functional 
I :: 2 x -xo 
x x 
2 
a cosededA 
2 + X -xo y y 
2 
(1) 
over the globe, where (1J;, X, </» are functions to be determined. As constraints 
on the functional (1), we choose forms of the vorticity and divergence equations 
in which the tendencies and the nonlinear terms are prescribed: 
(2) 
(3) 
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L V2!p 
F p~ + III * a ... + 'i/ • 1 at x)s 
L'i/2X F + 'I. av 
2 
a2 - pkxv + III a- 'i/ (Y-) at '" .... p 2 
The supeJ:'scripts "F" denote fot·~r.ast values. The nonlinear terms in al and a 2 
are derived from the observed (analyzed) values at the first Iteration but 
are updated using the new values (~, X. ,) at succeeding iterations. 
After the first iteration XO is derived from a vertical motion given by the 
thermodynamic equation 
F F 
III = + :i • 'IT + Q I Cp (4) 
where T is derived from the hydrostatic equation 
In this way, all the equations of motion enter the iterative procedure. 
To minimize the functional (1) subject to the constraints (2) and (3), We define 
(5) 
where AI' A2 are undetermined Lagrange multipliers. The Euler-Lagrange equations 
for this system are found to be 
1 a 
- cose ae 
... 
aF a~e cose 
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with similar equations where X, • replace t./J. Applied to (5), thes!; equations become 
(6) 
(7) 
.. 0 (8) 
where we have assumed «Xl' (X2' (X3) are constants and 
(9) 
The equations (2), (3), (6), (7), (8) in (t./J, X, ~, Al , A2) can be solved by expanding in spherical harmonics. Letting 
X 
t./J 
A1 
= 
A2 
<t> 
J m+J 
Re 
m=O n=m 
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a2 
J m+J (~) (li2)~ 
po 
- Re. (~) (PO)~ ~ (ll) eilll). 0° 1\ 
cpo maO n-m H~) (60): 
2Q{~0)m 
n 
-m 
where ll-sin9 and PIl(ll) are the normalized Lagrange functions, we find, 
after eliminating ~ trom (3) by means of (8) and using some standard 
recurrence relationships, 
... 
-0 (A 2)m + n n 
"'m m + mljJ ... (n l ) n n 
....m 
+ mx 
n 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
~ 
~ 
1 
1 
I 
1 
, , 
I' 
~ 
Ii. , 
I 
where 
C • n 
2 [n ~n+1~) 
2ex 3 
2 2 
n -m 
2 ' 4n -1 
These equations ~an be written 
AX ,.. B 
Ci - L (Xl 1 20 
... 1 (X2 .. 
'"212 (X2 
... 2 cx 3 lit 20a cx 3 
wh~t'e A is a real square matrix and B is a complex column vector of order 4(J+l). 
The solution X, when iterated over all levels until convergence occurs, gives the 
adjusted motion field whiC'h is consistent with the tendencties of the previous 
forerast. 
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ON TUE GENERATION OF LARGE-SCALE DIVERGENT WINDS AND RELATED ENERCETICS 
J. Paegle/The University of Utah 
Burger (1958) demonst.rated tha.t the ultra-long waves of t.he atmosphere 
should obey a simplified vort.iC'it.y equation of t.he form 
(1) 
where f and ~ are the Coriolis paramet:er and it.s meridional gradient, 
respectively, W is t.he vert.ical mot.ion and U is the meridional wind. 
Integration of (1) over pressure gives 
W (P) • 
p 
r ruL dP 
. f 
o 
(2) 
In ~id.·lafit:udea! the integrand of (2) has a magnitude on the order of 
10- day- , for U on the order of 10 m/s. Thus, for essentially barotropic 
ultra-long waves, (2) suggest.s 
w(surfa~e) z 0 (100 mb/day) 
while for ultra-long waves for whi~h u changes sign with height 
w(surface) « 100 mb/day 
Therefore, for the barotropic case, parcels of air that follow ultra-long 
wave trajectories on the surface of the earth would have pressure variations 
that greatly exceed observed values, except in the vicinity of high mountains. 
It may be condulIed that barotropic planetary scale waves are possible only 
in the presence of high mountains that have a significant projection upon 
ultra-long wave components. 
Figure 1 presents 200 mb and 850 mb meridional flows summed over longitudinal 
wavenumbers 0-3 at various latitudes. The data is from the DST period 
February 1, 1976-March 5, 1976, and is described in more detail by Paegle, 
et ale (1979). The fundamental conclusion is that from about 28N, southward 
iii'tCi'liiost of the Southern Hemisphere, the ultra-long waves are more similar 
t.o vertically reversing monsoonal circulations than to nearly barotropic wind 
systems shaped by topography. In the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, 
the present. results support. the important role of topography found in many 
other studies. 
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Figure 2 displays t.he 200 mb divergent. meridional wind for t.he same. dat.a sat. 
It shows strong upper level outflow from the heavily pre~ipitating regions 
over t.he Amazon basin, equatorial Af-ri('a, and t.he tropiC'sl \Jestern PMifiC'. 
'there is some similarity of t.hese areas t.o the 200 mb ageostrophi~ meridional 
flow from high to low pressure shown in Figure 3. TheBe poleward divergent: 
and ageostrophiC' flows appear t.o amnnnte front strong ('onve~t.ive. heating zones 
~al('ulat.ed by Hermatl and Schubert (1979) for this data set and are nstioC'iated 
wit.h ll('C'elernt.ions of the subtropical jet st.ream displayed in Figure 4. 
The meridional energy flux of the t.ime-averaged fields is shown in Figure 5. 
It; indif'ates poleward energy fluxes from about 405 to about 20N, at 200 mb, 
indiC'ating that. t.he st.at,iollnry features of the subtropical jet stream may be 
influenced by the dis tribution of tropic-al la tent heating. 
These results suggest that. longitudinal gradients of tropical henting play 
a more direC't role in the fOJ'C'ing of 10llg tropospheric waves than is usually 
indit-ltted. Further study should be done with forthcoming FGGE data analyses 
to test: the generality of the ('oMlusions. This ~ould be partiC'ularly 
important if the short-term predictability of energy fluxes nnd divCtrgent: and 
6geostrophit- .flI,)WS is as sensitive to tropiC'al, and even .cross-equatQrial, 
Bfferts as suggested in modeling studies presented by Paeg1e, et al. (1979) 
and by LeWis (1979). 
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July 26, 1979 
lHND WAVE DEVELOPMENT 
E. Mollo-Christensen/MIT 
A presentation is made of observations of wind waves on the ocean and as 
observed in the laboratory during a recent experiment performed jointly with 
A. Ramaonjiarisoa at l' Institute ~feMnique Statistique de 1a Turbulence a I: 
the University of Alx-Marseille II. 
The new information shows the existence of Bubharmonic transitions in the wave 
field, as predif!ted by the analysis of Longuet-Higgins (1978). This subharmonic 
instabilit:y is followed by crest.-pairing, a process by which one crest. simply 
overt.akes the previous crest and disappears (Figure 1). Through this process, 
the wave loses momentum, and this momentum has to be t.ransferred eit.her to the 
mean flow as drift current or to waves of larger scale. If the momentum transfer 
takes plaC'e at. a favorable phase of the larger scale waves, the larger scale 
waves will grow by absorbing momentum and thus also some wave energy. 
This process is demonstrated in experiments on group collision in the absence of 
wind, in cKperiments with group (',ol11.sion in the presence of wind and nat.urally 
occurring wind waves, and also by observation of naturally occurring field. 
The proc.ess of wind group formation is also discussed. First., group formation by 
crest-pairing, then group merger because group of different length formed tht'ough 
crest-pairing and merger tend to have slightly different group velocity. The 
group lengths, measured in terms of wavelengths, tend to cluster around the 
Fibondl~d numbers (Figure 2). When the groups become very long, through merger, 
I:hey tend to split ~Igain; the result is a. recurrence process, similar to the 
Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence. 
In concluSion" while nonlinear waves tend 1:0 propagate and form groups according 
to the predictions of thi.rd-order theory, including following the nonlinear 
Schroedinger equation for modulations, the presence of crest-pairing violates 
the conservation of crests criterion, so that, to the modulation equations one 
will have to add transition rules, yet to be defined. It also appears that 
internal wave packets, as observed on the seasonal thermocline, will tend to 
cluster in lengths around the Fibona~ci multiples of the wavelength, as suggested 
by satellite observation. Crest-pairing may also be a process of importance in 
other kinds of wave fields, possibly including t.opographic Rossby waves. 
Yet another observation is t.hat the fHKlden occurrence of subharmonic fluctuations 
also takes place in the air boundary layer over the wave field. This could well 
be caused by vortex pairing. as observed in free shear layers by Winant and 
Browand (197/.). \~hile the results are preliminary, they suggest that strongly 
nonlinear processes that occur very rapidly, and thus will tend to appear 
negligible in a scaling analysis, may still be of crucial importance. 
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August 9, 1979 
NUHERICAL MODELING OF STRATOCUMULUS IN TilE BOUNDARY LAYER 
J. W. Deardorff/Oregon State University 
Huch of the motivation for studying the turbulence in a boundary layer which 
contains stratocumulus in its upper portion lies in predicting the entrainment 
rate. The mixed-layer growth rate is the difference between the entrainment 
rate and the large-scale vertical velocity at the mixed-layer top. The 
boundary layer height is then an integral of the growth rate over time. 
The stratocumulus-capped marine layer often situated just off the west coast 
of the US, for example, may, because of subsidence, frequently be too shallow 
to cross the coast range of western Oregon in a sea-breeze situation in summer. 
The interior valleys may swelter in a heat wave until the marine layer can 
grow another lOO}Jm deeper and flow through the passes in the coast range. 
Satellite photographs clearly illustrate the problem. 
The three-dimensional numerical model of the clear boundary layer developed 
by Deardorff (Boundary-Layer Meteor., 1974) was modified and applied to a 
boundary layer that could be saturated in its upper portion. Recently, the 
results have been analyzed for the case of the "dry cloud" with or without 
strong surface heating but with radiative cooling at its top, for a real 
cloud occupying the upper half of the boundary layer with or without 
radiative cooling at the top, and for a cloud-filled I:;:)undary layer with 
radiative cooling at its top. 
In the dry-cloud cases, the cloud top cooling was inserted at a fixed height 
within the upper mixed layer but below the mcan capping inversion or stable 
layer. The enhancement of buoyan(~y flux in the upper mixed layer was very 
noticeable, and it was clearlY seen how the mechanism alone, in the absence 
of any surface heat flux, could generate the turbulence that would keep a 
mixed layer well mixed. 
In the numerical simulations of real stratocumulus, the influences of cloud 
water were very important in enhanci~ the buoyancy flux in the cloud layer. 
This was due to two reasons: (1) the upward moisture flux in the cloud 
layer caused a positive buoyancy flux there because of the Clausius-Clapeyron 
relationship, and (2) evaporation of cloud droplets into air entraining down 
into the cloud top caused this entrainment to proceed more quickly and easily. 
Thus, the negative buoyancy flux of entrninment that was observed to occur in 
the cloud top region rapidly switched over t'o a positive buoyancy flux at 
slightly smaller heights. A strong positive moisture flux was also observed 
in this region, due to the entrainment of dry air. Consequently, the mean 
moisture content of the mixed layer tended to decrease with time in the deep 
mixed layers studied J and cloud base tended to rise with time, even when the 
evaporation rate from the surface was appreciable. 
In the real cloud Simulations, the addition of radiative flux divergence 
(longwave) to the upper 50~m of cloud within each grid column produced no 
appreciable change in shape of the buoyancy-flux profile and turbulence 
energy. This was apparently due to the fact that the cloud top hummocks were 
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located within the horizontal mean capping inversion, and the r,adiative 
extinction scale utilized (less than 50llm) was smaller than the depth of this 
mean capping inversion. However, the opposite result probably would have been 
obtained if the cases studied had been for shallow mixed layers and if the 
radiative extinction length scale had been considerably larger (lOO-150~m). 
With or without radiative flux divergence at cloud top, the entrainment rates 
obtained from the numerical simulations with cloud-water present, even after 
normalization by the mixed-layer convective velocity scale, were found to be 
about an order of magnitude greater than for,a clear mixed layer with comparable 
capping-inversion strength. This result is ascribed to the powerful influence 
of evap,orative cooling acting on air which entrains down into the mixed layer. 
Unfortunately, due to model truncation enol' at and above f'.limulated cloud top, 
many of the conclusions on the entrainment rate and entrainment buoyancy flux 
were mOle qualitative than quantitative. Future numerical simulations of 
th1.s nature could benefit substantially by using a nwch finer vertical grid 
than 50}Jm, at least in the vicinity of the mi:>t:ed-layer top. 
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CLIMATIC EFFECT OF AN INCREASE OF CO2 IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
S. ~tanabe/Geophysi~al Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, NOAA 
August 16, 1979 
A recent study of the climatic impact of future anthropogenic increase in 
the atmospheric CO2-concentration is described. For this study, a global 
modal of climate with realistic geography and with seasonal variation of 
insolation was constructed. The model consists of: (1) a spectral model 
of the atmospheric general circulation, (2) a simple mixed-layer ocean 
model with a uniform thickness, and (3) a heat- and water-balance model 
of the continents. It is encouraging that this climate model successfully 
reproduces many of the basic characteristics of the seasonal variation in 
the geographical distribution of atmospheric temperature. The climatic 
effects of fa CO2-increase are evaluated by comparing two model climates, 
with the normal and four-times-the-normal concentration of carbon dioxide. 
In {~onclusion, the warming of the model atmosphere in response to a 
quadrupling of C02-concentration is most p=onounced in the lower tropo-
sphere of high la.titudes due to the poleward retreat of the highly 
reflective snow cover and sea ice. The warming over the Arctic Ocean 
and the surrounding regions is at a maximum in early winter and is at a 
minimum in summer. 'thus, -the amplitude of the seasonal temperature 
variation reduces markedly. The reduction of sea ice thickness is 
responsible for the aforementioned seasonal asymmetries in warming. 
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August 23, 1979 
SOME RESULTS WITH THE UCLA GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL 
M. Suarez/UCLA 
The latest version of the UCLA general circulation model (GCM) was discllssed. 
Simulations made with earlier versions of the model showed that, although 
the model compares favorably with the state of the art, it had several 
deficiencies. Some deficiencies were particular to the UCLA GCM; others 
were commOn to most GCM's. In an effort to improve the model, both for 
general circulation studies and for numerical weather prediction, two major 
design Changes have been made: 
(1) A potential ens trophy-conserving advection scheme in the 
equation of motion has replaced the previous scheme, which only conserved 
ens trophy for non-divergent flow. It is hoped that this scheme will improve 
the simulation of topographically forced motions. 
(2) The treatment of the planetary boundary layer (PSL) has been 
dramatically modified by making the predicted PBL-top a coordinate surface. 
These and other more minor changes were discussed. 
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August 30, 1979 
ON TROPICAL CIRCULATION AND CLIMATE ANO~~LIES 
S. Hastenrath/The University of Wisconsin 
Variations of circulation and climate have been studied for a portion of 
the tropical belt extending from the Americas across the Atlantic to Africa 
and the Indian Ocean. Ship observations during 1911-1972 compiled as individual 
monthly means for one and five degree square areas provided the major data 
basis. This ensemble of observations is supplemented by conventional surface 
climatological and upper-air records at land stations and series of lake levels 
and river discharge. 
A background climatology has been established for reference and has included 
the publication of atlases of the cl.dmate and Circulation, and the oceanic heat 
budget, of the tropical Atlantic and Eastern P,acific (Hastenrath, 1977a,b,c,d; 
1979; Lamb, 1977; Uastenrath and Lamb, 1977a, bj 19788, b; Hastenrath and Guetter, 
1978). A cwo-volume climatic atlas of the Indian Ocean is in press (Hastenrath 
and Lamb, 1979). 
Hechanisms of climatic hazards have been studied with emphasis on the Centrnl 
American-Caribbean region, the Ecuador-Peru coas t, Northeas t Br:azil, Subsaharan 
Africa, and the Indian Subcontinent (Hastenrath, 1976; 1978; Hastenrath and 
Heller, 1977; Covey and Hastenrath, 1978; Kaczmarczyk and Hastenrath, 1979; 
Lamb, 1978a, b; Uastenrath and Wendland, 1979). Even during extremely deficient 
or abundant rainy seasons in a given region, departures in the large-scale 
circulation are small, albeit distinct. Statistical significance of departures 
can be tested against the climatic variability for the 60-year base period. 
It has further become apparent that patterns must be vil!lwed in context over 
very large areas. With this provision, characteristic departure patterns can 
be identified in the large-scale circulation. 
For exam,ple, during deficient rainy seasons in the Central American-Caribbean 
regioll (Uastenrath, 1976), the equatorward flank of the North Atlantic high is 
strengthened, the Northeast trade winds speed up, albeit in a band further 
South, and marked negative sea surface temperature anomalies extend from the 
realm of the cold Canary current across the North Atlantic in a broad zonal 
band between 10-20N; a tendency for opposite sea surface temperature departures 
is observed over much of the tropical South Atlantic; and the Eastern Pacific 
is anomalously warm in Similarity to El Nino events which have a tendency to 
coincide with Central American-Caribbean droughts. Stratification with respect 
to droughts in Subsaharan Africa yields similar departure configurations (Lamb, 
1978a,b). Abundant rainy seasons are concomitant with approximately inverse 
circulation anomaly patterns. 
Rainfall in Northeast Brazil (Hastenrath and Heller, 1977; Covey and Hastenrath, 
1978) is related to the southernmost seasonal migration of the near-equatorial 
confluence axis and convergence band ove!;' the Western Atlantic. During drought 
years, these quasi-permanent circulation features stay comparatively far North, 
concomitant with an equatorward expansion of the South Atlantic and a poleward 
retraction of the North Atlantic subtropical highs. This is acc(lmpanied by 
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positive sea surface temperature departures over much of the tropical North 
Atlantic and negative anomalies in the South Atlantic and the adjacent equatorial 
waters. Again, abundant rainy seasons in Northeast Brazil are characterbed by 
broadly inverse atmospheric-hydroapheric departure patternl,. 
A signficant negative correlation between Northeast Brazil rainfall and Eastern 
Pacific sea surface temperature (Covey and Hastenrath, 1978), as well as an 
apparent linkage between events on the Indian Subcontinent and the Americas, 
seems to be related to a large-scale mass exchange of the Southern Oscillation 
type, but requires further study. On the whole, thet'e is a strong spatial 
correlation in annual rainfall totals in the zonal direction over thousands of 
kilometers whereas, in the meridional direction, correlations rapidly fade out 
and reverse sign. 
Hap analyses, based on stratification with respect to extreme hydrometeorologicnl 
events in key regions, are complemented by principal component analysis and 
spectral techniques (Uastent'ath, 1978; Hastenrath and Wendland, 1979; 
Kaczmat'czyk and ltastenrath, 1979). Pdncipa1 component analysis (Hastenrath, 
1978) identifies preferred modes of departure patterns in the pressure and 
sea surface temperature fields. These corroborate the various regional strati-
fication studies, in that similar spatial patterns are obtained and the time 
series of pr,incipal components are dgnificantly correlated with hydrometeoro-
logical index series in key regions. Spectral techniques (Hastenrath and 
Wendland, 1979; Kaczmarczyk and Imstenrath, 1979) were used in an attempt at a 
preliminary inventory of the preferred time scales of variability in the regional 
climates and of the large-scale spatial linkages of regional extreme events. 
Major departure characreristics of anomalous rainy ~easons are already apparent 
at the height of the preceding winter circulation, the inertia of the atmosphere-
ocean system, thus offering the potential of seasonal foreshadowing. Our work 
so far has been essentially diagnostic. Prospects for prognosis have emerged 
particularly from departure fields and time series of pressure, Wind, and 
sea surface tempf.ltature in sensitive ocean areas. Timely availability of 
predictors will he if!ruc1al in operational prediction schemes. Remote sensing 
by satellites could become highly useful in such endeavors, as satellite data 
banks gcared at the needs of climate diagnostics and prognosiS come into being • 
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September 6, 1979 
A SIMPLE MECHANISM FOR BLOCKING 
E. Kalnay-Rivas/NASA GSFC and 
L. "·0. Merkine/Technion-Israel Institute of Technology 
In this study. ':\'It '~how that atmospheric blocking can o~cur as a result of 
local resonant 1·.!~Luraction between forced Rossby lee waves. In order to 
study the s1mples~ possible model o.{ local generution of blocking, we UDe the 
barotropic vorticity equation on a a-plane open channel. Unperturbed zonal 
flow entering the channel infringes on an isolated mountain (Figure l)tIr and 
produces steady state Rossby lee waves (Figure 3a). We then allow interaction 
between this basic solution and Rossby waves produced by another source of 
localized forcing. 
In the first part of the paper, we find by means of an analytical study of 
the far field solution, that friction plays a singular role in the dynamics 
of Rossby "aves. In the presence of friction, Rossby lee waves generate a 
rectified current downstream of the orography, which does not vanish if we 
let frirtion go to zero. Tile generation of Rossby ·lee waves, and the 
orientation of the rectified current depends on the width of the channel Ly, 
through the r~tio tHtween the minimum meridional wave number ('fr2/Li-) and 
B/u. Fi~'Jre 2 shows a schematic representation of the steady state solution 
as determined from the far. field analysis. The characteristics of the near 
field (dashed in F'lgur.e 2) are inferred from the perturbation enet-gy equation. 
Multiplying the potential vorticity equation 
(h + U:I. + ~:'V ) , (1) 
by -" and integrating ovel' the open channel, a perturbation kinetic energy 
is obtained: 
~KE' • G' - D' + B' 
, 
(2) 
where G', D' and B' are ~1nerationt dissipation and lateral boundary transports 
of perturbation kinetic er~'ilrgy,respectively. The generation term, due to the 
interaction of the zonal flow, the perturbation flow and the topography, is 
G' • - U ~o f v' hm dx dy (3) 
hm + 0 
• A sponge layer was introduced to dissipate waves with negative group 
velocity generated during the transient stage. ~1ke the rigid top boundary 
condition of atmospheric models, the upstream boundary condition of unperturbed 
flow is well posed, but produces spurious reflection of tran~ient long waves 
which propagat~ upstream. 
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and is proportional to the intensity of the northerly flow (v'<O) over the 
orography hm• This indicates the ex1atence of a positive feedback mechanism. 
Perturbation kinetic energy is realized, as Ros~b~ lee waves, downstream of the 
mountain, whereas the upstream flow is largely undisturbed. Strong generation 
of perturbation kinetic en~rgy will intensify the low in the lee of the mountain. 
This, in turn, increases the zonal pressure gradient, increasing at the same 
time the northerly flow and the generation of perturbation energy. The positive 
feedback mechanism allows a simple interpretation of the multiple flow equi-
libria solutions found by Charney and DeVore (1979) for nonlinear flow over 
topography. Under initial conditions corresponding to high index, the genera-
tion of perturbation kinetic energy is inefficient, and the flow will remain 
in the "attractor basin" of the high index solution. If the initial flow 
has a large amplitude perturbation flow (low index) with a favorable phase, 
there will be strong generation, and the flow will remain low index. If the 
phase is unfavorable perturbation kinetic energy will decay and the flow will 
evolve towards high index. • 
The analysis of the generation term can be generalized to any type of stationary 
forCing (orography, heating at· even locally enhanced larocl~nic ir,stability). 
If we represent the effect of localized forcing by ;;.l term 'iJ '!'o(~.Y) in the 
vorticity equation (1), the generation term becomes T 
(4) 
Again, the generation of perturbation energy depends on the phase relationship 
between the perturbation flow and the streamlines associated with the vorticity 
source. In the case of surface heating, there are also possible ~eedback 
mechanisms, since the intensity of the heat fluxes depends on the character-
istics of the flow itself (speed, temperature, moisture content, etc.). 
In most of our experiments, we studied the interaction between stationary Rossby 
waves induced by orography (Figure 3a) and the flow induced by the periodic 
generation of pulses or "lows" upstl"eam of the mountain. Every 3 days we 
increased the tnstantaneous value of the potential vorticity by an amount 
equal to 30 percent of the Coriolis parameter. This was done in a square 
domain of 1500 km side indicated by darker shading in Figure 1. These "lows" 
can be interpreted as a crude simulation of the effect of periodic cyclogenesis 
in a region of enhanced baroclinicity. 
Since th~ pulses are always of the same sign, the net effect of the generation 
of lows in t4e absence of a mountain is to produce a small amplitude time-
averaged flow (Figure 3b) superimposed with an even smaller amplitude time 
varying solution. It is the time-averaged solution that can interact resonantly 
with the orography, so that our results are approximately independent of the 
frequency of generation of the pulses. 
When the pulses are generated upstream of the mountain, the results depend 
crucially on the position of the region of generation. If the pulses are 
generated at a region 6000 km upstream of the mountain, their induced flow is 
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unfavorable for the generation of perturbation kinetic energy over the 
orography the resulting flow (Figure 3c) is not very different from the 
unperturbed flow (Figure 3a). However, when the lows are generated at a 
region 4000 km upstream of the mountain, there is strong blocking development 
downstream of the orography (Figure 3d). Somewhat aimilar blocking patterns 
can be obtained by increasing the orographic forcing itself, from a maximum 
height of 2000 m to 3000 m (Figure 3e) in the absence of pulses. 
The orogra~,hic generation of perturbation kinetic energy corresponding to the 
three cases of Figure 3a, c and d is plotted in Figure 4. Note the very 
rapid response in the enhancement of the g~neration of KE' after the signal 
from the pulses first reach the orography. As indicated before, the generation 
is quite insensitive to the frequency of generation of individual pulses 
(except for its influence in the amplitude of the time-averaged flow). The 
observed overshooting in the generation is typical of the numerical experiments. 
The positive feedback mechanism increases the generation of KE' by deepening 
the low downstream of the mountain until the generation is compensated by 
advection and dissipation of KE'. This results, for smaller values of the 
dissipation constant (20 days in Figure 4), in a vacillating flow, even in 
the case of no pulses. Higher values of the friction (T- 10 days) produce 
a steady state solution. 
The realistic blocking development presented in Figure 3d is a nonlinear 
resonance phenomenon. We repeated experiments 3a, 3c and 3d with a linear 
model (Figures Sa, 5b, and 5c). Even though there is, as expected, resonant 
enhancement, the pattern in Figure 5c does not resemble blocking. The effect 
of a rectified current downstream, referred to in Figure 2 and clearly ob-
servable as a tilt in Figure 3 is absent in Figure 5. 
In Figure 6, we have increased the width of the channel from 5000 km, used 
in Figure 3 to 8000 km, so that stationary Rossby waves with meridional 
wavenumber 2 and 3 can also be excited. The results are similar to those 
previously presented, except that we observe a strong excitation of the 
meridional, wavenumber 2 component downstream of the region of pulse ~nera­
tion but immediately upstream of the mountain. Other integrations show an 
even stronger wavenumber 2 response, resembling the observed blocking upstream 
of the Rockies with low pressure in the coast of California and an intense 
ridge in northern latitudes. 
The simple model presented here may be relevant to blocking in the real atmos-
sphere. In particular, persistent blocking in the Atlantic seems associated 
with a favorable circulation over the Rockies, with enhanced nortt,cdy flow 
over orography and perhaps enhanced heating over the Gulf Stream. This can 
be seen to be the case in the persistent anomalous circulation observed in 
December 1976 (Taubensee, 1977) and January 1977 (Wagner, 1977). Indeed, 
enhanced orographic forcing seems to have been associated with a favorable 
distribution of anomalous sea surface temperatures in the Pacific. Following 
a suggestion of Namias (1978), Shukla and Bangaru (1979) have recently per-
fl~rmed a sensitivity experiment with a GLAS GeM in which they introduced 
observed sea surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific multiplied by a 
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factor of 9/5 (Figure 7a). The SST anomalies enhanced the genel'ation term 
over thf Rockies (Figure 7b) and, as in the simple barotropic model, produced 
a maximum response E.2.~..!!.! of the regions of orographic and thermal forcing. 
We are presently conducting a systematic study of observed Atlantic blocking 
situations, and the relationship between the generation of perturbation energy 
over the Rockies and the duration of blocking. • 
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